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ABSTRACT
X-ray Photoelectron Spectra (XPS) are unusual because 
of the fact that the background changes rapidly in the 
vicinity of the peak position and with an amount which 
is a significant proportion of the peak area.
Correct estimation of peak and background intensity is 
therefore necessary for quantitative analysis. Detailed 
theoretical interpretation of background shape may 
also open new opportunities for modelling of the near­
surface composition gradients.
The problem is made difficult because neither the peak 
nor the background have a known shape and their 
separation requires the photoemission process to be 
treated as a sequence of well separated events.
This thesis explores the background subtraction 
programs which are available and attempts to codify 
their limitations and to understand their points of 
overlap. The action of these programs is then examined 
using spectra of representative elements drawn from all 
parts of the periodic table. An effort is made to 
establish general rules and trends which will assist in 
the choice of appropriate programs for use by the 
analytical community.
In this thesis the literature is first reviewed giving 
the history of background handling strategies in XPS 
and the basis used to establish computer programs by 
which they are achieved. Fits are then made, using 
different programs, on various elements which have very 
different types of background both in magnitude and in 
shape. The results concerning the completed data set 
are discussed and a general trend is extracted which 
can help in deriving the correct fitting choices for 
the interpretation of XPS data.
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ABBREVIATIONS
XPS X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
REELS Reflection Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
K(E),E Kinetic Energy of photoelectrons
J(E) The measured spectrum
(Intensity as function of E)
F(E) The photoelectron peak shape
(Intensity as function of E)
k Scattering factor (from Shirley formula 1.4)
K(E,T) Differential Inelastic Electron Scattering (DIES)
cross section (From Tougaard formulae 2.2 and 2.3)
T The probable energy loss that photoelectrons can
undergo during an inelastic scattering event
X The mean free path for inelastic scattering
ELTH Energy Loss Tail Height (From GAMET: see Figure 3.2)
Tail 2 Energy Loss Tail Height (From TRYFIT : see Figure 2.1)
K Shape factor (derived from Tail 2)
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1. INTRODUCTION
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is based on the 
photoelectric effect : a sample is exposed to X-rays as 
exciting source (under ultra-high vacuum, UHV, 
conditions) and the photoemitted electrons are then 
counted and analysed in terms of their kinetic energy, 
KE.
XP-spectra are normally expressed in terms of Binding 
Energy, BE, which is related to the X-ray energy (hu) 
and to the measured kinetic energy, KE, through the 
Einstein relation:
KE = hu - BE
and the energy distribution of the photoelectrons, 
N(E), then consists of a series of discrete bands 
(peaks) that reflect the electronic structure of the 
atoms in the sample.
Photoemission may be observed from a free molecule as 
well as from a solid and the number of photoelectrons 
produced is determined by the photoionisation cross- 
section, o (1 ) , for a given level and photon energy, hu . 
In practice, a is found to be dependent also on the 
relative direction of photon incidence and
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photoelectron emission, y, and this dependence 
expressed by the asymmetry factor, L, is given by
L (y) = 1 + 1/2 0(3/2 sin2 y -1) (1.1)
where 0 is a constant for a given subshell of a given 
atom and X-ray photon energy (2).
The spectral shapes are determined by a convolution of 
different contributions to the final energy 
distribution as schematically reported in Figure 1.1a. 
Each of these contributions will be discussed in turn, 
throughout the thesis, when appropriate.
It should be noted, however, that core ionization of 
atom in a solid or in a molecule cannot be viewed as a 
single electron process which removes an electron from 
one particular orbital. The response of the remaining 
electrons leads to further excitations of the system 
who contribute to the apparent binding energy and may 
give rise to various type of satellites.
As can be seen in Figure 1.1a, the core hole life-time 
and instrumental function involve peak broadening which 
are expressed by a Lorentzian and Gaussian shape 
respectively. Valence electron excitations (shake-up)
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and excitation of vibrational motion (vibration) give 
rise to additional features which consists of a number 
of discrete transitions in molecules but are described 
different terms for solid where the electronic 
states forms continous bands. Thus shake-up satellites 
in solids are often referred to as ' intrinsic losses' 
which include shake-off satellites, plasmon excitations 
and interband transitions.
All these influences mean that the peak shape obtained 
from a free molecule or an isolated atom can be complex 
and to some extent unpredictable.
In solids new features appear in the spectrum which 
arise from two principle effects. Firstly the close 
packing of atoms means that there is more opportunity 
for final states to arise which involve electron levels 
in atoms neighbouring that which has been photoionised. 
These often appear as satellites and add again to the 
complexity of the peak shape. Secondly effects arise 
from the transport of photoionised electrons through 
the material. These features are denoted as extrinsic 
losses or background in XP-spectra and can be neglected 
for free molecules if the measurements are performed at 
sufficiently low pressure. Background features in 
solids are a consequence of the inelastic mean free 
path, X (3) i.e. the distance the electrons can travel 
before they lose energy through inelastic scattering 
events with other electrons in the system.
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Typical extrinsic losses are shown in Figure 1.1b where 
XPS peaks from pure Copper excited by AlKo? radiation 
are observed on a background, extending on the low 
kinetic energy side. The background is due to electrons 
excited at various depths which have lost energy during 
transport out to the solid surface and hence could not 
contribute to the photoelectron peak.
The inelastic scattering probability is determined by 
both the energy of the electron and the material 
through which is travelling and the loss of intensity 
by the peak can be described by the standard 
exponential decay law:
I (x) = I0 exp (-x/X) cos0 (1.2)
where lo is the original photoelectron intensity, Ix is 
the intensity remaining after travelling through the 
thickness x, Q is the angle of emission with respect 
the surface normal and X is the inelastic mean free 
path.
It should be noted that although this is a general law 
describing the loss of intensity I (x) in terms of 
absorption in the solid, there is an important 
difference between electrons and quantised radiation
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such as X-rays. In the latter case absorption means 
removal of the photon. Any re-emission will be at an 
energy some way removed from that of the original 
radiation. In the case of electrons, scattering can 
result in very small losses of energy so that the 
scattered electrons form a continuum of energy 
extending from the peak itself.
Considering a homogeneous material, of essentially 
infinite thickness compared to the typical electron 
mean free path, X, the intensity of a given line j can 
thus be written:
Ij = B N (Jj (hu) Lj (7 )X(Ej) T(Ej) (1.3)
where N is the atomic density in the sample, 0  ^(hv) is 
the photoionization cross-section for the level j at a 
photon energy hu , Lj (7 ) is the angular anisotropy of 
the emission, X (Ej) is the electron mean free path for 
kinetic energy Ej in the considered material and T (Ej) 
is the spectrometer transmission function (4) . The 
constant B which depends on the X-ray radiation 
intensity, may be removed by referring the intensity 
values to one particular peak, i.e.FIs, with IFls defined 
as unity. Thus the product ' (7j (hu) Lj (7 ) X (Ej) T (Ej) z 
represents the relative sensitivity factor for the 
given spectrometer characteristics.
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One important aspect related to the inelastic mean free 
path, X, is that the electron contributing to the 
photoelectron peak comes mostly from a very thin 
surface layer, in the region of 1 or 2 nm whereas the 
background arises from deeper levels. Thus XPS applied 
to solids has aroused the most interest as a surface 
analytical technique but to be used in this mode it is 
essential that the true peak be separated from the 
background. In recent years the value of the background 
has been realized: it helps interpret the distribution 
of elements in depth.
Thus, quantitative surface analysis by XPS requires the 
measurement of photoelectron intensities which are 
represented by the peak areas in N(E) spectra. An 
appropiate formalism has to be adopted in order to 
distinguish between 'intrinsic' and 'extrinsic' 
processes in relation to their effect in describing XPS 
line shape. The removal of the inelastic background is 
not an easy task as intrinsic and extrinsic satellites 
may have similar energies. Therefore the value obtained 
for peak intensity will strongly depend upon the method 
used for this removal.
The accuracy in quantification is only as good as the 
accuracy of the values reported on Eq. 3 and there has 
been a great deal of progress in determining these 
values (4). The problem to solve is how to compare
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the theoretical value of photoelectron intensity with 
experimental results.
There are two basic alternative routes to 
quantification :
a) The use of a published or locally determined data 
base derived from measured I„ values of reference 
samples ( The use of experimental sensitivity factors).
b) Calculation of all relevant terms reported in Eq. 1, 
derived from the basic principles (theoretical 
intensity).
The theoretical intensity may be easily calculated for 
all levels of all atoms from literature values of ad), 
X (3) and knowing the geometry of the XPS-spectrometer 
(2,4) . Experimentally, however, the accuracy with which
the peak area can be measured in the analysis depends 
on the accuracy with which the background can be 
defined. Perfect background subtraction gives an area 
which reflects all the electrons contributing to a (hv) 
for the ionized subshell of the given element.
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2.1 M e th o d s  u s e d  t o  d e f i n e  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d .
The first method available in most commercial data 
systems was the zlinear background7 which simply 
requires a straight line drawn between two suitable, 
chosen, points just outside the region of the peak: see 
Figure 1.2a. As will be further explained in the next 
paragraph, in general, measurement of the peak area 
over a narrow energy range omits much intensity which 
should be included and, moreover, significant 
difference between two straight-line backgrounds can be 
found, dependent on the chosen integration limits (see 
B and C points in the Figure).
Thus, calculated intensity values may not readily 
reflect what is normally measured and systematic 
divergences of experimental data sets from the 
theoretical predictions have been found (2,4) which 
reflect the difference between the 7 true7 area 
measurement and the use of the straight line background 
method.
An alternative to this method is the integral (non­
linear) background devised by Shirley (5) which assumes 
that the background (apart from the contribution of the 
electrons excited by the continuous part of the photon 
spectrum) on which the photoelectron peaks (photopeaks)
9
are sitting is determined by the intensity of the 
photopeaks themselves. The Shirley formula gives :
J(E) =F(E) +k* F(E')dE' 1.4
where J (E) is the measured spectrum, F(E) is the 
photoelectron peak shape and k is a constant which 
matches the background to the measured spectrum at the 
chosen integration point, k is sometimes known as the 
scattering factor.
Once again, because the integration is performed across 
the energy window defined by the analyst, the amount 
subtracted is somewhat subjective. However, the method 
is the most widely used procedure because of its ease 
of use and because it gives a peak area which is less 
dependent on the energy window used for background 
subtraction than the linear method : see Figure 1.2b.
The Shirley background has been in widespread use for 
nearly twenty years. Over the past ten years various 
modifications of the Shirley algorithm have been 
proposed and another type of background has been 
developed by Tougaard which is based on first 
principles and represents the distribution expected of 
electrons reaching the surface from various depths. 
There are practical problems in implementing the
10
Tougaard background as his algorithm requires the 
energy loss functions to be known and a wide energy 
range to be acquired and it is, therefore, not yet 
widely used. As can be seen in Figure 1.2c, the 
Tougaard background merges with the spectrum much 
further from the peak centre and places a greater 
proportion of the signal in the intrinsic part of the 
peak.
In the next chapter, the basic assumptions of the 
Shirley algorithm will be examined and the principal 
background subtraction methods, ranging from the 
Shirley-method through its modifications to the more 
theoretical Tougaard method will be compared. The 
literature survey will help in understanding the 
progress made in defining background models in term of 
rigour (accuracy in peak area determination), easiness 
of computation and capability of widespread 
application.
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2 . BACKGROUND HANDLING METHODS IN XPS
In analysing solid materials by XPS their surface is 
irradiated with photons (typical energy range 1 0 0 - 
2000eV) : the excited core electrons travel in the solid 
and some of them escape through the solid surface.
Electrons travelling through a material have a 
relatively high probability of experiencing inelastic 
collisions as a result of which they lose energy during 
transport out to the solid surface. For these electrons 
the mean free path for inelastic electron scattering is 
typically 5-20 A°. As applied to solids, XPS is thus a 
surface sensitive technique since 'unscattered' 
electrons can only arise from the outermost few atomic 
layers of the solid.
Thus the energy. distribution of typical XPS spectra 
normally consists of a series of photoelectron peaks 
i.e. 'unscattered' electrons which provide information 
on Ionization Energy relating to various states of the 
singly ionized system , accompanied by an increase in 
the background intensity on the low Kinetic Energy (KE) 
side originating from 'scattered 'electrons which have 
suffered energy loss (Figure 1.1b).
Thus to isolate the 'true' spectrum of unscattered 
electrons, several special background determinations
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have been developed by which the scattered electrons 
might be removed.
As reported in the Introduction, the background removal 
methods, linear background and integral background 
(based on Shirley), were used first. They give rise to 
pragmatic solutions by removing the background before 
curve fitting without requiring any ' a priori' 
knowledge of the peak shape and spectrum structure.
Subsequently, on the basis of the Shirley assumptions, 
other mathematical approaches have been proposed which 
allow the background to be associated with each 
individual component of the peak and to be included in 
the fitting process (see Garnet and Tryfit below).
Finally a more accurate background removal has been 
proposed by Tougaard which is based on a careful 
analysis of the scattering process.
The most widely used background correction procedure 
proposed by Shirley (5), simply assumes that the 
inelastic background at any energy is proportional to 
the integrated intensity at higher energy with the 
condition that the background matches the spectrum 
outside the region of the peak. Considering that the 
photoexcitation of a core hole is accompanied by the 
excitation of 'intrinsic' outer-shell transitions which
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result in discrete satellite features superimposed on 
the inelastic tail, this assumption, as explained in 
the Introduction, was shown to be wrong(6 ) . Thus the 
method has been applied for its simplicity, generally 
requiring an iterative procedure, and the match of the 
background outside the region of the peak has been 
limited within a short energy range from the main peak.
Nowadays, it's universally recognized that a priori 
removal of the Shirley background before 'curve 
fitting' procedure might be convenient but it is 
incorrect because 'systematic' errors affect, very 
strongly, the results of the spectrum evaluation: this 
lack of accuracy is particularly enhanced when the 
validity of the generated background has to be tested 
over large energy separation from the main peak.
Another major disadvantage of the above method is that 
it can give misleading answers when applied within the 
same energy range to peaks originating from elements 
with different in-depth distribution or in different 
oxidation states. This problem has been outlined by 
Sherwood (7) and Castle et al. (8 ) who first pointed out 
the advantage of connecting the photopeak and the 
scattered background derived from it in ' one spectrum 
component' derived from the same physical source. The 
background contribution then can be calculated from the 
parameters of the photopeak by using the scattering
14
factor (k) as additional parameter.
To this end, a method (GAMET) derived from Sherwood has 
been implemented, in the past recent years, at the 
University of Surrey (9) which reformulated the Shirley 
algorithm in order to allow, by a proper curve-fitting 
procedure, each peak component to be given an 
individual background according to the depth 
distribution, states, etc. The method has been proved 
to be advantageous in evaluating complex layered 
specimens (8 ). This contrasts with the Shirley method 
which subtracts background from the total peak envelope 
before curve fitting and therefore cannot distinguish 
between electrons scattered from different peaks and 
only gives an 'average' scattering factor (k) which 
produces an incorrect background estimate before 
attempting any fitting procedure .
Some examples of curve-fitting of Chromium specimens, 
showing the versatility of the programme, will be 
reported in Chapter 4 (see Figures section and Tables 
1-3) .
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2.1 GAMET PROGRAMME PEAK FITTING ROUTINE
The programme derives from the 'seven parameter shape' 
proposed by Sherwood (7) . Each peak has seven 
parameters associated with it :
a) Peak centre
b) Peak height
c) Peak width
d) Gaussian/Lorentzian (G/L) peak shape 
mixing ratio (Product Function)
e) Constant tail height
f) Exponential tail slope
g) Constant/Exponential tail mixing ratio
As a result of the use of unmonochromatized X-ray 
sources, the intensity contribution from excitations at 
higher energies (Bremsstrahlung) has to be removed by 
subtracting a straight line fitted to the high kinetic 
energy side of the spectrum. Thus linear background 
slope and intercept have to be added making, in total, 
for 'n ' peaks, 7n+2 parameters.
Starting with an initial guess of how many peaks are 
present and their relevant parameters, the programme 
uses an iterative non-linear least squares fitting 
procedure (the Gauss-Newton method) in order to modify 
the peak parameters until the deviation between the
16
synthesised peak envelope and the original XPS spectrum 
is minimised. Any of the required parameters can be 
individually fixed to a preset value or left free to 
vary although for an effective use it is important to 
minimise the number of free variables. For this 
purpose, the versatility of the programme allows the 
guessed peaks to be grouped and the relevant parameters 
to be the same either within each group, across all 
groups or left free to be calculated by the programme. 
Moreover within each group it is possible to fix peak 
separation and/or area ratio.
The programme also includes subsidiary peaks induced by 
X-ray satellites in the exciting radiation (unless this 
feature is explicitly suppressed e.g. for Auger peaks). 
One further variable sets a limit on the number of 
channels by which the programme can move peaks during 
fitting. Additional variables are required to be set to 
control the type of input/output required.
As can be seen in the Figures derived by GAMET in 
Chapter 4, the curve-fitted spectrum show the 
photopeaks having tails at their low kinetic energy 
side : just as the sum of the component peak is fitted 
to the peak envelope, the sum of the individual loss 
tails is fitted to the background rise. The goodness of 
the fit is determined by the value of the Chi-square 
available from the programme. In the final step of the
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analysis a Shirley function is used to strip the 
background tail from each individual peak. Thus the 
peak and the loss intensities can be quoted separately.
This computional procedure is the equivalent of using 
a Shirley inversion formula
F{E) =J{E) -k*fF{E') dE' (2.1)
E
to obtain the background electron distribution, where 
F(E) is the shape of primary photoelectron peak and
J (E) is the measured peak shape and k is a constant
which matches the background to the measured spectrum 
at the lower energy end of the primary peak and hence 
yields the value of the constant energy loss tail (see 
Figures 3.2, 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6).
Owing to its ' constantz tail parameter the method 
however still shows the same deficiency in correcting 
background as the Shirley procedure since it assumes 
the energy loss to be independent of energy over
(beyond) the peak width. In normal use, with constant 
tails, GAMET considers only G/L symmetric peaks thus 
transferring all intrinsic contributions (associated to 
the peak) to the extrinsic background. Moreover
computational disadvantages arise when attempting to
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use its 'single' exponential tail (see the seven peak 
parameters listed above) which strongly correlate the 
possible asymmetry of the peak with the rising part of 
the constant tail (for further details see Figures 4.4, 
4.5 and Chapter 4 Results).
The GAMET programme has been further developed by 
Proctor (10). The lastest version available at the 
University of Surrey since 1993, TRYFIT, modifies in 
the following way the previous GAMET version without 
changing the physical basis of the model.
2.1.1 ADDITIONAL OPTIONS IN TRYFIT PROGRAMME
While keeping the advantages concerning the feasibility 
of handling individually the background contribution 
due to each corresponding photopeak and linking peaks 
in the same group or across groups in relation with 
chemical state, spin-orbit splitting and so on, the 
TRYFIT programme proposes some modifications to the 
curve-fitting procedure, compared with the GAMET 
version.
Proctor first changed the computational scheme by going 
from a Gauss-Newton method (GAMET) through a Damped 
Non-Linear least squares curve-fitting by using the 
Cramer's rule (CRAMPIT and LOGAFIT) to the Levenberg-
Marquardt modification to the solution in TRYFIT. Four 
different Gaussian/Lorentzian peak profiles were 
available in the last TRYFIT release, including the 
Voigt function (see Appendix 1) . Moreover the
Gaussian/Lorentzian mix was allowed to be programme 
optimized.
Concerning the hardware requirements, while GAMET 
required the 'mainframe computer' to be run, TRYFIT was 
intended only for use on IBM or compatible PC's : see 
ref. 1 0 .
As a result of this series of changes the
spectroscopist has the ability to match spectra more 
accurately.
In particular two types of tailing can now be added 
into the symmetric G/L functions. These are called 
Taill (Tl) and Tail2(T2).
Tail 1 (Tl) accounts for Conduction Band Interaction in 
XPS. This asymmetry is particularly evident in 
conducting or semi-conducting specimens. The shape used 
is an exponentially modified function similar to that 
suggested by Doniach,Sunjic and Mahan (11). Once the 
side of the tailing and other associated parameters 
(i.e. height of tail with respect to the basic peak :
see Appendix 1) are given, then Tail 1 is ready to be
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included in the iteration carried out by the programme.
Tail 2 (T2) accounts for inelastic background in XPS: 
it replaces the 'constant tail' in the original GAMET 
version to account for the background contribution
associated to each peak. The shape used for T2 is an
integrated Gaussian with the same width as the given
peak where the height of the background (T2 value) is
proportional to the peak area. In order to make the 
form of the background tail more variable there is also 
a modifying polynomial factor included whose
coefficients B1 B4 can be varied by the operator to
allow the final function to rise or fall depending on 
the spectrum profile. The effect of varying B2 is 
reported in Figure 2.1.
Different forms of background profiles have been 
already discussed in the earlier work of Proctor and 
Hercules (12) where two cases were compared using the 
Au 4f spectrum in an extended region of about 180 eV 
beyond the main peak. In the first case, thin gold 
films were deposited over a graphite base and in the 
second case, a gold sample was covered with a 
relatively thick carbonaceous contamination layer. It 
was then noted (see Figure 2.2) that the background 
intensity on increasing the energy separation from the 
main peak can be other than constant, depending not
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only on which element is under observation but also on 
its concentration and position in the sample (depth 
distribution).
It was also as a result of such practical studies that 
they modified the Shirley-simple integral by 
introducing a function F(dX)/ where dX is the energy 
separation from the main peak, which can be 
exponential, logarithmic or constantly equal to unity. 
While the exponential function gives a falling 
background similar to that proposed by Bishop (13) in 
his studies of iron spectra and the log. function gives 
an increasing background suitable for elements 
distributed in depth, when F(dX) = 1, the simple
integral is obtained again which can now be applied 
only in specific cases, particularly if restrained in 
the vicinity of the main peak.
Thus, the TRYFIT programme includes all these concepts 
(Shirley algorithm modifications) in accounting for 
inelastic background by the use of Tail-2. This meets 
the requirement (discussed on pages 14-15) that it 
should be possible to select a different background for 
each peak in a quantification routine.
The versatility of the programme has been tested in 
this thesis from the point of view of its interactive 
easiness with the operator. Examples of curve-fitted
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regions on various elements are reported in Chapters 5- 
7 (see Figures section).
Since Tail 1 is separately treated from Tail 2, no 
unwanted correlation is found between the eventual 
asymmetric peak-shape and the sloping background, as 
was observed in GAMET. Thus, as an additional option 
(not recommended) the inelastic background can be 
accounted for by the overall integral background 
subtraction, as an alternative to Tail 2. If chosen, 
the background is first calculated then subtracted from 
the spectrum which is then fitted by using, if it is 
appropriate, asymmetric peaks by means of Tail 1 
parameter. In this option, the subtracted background 
can also be re-added at the end of the curve-fitting 
procedure.
Other options on Data Treatment are available from the 
programme (see TRYFIT Appendix) which also allows a 
certain amount of statical information, such standard 
deviations of the calculated parameters and the F test 
to be calculated. Such information may help in making 
the correct use of Chi-square and in the overall 
decision of the 'best fit ' .
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2.2 TOWARDS MORE ACCURATE BACKGROUND-
SUBTRACTION PROCEDURES BASED ON THEORETICAL 
MODELS .
All the various reformulations of the Shirley 
background presented so far, and well summarized in 
TRYFIT programme, even though representing a great 
development in mathematical procedures, clearly rely on 
the same basic assumption of the parent model : the
background, whether as a sum of the inelastic peak 
tails or calculated as an overall contribution, is 
required to match the spectrum profile at the chosen 
integration limits. Theoretical studies based on the 
Electron interactions in Solids have shown that this 
requirement may misinterpret part of the primary 
spectrum as inelastic background (11,14).
As Doniach and Sunj ic pointed out (11a) , the expected 
intrinsic XPS line-shape is a Lorentzian whose width is 
a direct reflection of uncertainity in the lifetime of 
the ion state remaining after photoemission. This line 
shape is perturbed by an 'intrinsic' process due to 
electrostatic 'screening' of the core hole created in 
the ionization process and exhibits a 'tail' of lower- 
kinetic energy photoelectrons because of the energy 
which goes into the excitation of electron-hole pairs 
(many-body lineshape). The extent of this phenomenon, 
which is always present, is particularly evident for 
many metals where the asymmetry terms can be quite
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large and the contribution to the lineshape 
significant.
Much of the area associated with the lineshape is 
contained in the tail, so that for accurate 
quantitative analysis this total intensity must be 
taken into account. Moreover, additional intrinsic 
processes have to be considered if photoemission at the 
atomic centre results in several discrete final states 
due to spin-orbit coupling, multi-electron excitations 
(shake-up,shake-off), or spin-spin coupling (multiplet 
splitting). Excitations of plasmons and interband 
transitions are also possible as intrinsic process.
All these intrinsic electrons, being generated in the 
excited eigenstates of the many-electron system upon 
the sudden creation of the core hole, are part of the 
primary spectrum and should not depend either on sample 
thickness or on incident photon energy. Thus they 
should not be confused with 7 extrinsic electrons' which 
have suffered energy loss during the transport in the 
solid (see Figure 1.1a and relevant discussion in 
Introduction). Since exact quantitative predictions of 
the contribution made by intrinsic electrons over an 
energy range which extends well beyond the peak, cannot 
be given, much effort has been paid to trying to remove 
the 'extrinsic background' . Assuming this could be done 
exactly then the true primary excitation spectrum would
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be revealed.
The first practical methods based on more physical 
grounds have been suggested by different authors (15a- 
d). In these methods, they recognized that the losses 
seen in XPS spectra were similar to the losses that 
could be observed associated with the elastic peak for 
an electron beam incident at the kinetic energy 
equivalent to that of the peak. Thus the measured 
response function of the solid upon interaction with 
monoenergetic electron source was used to deconvolute 
the inelastic part from the recorded spectrum.
These methods are more realistic compared to the 
methods which largely rely on simple mathematical 
manipulation of experimental data but, here, the main 
problem is to find the response function with 
reasonable accuracy. Because of the asymmetry present 
in XPS line shape, due to the electrostatic screening 
of the core hole, and the different path length 
distribution experienced by the emitted electrons in 
the two sets of spectra (XPS spectrum and backseattered 
spectrum of monoenergetic electrons), unreal structure 
can be found after the deconvolution procedure.
The more sophisticated method based on a detailed 
physical model for electron transport in solids has 
been developed by Tougaard (16) . He has considered a
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new approach for the deconvolution of the inelastic 
background from electron spectra deriving theoretical 
formulas based on a detailed knowledge on the 
differential electron scattering cross section in 
solids.
2.2.1 TOUGAARD #S ALGORITHM FOR THE
DECONVOLUTION OF THE INELASTIC BACKGROUND FROM 
XPS SPECTRA
The general description of the basic theoretical model 
for the transport of electrons in solids is given in 
the previous works of Tougaard and Sigmund (16a and 
16b) and the references cited therein. In their work 
the influence of elastic and inelastic electron 
scattering on energy spectra have been investigated. 
When electrons travel in a solid they will experience 
inelastic scattering events giving rise to a distortion 
in the original energy distribution. Angular deflection 
will cause deviation from a straight path motion by 
increasing the total path length travelled by the 
electrons. Therefore elastic electron scattering can 
also be important for the distortion of electron energy 
spectrum as the average number of inelastic scattering 
events increases with the total path length travelled 
in the solid. As long as only small energy losses are 
considered, relative to the electron energies of 
primary importance in XPS (see below), the angular
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deflection in a typical inelastic scattering event is 
small. The two effects can be treated separately and as 
a reasonable approximation, in the near-peak region, 
angular deflection can be neglected. Assuming electron 
moving along straight lines and homogeneous 
distribution of electron emitters to all depths, 
Tougaard has derived a formula where the primary 
excitation spectrum F(E) is given in terms of the 
measured XPS intensity J(E) by:
F(E) =J{E) -XjK{Ef T) J(E') dE' (2 .2)
E
where X is the mean free path for inelastic scattering
i.e. the average distance that an electron having a 
given energy will travel between inelastic collision 
and K(E,T) is the Differential Inelastic Electron 
Scattering (DIES) cross section i.e. the probability 
that an electron of energy E shall lose energy T per 
unit energy loss and per unit path length travelled in 
the solid. In the above formula the tabulated X values 
were derived by Tung, Ashley and Ritchie (2a) but once 
K(E,T) is known the X values can also be derived from 
it, through the relation :
Jk{E) K{E, T) =1 (2.3)
o
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2.2.2 K(E,T) EVALUATION
To evaluate K(E,T), Tougaard used the Lindhard 
dielectric function (17) which describes the response 
of the solid to the moving electron in term of energy 
and momentum transfer to the electron gas. It applies 
for free-electron-like metals as it is but including 
the effect of plasmon damping by expanding the loss 
function in Drude-type functions it can be applied to 
model the dielectric properties to a general solid 
(16b). The choice of parameters for the Drude function 
is the same as used by Tung and Ritchie in calculating 
the inelastic mean free path (X).
An essential simplification in the computed procedure 
is the neglect of depth scattering process like surface 
plasmon losses (see 2a, 17) and that K(E,T) = K(T) , 
independent of E, for energy loss T small compared to 
the primary electron energy.
The function K(E,T) as calculated, shows in general 
some structure due to bulk plasmon excitations as well 
as a broad continuum up to a maximum attainable energy 
transfer. Figs. 2.3a and 2.3b show DIES cross sections 
evaluated by this method for A1 and Cu respectively. As 
can be seen, for Al which is a free-electron-like 
metal, K(E,T) consists essentially of one sharp feature
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corresponding to a plasmon excitation, at about 15 eV 
energy loss. In contrast, details in the Cu band 
structure give rise to a multitude of possible 
electronic excitations, and consequently, K(E,T) is a 
much broader function of T.
Tougaard et al. have determined the DIES cross section 
of a number of transitions and noble metals at various 
primary electron energies. The DIES cross section in 
general decreases as the primary energy E is increased 
and, rather than being constant, increases for small 
energy differences from the primary energy, and shows 
characteristic features such as plasmons.
It is interesting to note that if we suppose the cross 
sections as a constant, K°, independent of the energy 
loss then the Tougaard inversion formula, Equation 2.2, 
could be reduced to the Shirley inversion formula, 
Equation 2.1, with X*K° = k as prefactor on both 
integrals. Thus the Shirley formula will represent an 
accurate procedure for background subtraction 'only' in 
case of a loss function that is uniform over the energy 
interval considered. Generally, however the condition 
for this requirement to be valid is not met and the 
inelastic background found by applying the Tougaard 
formula is markedly different from the result of the 
Shirley method. In Figs. 2.4a and 2.4b, the Ag3p
spectra deconvoluted using each algorithm are shown for
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comparison. In Fig. 2.4b, as in all cases studied by 
the Tougaard method, the inelastic background signal is 
quite small in the 0-5 eV energy loss range being 
consistent with the finding (14a) that the peak shape 
in this energy range is well described by theoretical 
spectra without subtraction of any inelastic 
background.
Analysis of model as well experimental spectra of 
homogeneous Al,Cu,Ag and Au samples were undertaken by 
Tougaard and co-workers on the basis of the 
deconvolution formula 2.2. As a model primary spectrum 
F(E) , an asymmetric Doniach-Sunjic lineshape was taken, 
characterised by the proper width (y) and asymmetry (a) 
parameters. In addition to defining the peak shape in 
experimental spectra, the instrumental effects on the 
recorded spectrum have to be taken into account. Thus 
before applying the deconvolution formula, the 
continuum background originating from XPS peaks at 
higher energies must be subtracted and correction for 
the energy dependence of the analyser transmission 
function at a given pass energy must be made. In this 
case, the derived primary spectrum, F(E), will be 
represented by a convolution of the theoretical 
lineshape with a Gaussian component which represents 
the response function of the spectrometer.
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In the deconvolution procedure z no adjustable 
parameters were used. The formula is based on a 
detailed physical model and does not rely on an 
iterative procedure. The following consistent results 
were obtained from all the deconvoluted spectra :
1) The primary spectrum F(E) extends about 50 eV below 
the peak energy and remains at approximately zero 
intensity over a wide energy range.
2) This tail extending below the peak energy, accounts 
for that part of the measured spectrum which is due to 
intrinsic excitations (since the inelastically 
scattered electrons have already been removed) in 
agreement with theoretical predictions regarding the 
relative importance of intrinsic and extrinsic effects.
3) Transition metals have similar DIES cross sections 
showing the most probable energy loss, in a single 
scattering event to be between 10-30 eV. Thus the ratio 
of peak area to the increase in intensity measured at 
a point 30 eV below the peak is found to be a 
z universal constant' for seven homogeneous transition 
metals.
The formula is correct i.e. it takes into account the 
effect of multiple inelastic scattering events to 
infinite order (see Sigmund and Tougaard) . However, as
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mentioned above, surface plasmon peaks are not included 
in the theoretical cross section, leading to minor 
changes in the shape of the calculated background 
intensities close to a peak. Since this is balanced by 
a parallel overestimation of the bulk excitations, the 
overall inelastic background intensity and therefore 
the peak area are not seriously affected.
To test such theoretical cross-sections from the 
experimental point of view, alternative evaluations of 
differential inelastic cross section, K(E,T) were also 
performed by Tougaard and coworkers (16c) through the 
analysis of experimental REELS (Reflection Electron 
Energy Loss Spectroscopy) spectra. Here, the solid 
surface is bombarded with a monoenergetic beam of 
electrons. Some of these electrons are backscattered 
and escape through the solid surface. As the primary 
electron travels in the solid it may lose energy to 
electronic excitation in the solid and the resulting 
energy spectrum is measured. In REELS spectra, however, 
the electrons pass the surface twice while in XPS 
spectra only once. As a result, when K(E,T) is derived 
experimentally by a REELS technique, the surface 
plasmon strength is overestimated. Strong similarities 
are seen with the Madden and Houston deconvolution 
method (15c) where the loss spectrum is used directly 
with a scaling parameter to remove the inelastic 
background.
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2.2.3 A # UNIVERSAL ' DIFFERENTIAL INELASTIC
SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION.
Beside the assumption of a homogeneous distribution of 
electron emitters to all depths, the deconvolution 
formula. Equation 2.2, was derived by Tougaard on the 
assumption that two further requirements are fulfilled: 
namely that angular scattering of electrons can be 
ignored and that the inelastic cross section and 
inelastic mean free path are independent of energy 
within the deconvoluted energy region of the spectrum.
The above assumptions require the attenuation length 
for the primary X-rays to be much greater than all 
pertinent electron mean free paths (a situation 
normally encountered in XPS) and the total energy loss 
of a photoelectron by inelastic collisions to be small 
compared to its energy i.e. only the near vicinity of 
a spectral line is analyzed. These latter assumptions 
required the range of validity of the deconvolution 
method to be investigated. Thus the inversion formula
2.2 was applied to the analysis of model and 
experimental photoelectron spectra in a variety of 
energy ranges and surprisingly was shown to be valid, 
for homogeneous solids, in the full (-1000 eV) spectral 
energy range. The possible reasons for the broad range 
of applicability were discussed as follows (16d):
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1. As mentioned in paragraph 2.2.2 and as shown in 
Fig. 2.5a, K(E,T) decreases as the kinetic energy E is 
increased making the requirements of its independence 
of E to be fulfilled only for energy losses, T, 
negligible with respect the primary electron energy, E. 
The inverse nature of X (E) and K (E, T) , as shown in 
equation 2.3, however, and the similarity of the K(E,T) 
shapes as a function of T at different values of E, 
makes the product X (E)*K(E,T) less sensitive to 
variation in E. Figure 2.5b shows that this is indeed 
the case. Since it is this product which enters the 
deconvolution formula 2 .2 , it explains why the 
deconvoluted spectrum looks reasonably good with all 
peaks resolved (clearly separated) in the full spectral 
energy range : see, as an example, the AlKo? excited 
spectrum of pure Cu illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
Thus the formula 2.2 for homogeneous solids has been 
generalized to allow for larger energy losses when the 
7 full' energy dependence of the inelastic mean free 
path and the differential energy loss cross section is 
used, as long as angular deflection can be ignored.
2. The neglecting of angular deflection implies that 
the deconvolution formula 2.2 for homogeneous solids, 
is exact on condition that the path length distribution 
Q(R) of the electrons emitted in the direction of the 
analyser, is independent of the path length, R,
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travelled in the solid.
When angular deflection is taken into account, the 
path-length distribution is expected to decrease 
exponentially with R (18) ,
Q(R) = A (77) exp-R/L 2.4
where A (17) is a function of the directional cosine of 
the emission angle and L is the characteristic 
attenuation length. Including the effect on Q (R) 
implied by angular deflection, the integral prefactor 
in the decovonlution formula 2.2 becomes (X*L)/ (X+L) 
which for L  -> 00 reduces to X (16a) .
According to reference 18, the attenuation length, L, 
is related to Xlz (L = 5*X1) , the transport mean free 
path which is determined by the frequency of angular 
deflection and is thus dependent on both inelastic and 
elastic events. In the range of R-values which are 
determining for the energy spectrum below a peak 
dominated by small angle scattering (near peak region), 
the Xi value is found to be considerable larger than X 
leading to L approaching Infinity in the new 
preintegral factor. The value of the critical path 
length, R1# above which non-negligible angular
deflections are dominating (off peak region) was found 
to be s 2 * Xi and it is thus dependent on the relative
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importance of elastic and inelastic scattering for the 
particular element and core level being measured.
In the off-peak region a continuum description of 
electron energy loss and a diffusion description of 
electron motion are predicted leading to a logarithmic 
decay of the emitted electron density with the energy 
distance to the peak-line (16a). The critical energy 
loss separating the near peak from the off peak region 
is of the order of R-^S i.e. 2* X1*S ,where S
is the stopping power parameter i.e. the rate of energy 
loss for an electron travelling in a uniform medium, 
related to the differential inelastic cross-section and 
which can be derived from it.
Thus the critical energy region for the validity of the 
assumption of straight path motion can be quite well 
extended below an XPS peak and this explain why the 
complete neglect of angular scattering can give a 
resonable result even for the full energy spectrum 
reported in Fig. 2.6.
E
(2.5)
o
On the basis of these assumptions and by considering 
the necessity of providing a simple and fast procedure
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for data analysis, a 'universal' cross section was 
derived by Tougaard (16e) which describes the inelastic 
scattering process with reasonable accuracy for the 
large class of transition metals and their alloys 
within the class.
As discussed above, the product X (E)*K(E,T) is only 
weakly dependent on E even though either factor may 
vary significantly. Since the inelastic scattering 
properties for all noble and transition metals are 
remarkably similar, the product X (E)*K(E,T) is 
expected to be a weak function of both the primary 
electron energy as well as of the particular metal. 
This is well shown in Fig. 2.7 for the transport in Cu, 
Ag and Au metals. For each metal four primary energy 
values (E°= 300, 500, 1000, and 1500 eV) are
considered. Even if characteristic structures of the 
particular solid are clearly seen, the general 
properties are similar for all metals and all energies 
considered. Thus X*K -> 0 for T 0. For larger value of 
T, X*K increases, goes through a broad maximum around 
30 eV and falls off for larger energy loss. A 
'universal' function of energy loss, T, was derived for 
the descriptions of the general properties of X*K,
X (E) *K(E,T) = A (T) = BT /(C+T2)2 2.6
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The best least squares fit of this function to the data 
in Fig. 2.7 was obtained with B= 2866 eV2 and C= 1643 
eV2 and is shown as a thick solid curve. Thus when the 
product X*K is replaced by the universal function, the 
deconvolution formula 2 . 2 becomes :
This simple algorithm was shown to be valid for the 
analysis of the full experimental XPS from homogeneous 
transition metals covering an energy range of more than 
one thousand eV in a single spectrum. The effect of 
elastic contribution can now be taken into account by 
rescaling the parameter B to give F(E) = 0 in a
reasonable energy range i.e from 50 eV below the XPS 
peak energy as consistently found (see above) in all 
analysed spectra.
It is worth noting, however, that specific physical 
considerations have to be made before applying, 
uncritically, the A(T) function as an approximation to 
XE)*K(E,T):
2.7
E
,1. First, the Universal cross-section is a smooth 
function of energy loss determined from dielectric
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response model calculations and is only expected to be 
a good approximation for those metals for which a 
multitude of possible electronic excitations leads to 
a quite broad distribution of energy loss (see Fig. 
2.3b). The surface excitations will be smeared out to 
a great extent particularly at low primary energy. For 
elements like Al, Si et al. which show strong and 
narrow plasmon peaks (see Fig. 2.3a) the REELS cross- 
section give probably a better description of the 
inelastic background intensity (16f). Due to the 
drawbacks of both theoretical and experimental cross- 
sections the 'true' background shape must rely 
somewhere between the two determinations. Considering 
that in practical XPS analysis the energy range of 
interest is that of a typical narrow scan, this may 
lead to certain systematic errors in evaluating the 
spectral shape in the vicinity of the photopeak.
2. Moreover, as shown in the previous Figures, the 
function K(E,T) approaches to zero for T -> 0. This 
general property has been demonstrated for metals where 
extrinsic events of small energy loss can occur by 
exciting electrons from just below to just above the 
Fermi level. For an insulator this is no longer valid 
and K(E,T) will be zero for values of T below the 
lowest level of excitation.
Thus, whereas the 'Universal' cross-section may still
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be a reasonable approximation for metal oxides with an 
energy gap less than a few eV, it will not be valid for 
solid with a much larger energy gap.
Many compounds (e.g. oxides, halides, polymers etc.) 
are insulators and their XPS spectra clearly show an 
energy interval after the peak, proportional to the 
band gap, before the background rises on the low energy 
side. Figure 2.8 shows peaks in SrF2 wide energy 
spectrum where this effect is observed for both FIs and 
Sr3d peaks. At the present time (4), the straight line 
background seems to be the more suitable in these cases 
unless there are additional peaks filling the gap as it 
can be seen in Fig. 2.8 where the Sr3p1/2 peak masks the 
band gap effect for the Sr3p3/2 peak. A shifted-step 
background can also be used as a Shirley type 
background where the number of channels describing the 
gap, n, are introduced in the algorithm. Regarding the 
Tougaard method, it still has to be established whether 
the cross section may be estimated by a zero for energy 
loss below the gap and by the 'Universal' cross section 
for larger energy loss.
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Figure 2.1. Sloping peak-tails obtainable varying 
the B2-coefficient of the modifying polynomial in 
Tryfit programme (From Ref. 10)
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3 . INHOMOGENEOUS SAMPLES
As already specified, one of the assumptions of the 
formulae reported in Chapter 2 is that the electron 
emitters are homogeneously distributed among the depth 
of analysis. When dealing with real samples the 
elemental composition in the investigated surface 
region is unknown. Thus quantification based on the 
analysis of a single measured spectrum ,under the above 
assumption, may lead to large errors.
Two techniques have been traditionally used for the 
determination of in-depth composition profiles, angular 
XPS and ion-sputtering. The first technique relies on 
the fact that by varying the angle of detection with 
respect the surface normal (angular XPS) or by 
recording peaks at different energies from the same 
element, the projected escape depth of emitted 
electrons varies. However, surface roughening or non 
isotropic electron emission may cause problems with the 
interpretation of the results.
In the other technique, low energy inert ion 
bombardment is combined with XPS ( ion-sputtering depth 
profiling). However, effects such as preferential 
sputtering, knock-on, atomic mixing and diffusion of 
bulk components in the surface region will cause a 
change in the in-depth composition of the sample during
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the analysis. Moreover a further disadvantage in the 
latter technique is that the sample is destroyed during 
the analysis.
To obtain the elemental in-depth composition, both 
techniques require the recording of several spectra.
3 .1 In-depth distribution modelling
As can be seen from Fig. 3.1 the overall XPS peak shape 
is strongly dependent on the depth distribution of the 
corresponding element. The physical reason is that the 
intensity of 'unscattered7 relative to z inelastically 
scattered' electrons depends on the path length 
travelled in the solid before emission. Thus 
investigation on energy loss structure could represent 
an alternative, non-destructive and immediate way in 
obtaining in-depth composition informations.
An estimation of the relationship between this relative 
intensity and in-depth composition was first carried 
out by Castle et al. (19) in their study on the 
behaviour of the energy loss spectrum over some range 
beyond the peak. The difference in slope of the 
background some distance from the electron peak, the 
post-peak slope, (P-PS), in XPS spectra of layered 
specimens, was found able to differentiate the relative
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position in depth of individual elements (see Figure 
3.2) . For those specimens including two or more 
chemical states distributed in layer-like fashion, e.g. 
a metal and its ion, the GAMET peak fitting routine 
(see previous sections) was found able to resolve the 
background contribution and peak intensity of each peak 
component the spectral envelope making possible a 
quantitative use of the energy loss tail to aid 
interpretation of in-depth composition. Their work 
demonstrated how energy loss features on photoelectron 
peaks, instead of being regarded as a nuisance, to be 
discarded, may provide useful secondary information.
A similar approach has been developed by Tougaard on 
the basis of the consistent results obtained among the 
series of homogeneous transition metals. The method 
simply relies on the analysis of the ratio of the XPS 
peak area to the intensity of the first plasmon loss 
peak .
As mentioned above, the ratio :
D * Ap/B 3,1
where Ap is the XPS peak area and B the increase in 
background intensity 3 0 eV below the peak, was found to 
be a z universal'constant D0 independent of the element 
and peak energy for homogeneous noble and transition
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metals.
For inhomogeneous distribution of elements in the 
surface region of the solid, D is expected to vary from 
D0 depending on the path length experienced by the 
electrons in situations different from a homogeneous 
depth distribution (see Figures 2.2 and 3.1). In order 
to be able to extract quantitative in-depth information 
through analysis of D for a given element, Tougaard 
started by studying the properties of D for a well 
defined inhomogeneous system. The results from these 
model systems show D to be strongly dependent on the 
path length R = X/cosd and with some dependence on peak 
energy, Ep. These dependences were shown to be given to 
a good approximation by the equation:
D » (425+Bp} (X/cosg) 4*lÛE~4Ep 3,2
In this method, all physical information is deduced 
from a single number, the above mentioned ratio D, and 
is therefore very simple and fast. More extensive tests 
on inhomogeneous samples have shown (16g), however, 
that only limited information can be derived from it 
and different depth distribution may give the same 
value of D unless some a priori knowledge of the system 
is available.
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3.2 CONCENTRATION PROFILES FROM ANALYSIS OF
ENTIRE SPECTRUM : A MORE ACCURATE TOUGAARD
APPROACH.
In XPS the attenuation length of the bombarding photons 
is much larger than the depth of emergence of 
electrons. Then the depth distribution f(x) of photon 
excited electrons will be identical to the in-depth 
concentration profile. Considering F(E0 ,x)dE°dx the 
flux of electrons excited at depth x,dx in an energy 
interval E°,dE° into the solid angle of the detector, 
for homogeneous samples we have :
P {E°, x) = F (E* ) 3.3
while for inhomogeneous samples :
F {E° *x3 = f (x) F{E*) 3.4
where F(E°) is the number of electrons per second, per 
bombarding particle and per unity energy excited into 
the solid angle of the detector, independent of depth, 
and f (x) is the number of atoms per unit depth at depth 
x which may vary with depth.
Thus, in situation where exact analysis requires 
detailed information, more accurate formulae which 
include the concentration depth profile given by f (x) , 
are needed.
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A formalism for quantitative analysis has been 
developed by Tougaard which, from the shape of a 
measured XPS spectrum, estimates the in-depth 
composition and includes this information in the 
quantification. Thus explicit expressions for f (x) have 
been derived to represent several classes of depth 
profiles i.e. exponential depth profile, narrow depth 
distribution centered at depth X°, box-shaped profiles 
(overlayer, substrate and sandwich). Moreover, various 
modes of growth of an over layer on a substrate such as 
layer by layer, island and layer by layer plus island 
growths have been identified. Diffusion of overlayer 
into substrate and formation of alloys has been also 
considered.The validity of the formalism has been 
tested through analysis of model spectra and 
experimentally produced inhomogeneous systems (16h,i). 
Practical application to a spectrum from a sample of 
unknown composition may be summarized as follow:
a) Among the various depth profiles listed above, a 
specific class of depth profile, f (x) , is first chosen.
b) The parameters describing this class are varied to 
give F (E) = 0 around 50 eV below the peak, as found for 
homogeneous samples being the energy distribution F (E) 
independent of depth.
c) If the spectrum from a pure homogeneous sample is
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included in the analysis, the requirement F (E)=0'may .be 
replaced by the criterion that the shape F(E) is as 
close as possible to the shape of the background 
corrected spectrum FH(E) from the homogeneous sample.
d) If b and/or c are not obtained, another class of 
depth profile must be considered.
As an example, when an exponential in depth 
distribution is considered, we have f(x)=c exp (-x/La), 
where La is the characteristic attenuation length which 
describes the attenuation of the peak intensity as a 
function of the photoelectron escape depth. Then the 
eq.(B), derived for homogeneous samples becomes,:
F{E) =J(E) -X*La/cosQ+LajK(E, T) J(E') dE' 3.5
E
When the Universal cross section, eq.(F),is inserted: 
F(E) =J{E) T/ {C+T2)2J(E') dE' 3.6
E
where B1 = BLa / La+ X cos 6
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is now considered as a scaling parameter which depends 
on the in-depth profile and which can be determined by 
the requirement that F (E) =0 in a wide energy range 
below the peak. Once is derived, and X taken from the 
tabulated values, La can be determined.
The method seems to be non-destructive and fast being 
that all information is extracted from only one or two 
experimental spectra. However, in practice, its accuracy 
is limited by the uncertainity in K(E,T) . Using the 
z Universal' cross-section, errors are introduced in 
analysis, the extent of which depend on the actual 
situation. In general, the resolution in the 
determination of the detailed concentration depth 
profile is of the order of the inelastic mean free 
path, Lamda. Moreover, analysis by the method may be 
hindered by the occurence of overlapping peaks.
If two peaks within the same energy range, originate 
from elements with two different in-depth 
distributions, total separation of the peak components 
has to be achieved before attempting quantitative 
analysis on the basis of the given model. This implies 
that both in-depth distributions f x (x) and f 2 (x) have to 
be defined.
Tougaard has extended his formalism to the case of two 
components system where the distribution functions are
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complementary i.e. adsorbate/substrate systems (16j). 
If the substrate and overlayer component peaks are 
overlapping within the same energy range, the substrate 
component has to be subtracted from the entire spectrum 
before the overlayer component can be analysed by the 
previously described method.
Thus, if the reference spectrum of a clean homogeneous 
substrate material is known, a formula can be applied 
which derives from it, through Taylor expansion on the 
basis of the guessed f1 (x) in-depth distribution, the 
actual substrate component which has been distorted 
after inelastic scattering in the adsorbate layer. The 
formula requires knowledge of the differential 
scattering cross section for the overlayer material. 
Once the substrate component has been defined and then 
subtracted from the entire spectrum, the adsorbate 
spectrum component will be analysed including in the 
deconvolution model the f2 (x) in depth-distribution 
which can be derived from fx (x) owing to their 
complementarity. The resulting adsorbate peak shape, 
Fa(E), will be compared in final analysis with the peak 
shape, Fh,a(E), of the corresponding clean homogeneous 
adsorbate material.
The model which gives, on the basis of the guessed fx (x) 
and f2 (x) in-depth distributions, the best separation of 
substrate and adsorbate peaks, the adsorbate peak
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intensity near zero below 50 eV on the low kinetic 
energy side and the best similarity with the 
homogeneous adsorbate reference peak, is the best model 
describing the actual distribution.
In theory, the formalism can be extended to more 
general two-component systems other than
adsorbate/substrate components but, in practice, some 
difficulties are encountered because of some 
assumptions included in the model. Thus, for general 
systems, such as the sandwich profile, oxide-on-metal 
system or interdiffusive systems, atoms belonging to 
one material may be deposited in different chemical 
enviroments with different inelastic scattering cross 
sections . By applying the zUniversal7 cross-section, the 
K (E, T) function is required to be similar in all parts 
of the sample. This, as already stated, can reasonably 
apply for a wide range of materials, including 
transition and noble metals and their alloys, and for 
some metal oxides(16k) where the cross-sections can be 
approximated by the universal function A (T) reported in 
eq. F, but is no longer true for free-electron-like 
materials, some semiconductors and insulators where 
other K(E,T) functions apply. Moreover, the comparison 
of the spectral components with their respective 
reference homogeneous samples, assumes the atomic 
density to be the same. If, due to chemical reaction, 
alloying or lattice contraction, this is not the case.
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the quantification procedure requires a correction for 
the different growth behaviour and the atomic density 
of the reference samples needs to be known (161).
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3.3 FINAL REMARKS ON BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
PROCEDURES ON XPS SPECTRA.
The methods presented so far, have been reviewed all 
together in order to gain an insight into the actual 
options available in selecting a background subtraction 
routine for XPS. The correct choice will be critical in 
obtaining great accuracy in quantitative surface 
analysis of homogeneous samples.
While the simplest method, the linear, is only applied 
in particular case as already specified, the most 
popular methods range from the Shirley method, normally 
used iteratively, through the different modifications 
of the Shirley-type background to the more theoretical 
method of Tougaard.
All empirically derived backgrounds are affected by 
choice of end points though the Shirley type is less 
affected than linear ones. The 'a priori' removal of 
background before fitting without any knowledge of the 
spectral structure, as obtained by applying the simple 
Shirley algorithm is today universally recognized as an 
incorrect procedure.
Regarding inhomogeneous samples, it is well established 
that the intensity and shape of the background signal 
carry information on the in-depth distribution of a
given element in the surface region of the analysed 
material. Thus, all the modified Shirley-type 
background procedures which allow the simultaneous 
fitting of the photopeak and background, represent an 
improvement in quantification by allowing the peak and 
background intensity to be quoted separately for each 
chemical state. This new approach links the electrons 
from the same photopeak together, independently of 
whether they appear as elastic or inelastic component 
and, as pointed out by Wertheim (2 0 ) , the total area of 
the photoemission line, including inelastic loss tail, 
can be a direct measure of the bulk composition.
An accurate background removal can only be attempted by 
using the Tougaard method which is based on a careful 
analysis of the electron transport phenomena taking 
place in a solid prior to acquisition of the spectrum. 
The Tougaard formalism requires the inelastic 
scattering cross section to be determined and different 
formula in dependence of the actual depth distribution 
of the element in the solid.
His algorithms are not generally adopted on commercial 
datasystem where the time spent on analysis is an 
important factor. Using the zUniversal'function A(T), 
eq. 2 .6 , may represent a simplification in the 
procedure but it only applies for elements which have 
similar scattering properties such as transition and
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noble metals and their alloys and can be a poor 
approximation for the simple metals and for polymer 
which have different cross section. As Tougaard 
himself recognised (16m) a more accurate description of 
electron energy loss processes can be obtained when all 
solids are divided into a few classes each with a 
'universal' cross section. Moreover the band-gap 
effect, peculiar of insulator samples, has not been 
incorporated yet in the Tougaard algorithms.
In practical application, the spectrum is first 
corrected for the analyser transmission function and 
the intensity contribution from excitation at higher 
energies is removed by subtracting a horizontal line 
fitted on the high-energy side of each peak.
As pointed out in the Introduction section, the XPS 
spectrum shape is dependent on the properties of 
measurement systems. Thus, undesirable scattering of 
electrons from the outer hemisphere of the analyser or 
into the lens system can invalidate the energy 
dependence of intensity transmission, if not properly 
taken into account, and affect the accuracy of the 
Tougaard background deconvolution method.
Work was undertaken (21) where the effect of scattering 
in a spectrometer was modelled as a function of the 
pass energy, lens setting and slits or apertures used.
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The operating conditions have to be etablished in which 
the scattering has a minimum effect on the recorded 
spectrum before applying any background deconvolution 
procedure.
Thus, the background in XPS has not been sorted out. 
Clearly the Tougaard background which relies on a more 
physical basis seems to be the more accurate procedure 
but a different approach may need to be used depending 
on the actual system under study. Theoretically, it 
should be possible to select a different background for 
each peak in a quantification routine but this facility 
is not available yet on commercial datasystems. 
Moreover, as stated above, few aspects have been left 
unsolved and need to be considered to approach all the 
real situations encountered in XPS measurement.
To this purpose, in this thesis, different software 
are explored among the available programmes, for the 
handling of peak and background in XPS spectra. In 
particular an attempt is made to see if the alternative 
to the Tougaard approach can be developed - that in 
which the parameters defining the peak and background 
shape can be derived and hence available for onward 
processing.
A copy of a multiroutine programme (22), has been 
requested, following a detailed discussion with the
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author, Dr. J.Vegh, at the University of Surrey, for 
evaluation. This will allow different analytical 
background functions to be compared.
Practical improvements are expected by using such 
multi-approach method by opening a comparative study on 
the obtained curve-fitting results (23) .
The effect of different backgrounds incorporated into 
the fitting process is discussed in the present thesis 
relatively to the investigation on the possible 
influence of atomic number and other related parameters 
on the measured spectra.
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Figure 3.2 Energy Loss Background (From Ref-19) :
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(ELTH).
4. GAMET: ANALYSIS OF Cr 2p SPECTRA
In order to continue previous studies on energy loss 
features of transition metal spectra, by using the 
GAMET peak fitting routine (8,19,24), an XPS 
investigation on loss features and peak shape analysis 
of the chromium 2p region was performed. As reported in 
detail in the previous section, the GAMET programme 
which is based on a modified Shirley background model 
involves the estimation of the individual background 
for each component of the photopeak under examination. 
The 2p peaks ,resulting from two different spin states 
of the same orbital energy, present the peculiarity, 
within the first transition series of metals, that, on 
passing from chromium along the series, the satellites 
of the photopeaks gain increasing intensity and they 
too overlap with the primary peaks. As intrinsic 
process, contributions of the satellites have to be 
included in the quantification procedure.
Curve synthesis for chromium suffers from the problem 
that the satellite of the Cr2p3/2 is hidden completely 
by the Cr2p1/2. This poorly known fact leads to an 
incorrect 2p-components area ratio and to incorrect X- 
ray satellite subtraction routines when correcting the 
Cr2p3/2 peak for the Kœ3i4 satellite of Cr2p1/2. The 
sequences here adopted in the fitting of chromium metal
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and chromium oxide can be helpful in understanding how 
to handle these difficulties and show the effect of 
various fitting choices which can be made in the 
typical datasystem. The results obtained from the 
analysis of clean and oxidised chromium metal and pure 
standard Cr203 ,even if still not conclusive about the 
applicability of the model, give evidence of the 
importance of a proper consideration of satellite 
structures in peak synthesis routines (25).
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4.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
X-rav Photoelectron Spectroscopy measurements
XPS spectra were recorded by an ESCA 3 spectrometer (VG 
Scientific Ltd, U.K.) using Al Ka excitation (1486.6 
eV) operated at 20 mA and 13kV . The base vacuum during 
acquisition was always better than 10'9 Torr. The 
analyser was operated at a constant pass energy of 50 
eV and at a slit width of 4 mm giving a resolution of
1.1 eV on the silver 3d5/2 line. A take-off angle of 45° 
was used throughout this work. When necessary specimens 
were bombarded with Ar ions to eliminate surface 
contamination. Spectra where acquired using a VG 3040 
datasystem attached to the ESCA 3 and then transferred 
to the Prime computer on which the GAMET fitting 
software was run.
Specimen preparation
Chromium metal (0.05 mm thick, 99.99 %, polyester
backed foil, Goodfellow Metals-Cambridge) was analysed 
7 as received' and after sputtering with Ar ions by a 
VG-AG2 gun in the analysis chamber of the ESCA 3. 
During ion etching, the energy of argon ions was 6.0 
KeV with focusing voltage of 3.0 KV and the residual 
pressure in analyser chamber was 10'6 Torr.
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Pure Chromium (III) oxide (Pur atronic, Ventron GMBH) 
specimens were prepared by pressing the powder onto 
Indium foil. This allowed a safe introduction into the 
preparation chamber. The spectra were recorded only 
after the wide scan showed that no features from Indium 
foil were present. None of the BE values reported in 
the XPS figures and tables are corrected for surface 
charging.
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4 . 2 RESULTS.
Simple Fitting of Chromium (III) oxide
Figure 4.1 shows a typical entry point to the process 
of fitting the 2p peaks. Two peaks have been 
synthesised and added in the correct position and with 
the appropriate intensities to provide a match to the 
experimental data. The synthetic peak contains a 
mixture of Gaussian and Lorentzian components (to 
approximate the shape of the photoline after 
transmission through the analyser) to which has been 
added an energy-loss background using the Shirley (5) 
algorithm, thus creating the characteristic 
photoelectron shape. This is characterised by the 
'Energy Loss Tail Height (ELTH) ' , the ratio of the 
intensity increase across the peak to the height of the 
peak at its maximum (see Figure 3.2). The Kq?3i4 X-ray 
satellite, also with its background, is added to the 
fitting shape used for the 2p1/2 component : this is the 
satellite which is frequently included in the fitting 
routines of commercial datasystems. Since there are two 
closely spaced peaks a decision on the shape of the 
background after the 2p3/2 peak has to be made : in this 
case it is held at a constant value. The other 
parameters which can be varied are the G/L mix, the 
position of each peak, its FWHM (Full Width Half 
Maximum) and the amount of background rise across the
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peak, the ELTH. To achieve a good fit, different 
parameters have been requested for the two spin-orbit 
doublets, that is a greater width must be ascribed to 
the 2p1/2 peak together with a smaller ELTH value. The 
change in ELTH value, among other factors, may also 
stem from a factor outside that of the Cr peak cluster, 
for example, if the background profile of the nearby 
oxygen is not constant in a energy range over 50 eV 
(see discussion below) it could affect in a different 
manner the two component peaks of the Cr2p region. 
Concerning the different widths, as reported in 
literature (26), different lifetime broadening could be 
expected for the two spin-orbit components but in our 
case the 2p3/2 / 2p1/2 area ratio is much smaller (1.63 : 
1, see Table 1) than that expected from the tabulated 
(1) Scofield's cross-sections : 1.93 : 1.
The answer to this difficulty is found in the 
literature (27-30) in the form of shake-up satellites 
which are rather well shifted from the main peak. In 
this case a satellite of the 2p3/2 lies almost under the 
2pi/2 peak. This is taken into account in the fitting 
routines described in the following section.
Inclusion of Satellites in the Fit
The satellites of Chromium (III) were first reported at 
« 11 eV from the main peak by Ikemoto et al (27) .
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Inclusion of this and its 2p1/2 partner requires a 
greater number of channels to be included in the fit 
(Figure 4.2) . Nevertheless the quality of fit, as 
measured by the chi-square value which is sensitive to 
the number of points, remains good and the same half 
width can be used for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks without 
distorting the results but the peak ratio now swings to 
a value of 2.21:1 (Table 1) when the satellites are 
added into the calculation of intensity as required for 
comparison with the Scofield values. The most 
noticeable feature of this fit is that the 2p1/2 
satellite, located at « 597 eV, now has a form which is 
closer to a step than to a peak and has to be given an 
unusually high background rise in order to accommodate 
this. No matter how the parameters related to the 
background are varied, this step in the background 
cannot be eliminated. Examination of the Cr metal peak 
(chromium foil sputtered with Ar ions) over this energy 
range, see Figure 4.3, shows that the step is a feature 
of the oxide alone and is thus either a very broad 
satellite or a discrete energy loss associated with the 
insulating nature of the oxide : in either case there 
should be a repeat of the feature at an energy interval 
equal to that of the 2p peak separation. The fitting 
range was therefore extended to see whether this was 
the case.
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Fitting Over a Wide Energy Range
Once the energy range is made broader, so as to include 
all the energy loss features, it becomes quite clear 
that the approximation of using the constant energy 
loss tail is no longer justified. The strongly downward 
sloping background which is always associated with 
clean samples cannot be accommodated in any way but by 
use of a decreasing background intensity: in this
fitting programme an exponential decrease mixed with a 
linear element is used. Figure 4.4 shows the best fit 
obtained as result of a great many trial fits. All the 
features present in the spectrum are accounted for and 
in most cases the area ratios ascribed to the 2p peaks, 
2.08:1, are closer to the predicted value if compared 
to the short range fit «2.21:1 (Table 1). Energy loss 
steps have had to be included as well as the satellites 
and this has been done as far as is possible with the 
programme which is not really intended to include steps 
which are not associated with peaks. In fact, the first 
energy loss step is lying below the 2p1/2 satellite while 
the second one is not included in any peak feature (« 
608 eV) . The values of the parameters used in obtaining 
this fit are given in Table 1. A comparison of this fit 
with that originally obtained using the simpler premise 
about the structure of the peak gives a good idea of 
the errors involved in the former approach.
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4.3 DISCUSSION
The method used in this investigation to account for 
the shape of the background is of course purely 
artificial. However for the typical analyst with a 
dedicated datasystem it represents a better option than 
that of stripping away a 'background' generated 
automatically and discarded. The chromium peaks are 
perhaps the simplest of the 3d transition series since 
there is little or no satellite intensity in the main 
2p3/2 peak. Only a small peak broadening effect due to 
multiplet splitting has been reported in the literature 
for the Cr(III) complexes (31). Thus it is easy to 
examine the influence of background changes, as 
explored here, on the actual intensity of the stripped 
Cr 2p3/2 peak. Confirmation that the area remaining after 
the background subtraction is that which should be used 
in analysis is normally obtained by mass balance,in 
this case performed by measurement of the oxygen 
intensity.
Table 2 shows the parameters used for fitting the 
oxygen peak of the Cr203 sample used to obtain the Cr 
peaks in Figure 4.4. By assigning the component at 
higher BE to adsorbed water (29,32), the area of the 
oxide component (80% of the total) if only considering 
the Cr2p3/2 peak area, gives an O/Cr ratio of 1.49, after 
normalisation with published sensitivity factors (33)
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corrected by a factor (KE)1/2 for the different 
transmission function of the ESCA 3 spectrometer. This 
is in excellent agreement with stoichiometry value, 
1.50. If, however, the intensity of 2p3/2 satellite is 
included, as it should be, the O/Cr ratio lowers to 
1.35. These findings cannot invalidate theoretical 
predictions but clearly put a question mark on 'how' 
experimental sensitivity factors are derived and on the 
opportunity of using the same sensitivity factor for 
the same element in different chemical state (2 0 ) . 
Further explanation can be found considering the fit 
parameters relevant the 01s region. In this case, the 
fitting range was not extended so far from the main 
peak to eventually include the Ols shake-up satellite. 
When checking the survey spectrum, discrete satellites, 
if present in a region quite far below the peak , are 
often difficult to be observed because they overlap 
with inelastic loss structures in the same region of 
the spectrum. Thus, only if the detailed scan is 
acquired in an extended energy range and properly 
investigated by curve-fitting procedures an estimation 
of these contributions can be attempted. In this 
specific case, once the Ols shakeup is disregarded 
better agreement with the expected stoichiometry can be 
expected if only the Cr2p3/2 peak area is considered.
Figure 4.5 repeats the data of Figure 4.2, fitted now 
with the complete set of parameters derived from the
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wide range spectrum shown in Figure 4.4. Table 1 shows 
these values and again, it can be seen that the 
difference between the case in which the background is 
maintained constant and the satellite disregarded, and 
that used for the most complete fit in which include 
all the satellites and loss steps, is small 
corresponding to an understimate of about 0 .5 % in the 
simpler case. (cf. Area for 2p3/2 in Figure 4.1 and 4.5 
reported in Table 1).
Thus, if only the 2p3/2 peak area is considered, the 
simplification of maintaining a constant tail height 
can be used for fitting oxide/metal doublet peaks 
without too large error being created. However,if the 
shake-up satellite contribution is included to account 
for the 2p3/2 overall intensity, the understimation in 
the simpler case rises around 7% considering both fit 
in Figure 4.2 and 4.5.
One interesting observation from this exercise in 
fitting comes from a comparison of the metal and the 
oxide.
In Figure 4.6 the parameters (for the constant tail fit 
which does not permit giving the appropriate 
asymmetrical line shape to the metallic component) 
obtained in the study of metal and oxide have been used 
to fit the spectrum of 'as received' Cr foil carrying
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an oxide overlayer. Cr203 is an insulator and one would 
expect the background to show strong evidence of a band 
gap effect in its distribution relative to the position 
of the peak itself. In fact the background rise across 
the body of the main peak seems to be very similar for 
both metal and oxide, compare eg. Figure 4.3 and 4.4.
The shake up satellites generated by the interaction 
with the ligand electrons are of course observed and 
beyond these is the step in the background which looks 
like the effect of a discrete energy loss, peculiar to 
the oxide, but their influence can be properly taken 
into account only if the fitting investigation is 
extended in a wide energy region beyond the 2p3/2 
components. The parameters used for this fit are given 
in Table 3.
The above results indicate that the experimental 
discrepancies reported by the literature concerning the 
XPS analysis of Cr2p region can be interpreted in the 
light of an accurate estimation of satellite 
structures.
Even so, the already mentioned difference in ELTH 
values of the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 levels cannot be explained 
and the Scofield theoretical ratio cannot be achieved.
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The GAMET programme, even if representing a further 
step towards more accurate data processing, still 
suffers from the Shirley model approximation. Thus, the 
use of the constant tail does not permit a proper 
evaluation of the energy loss beyond the peak and the 
definition of the peak shape simply is expressed by a 
Gaussian/Lorentzian product. Tougaard has shown that 
the residual peak left after subtraction of his 
universal background is very asymmetric and totally 
unlike a simple G/L peak. The GAMET z exponential tail7 
parameter which should account for the possible 
asymmetry of the peak also describes the rising part of 
the background tail, as it can be seen in Figure 4.4.
The programme has been helpful however in revealing the 
presence of discrete features in both the peak and 
background structure. Its most important feature is 
that the background proportion attached to each peak 
component the spectrum can be varied. Thus its 
principle has been extended to a newer fitting and 
synthesis routine, the TRYFIT programme.
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cr
Figure 4.1. Curve-fitted Cr 2p of pure Cr20 3 using 
Garnet programme with two peak components and constant 
ELTHs. See—Tab. 1 for fitting parameters.
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Figure 4.2. Cr 2p region as in Figure 4.1, curve- 
fitted on a greater number of channels to include 
shake-up satellites. See Tab.l for fitting 
parameters.
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Figure 4.3. Cr 2p region of chromium metal foil
sputtered with Ar ions.
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Figure 4.4. Cr 2p region of pure Cr203 curve fitted 
using Garnet with sloping background in a wide energy 
range to include all energy loss features. See_Tab.l 
for fitting parameters and Tab.2 for the relevant Ols 
region fitting parameters..
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Figure 4.5. Cr 2p region of Figure 4.2 curve 
fitted with the same peak parameters as in Figure 4.4 
See Tab.l for fitting parameters
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Figure 4.6. Curve-fitted Cr 2p region of chromium 
metal foil carrying an oxide overlayer using Garnet 
programme with constant ELTHs.See Tab.3 for fitting 
parameters
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5. TRYFIT: ANALYSIS OF CARBON SPECTRA
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As reported in the previous paragraph, the basic 
principles of Tryfit are the same as Garnet the main 
modifications concerning the introduction of Tail 1 
(Tl) and Tail 2 (T2) parameters separately treated. T1 
contains a parameter that controls conventional peak 
asymmetry and T2 is related to the background height 
associated to the peak. It is now possible to separate 
fitting parameters of the two tails therefore the 
programme seems more capable of bridging the difference 
between Tougaard view of intrinsic shape and the Garnet 
G/L peak shape. In addition, a modifying polynomial 
factor is included in Tail 2 whose coefficients B1...B4 
can be varied by the operator, to account for different 
background profiles.
In order to test the programme versatility, C Is shape 
in well known polymers has been investigated. XPS 
analysis of clean high density-polyethylene (HDPE) and 
poly(methylmethacrylate)(PMMA) polymers has been 
performed and the obtained curve-fitted spectra have 
been compared with those obtained by Beamson and Briggs 
(34) in their work on High Resolution XPS of Organic 
Polymers with a Scienta ESCA300 instrument.
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The benefits of high-energy resolution in analysing 
core-level spectra of polymers are due to improvement 
in chemical shift dynamic range which provides more 
structural information. Enhanced information in any 
form of spectroscopy comes from improvements in energy 
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. In XPS the 
monochromation of AlKo? radiation by Bragg diffraction 
from quartz crystals leads to major improvements in 
energy resolution, normally at the expense of X-ray 
intensity. To gain an improvement in signal-to-noise 
ratio, a rotating anode X-ray source can be used to 
increase the power loading. In this device the 
bombarded anode area is effectively multiplied by the 
circumference of the circular anode which is rotated at 
a speed of several thousand r.p.m.. The Scienta ESCA3 00 
spectrometer uses a high power rotating anode X-ray 
source which gives, after monochromat i z at ion, an X-ray 
flux at the sample of an order of magnitude higher than 
that from conventional unmonochromated sources. Other 
design features such as high transmission/imaging lens, 
a large radius hemispherical analyser with eight slit- 
aperture pairs mounted on a carousel and seven pre-set 
pass energies available plus multichannel detector, 
lead to the improved transmission properties of this 
instrument making the study of all spectral features in 
polymer XPS possible within normally acceptable time 
scales (34) .
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Briggs and coworkers re-examinâted over 100 polymers 
and published all the relevant spectra in a standard 
format to provide a reference source and to illustrate 
all the advances made possible with this new 
instrumentation. The information provided in the 
database can therefore be useful when analysing XPS 
polymer spectra acquired with different commercially 
available spectrometers.
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5 . 2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
X-rav Photoelectron Spectroscopy measurements
XPS spectra of pure HDPE and PMMA were recorded using 
a VG Scientific ESCALAB Mk II system with 
unmonochromated MgKo! radiation operating at 10 kV, 
20mA. Wide and detailed spectra were acquired in 
Constant Analyser Energy (CAE) mode at a pass energy of 
100 eV and 50 eV respectively.
Small area analysis was achieved by reducing the 
entrance slit to the analyser before retardation giving 
an obtainable resolution of about 340 /zm at specimen. 
The spectrometer was controlled by a VGS 500OS data- 
system based on a DEC PDP 11/73 computer.The acquired 
data were transferred on a IBM PC-compatible computer 
where the TRYFIT programme was run.
Specimen preparation
To expose clean surfaces with the composition 
characteristic of the bulk material, HDPE and PMMA 
bars were fractured in vacuo using the fracture stage 
and P8 probe in the preparation chamber of ESCALAB Mk 
II. PMMA fracture was accomplished at room temperature 
while cooling of the sample was required for HDPE to 
lower the temperature to -196 °C (below the brittleness 
point).
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High Density PolvEthvlene
Figure 5.1 shows the HDPE wide spectrum. The loss in 
intensity due to small area analysis gives poor quality 
in term of signal to noise ratio but the spectrum can 
be related to a highly clean specimen no extra features 
being present apart from those due to excitation of the 
Cls level and the C K W  transition.
Analysis of the spectrum shape reveals a small energy 
interval after the Cls peak before the background rises 
on the lower energy side (higher BE) . This no-losses 
energy interval is characteristic of insulating samples 
and proportional to the band gap.
Curve-fitting in these cases is normally done using the 
linear background method by selecting a suitable point 
at the lower energy side of the peak just before the 
background rise occurs. Thus, as a starting point, 
curve-fitting of the detailed Cls region has been 
attempted using Tryfit in a 25 eV energy range (channel 
width 0.1 eV) which accounts for both the band gap 
effect and the rising part of the background below the 
peak.
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Figure 5.2 shows the curve-fitted HDPE Cls region and 
the relevant fitting parameters. Centre, Height, FWHM, 
Tail 1, Tail 2 and Intercept have been left free to 
vary and be optimized by the programme, while Slope has 
been fixed to zero and the B-parameters of the 
polynomial background, which are not fitting 
parameters, have been adjusted to match the background 
profile. The convergence of the fit required a small 
asymmetry on the left side of the peak.
The goodness of the fit , determined by the value of the 
Chi-square, can be visualized by displaying at full 
scale, at the top of curve-fits, the difference between 
experimental (dotted) and synthesized (continues) 
spectra (Residuals)
Figures 5.3a and 5.3b show, for comparison, the HDPE 
Cls curve-fitted region performed by Briggs et al. 
using the Scienta ESCA300 datasystem software. In 
general, the curve-fits contained in the database were 
carried out by selecting a straight-line baseline to 
account for background contribution, as normally done. 
Thus the parameters describing each peak component the 
spectral envelopes do not include a background- 
parameter, as for example, Tail 2 in TRYFIT.
In Figure 5.2 and 5.3b the Cls peak-shape has been 
modelled by a single peak with asymmetry while in
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Figure 5.3a by a vibrational progression of four 
components. In aliphatic polymers relaxation of the 
core hole, after photoemission,occurs via flow of sigma 
electron density towards the positive charge, resulting 
in a reduction of equilibrium bond length and hence in 
vibrational excitations of the molecular ion (35). Such 
vibrational fine structures cannot however be resolved 
with the energy resolution attainable using 
unmonochromated MgKo? and instrumental setting adopted 
through this work.
The one-peak fit reported in Figure 5.3b is not as 
satisfactory as that using a four peak vibrational 
progression while the tailed-peak reported in Figure
5.2 seems to match very well both the experimental 
peak-shape and the rising background.
PolvMethvlMethAcrvlate
In Figure 5.4 the PMMA wide spectrum shows features 
characteristic of Cls, 01s, O K W  and C K W  XPS signals. 
The detailed Cls and 01s regions have been fitted by 
using Tryfit programme and reported in Figures 5.5 and 
5.6 respectively. High-résolution spectra of the same 
regions (Briggs database) curve-fitted by ESCA3 00 
datasystem, are reported in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b.
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In this second exercise in fitting using Tryfit, the 
more complex Cls envelope required decisions to be 
taken concerning the number of peaks and their relevant 
parameters as input values necessary to run the 
programme. Generally, the structure of the polymer 
repeat unit (see Figure 5.7a for PMMA) and knowledge of 
chemical shifts from the literature are used in 
deriving the number, position and area ratio of 
component peaks in the core-line envelope.
The programme uses an iterative non-linear least square 
fitting process to adjust every parameter and minimize 
the Chi-squared value. The fits reported in Figures 5.5 
and 5.6 are obtained by including all component peaks 
in one group and forcing FWHM and Tail 2 parameters to 
be the same within the group, except the FWHM of peak 
N.l (highest KE) of Figure 5.5, Cls region, which was 
allowed to be independent to account for eventual 
contamination effects. Peak position was left free to 
vary and to be adjusted by the programme. The peak 
shape was defined by fixing the Taill-parameter to zero 
for all peaks and chosing the Voigt function at 20% 
Lorentzian/Gaussian mix. As for HDPE, the B-parameters 
have been adjusted to match the spectrum profile.
Comparison on absolute binding energy scale between the 
fit components in figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 is not
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possible due to the different charge compensation 
adopted in the two sets of spectra.
In unmonochromated XPS, the positive charging of an 
insulator, due to ejection of photoelectrons, is almost 
neutralized as the Bremsstrahlung component of the 
radiation passes through the X-ray source window. Hence 
the sample comes to an equilibrium positive potential 
of 5-10 V. With a monochromated source such electrons 
are absent and an external source is required.
The ESCA300 equiment includes a thermoionic emission 
electron flood gun (VSW EG2) mounted on the analysis 
chamber to provide higher flux of electrons which 
typically leads to an equilibrium negative sample 
potential of 2-3 V. Thus in both cases, the BE scale 
needs to be corrected for this variable sample 
potential. The BE values reported in database reference 
spectra are all corrected by setting saturated, 
unfunctionalized Cls at 285.00 eV, while, as already 
specified all the BE values reported in Figures and 
Tables, through this work are not corrected for surface 
charging.
Comparison can be easily done, however, by looking at 
the peak separations within each envelope which are 
independent of charging. Considering the experimental 
uncertainity on BE values, the two series of spectra
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present the same chemical shifts among the Cls and Ols 
peak components (see Tables included in Figures 5.5-7)
As for Chromium spectra (GAMET section), confirmation 
regarding the peak synthesis results can be obtained by 
performing a mass balance with the oxygen concentration 
calculated from the Ols region. Looking at the polymer 
structure (Figure 5.7a) the oxygen higher BE component 
(peak N.l) should have the same calculated intensity as 
the carbon lower BE component (peak N.4) . The same 
applies for oxygen peak N.2 and carbon peak N.3, taking 
properly into account the relevant sensitivity factors.
For the fits reported in Figures 5.5 and 5.6, 
sensitivity factors, provided by the VG datasystem, are 
derived by those published by Wagner (33) and corrected 
for the ESCALAB Mk II transmission function at the 
experimental conditions reported above. The obtained 
0/C area ratio is 0.90 which is an acceptable value if 
considering that for XPS the reproducibility in 
quantification is of the order of 10% (4). Better
agreement between oxygen and carbon peak areas could 
however be achieved if in the final analysis, after the 
chi-square has converged, the constraint on FWHMs is 
released and the programme is allowed to refine the fit 
by permitting each peak to have slightly different FWHM 
as for the Cls and Ols peak components in Figures 5.7. 
However, in this case, the fit process does not always
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move steadily to convergence and for an effective use 
of TRYFIT, as for GAMET, it is important to minimise 
the number of free variables.
Other Carbon spectra have been curvefitted using TRYFIT 
such as polystyrene, diamond and graphite (see next 
chapter) and different peak shape, background profiles 
and shake-up/plasmon contributions have been well 
accounted by the programme. Carbon spectra have been 
chosen since contamination from adventitious carbon can 
often be found on XPS spectra. Thus it would be helpful 
by discerning characteristic peak shapes to define 
different carbon species and hopefully their relevant 
distribution in depth.
The results obtained show that TRYFIT fitting can 
produce component peaks which match exactly those 
obtained with the Scienta in reference spectra. Thus 
its action has been extended to examine representative 
elements drawn from different parts of the periodic 
table in which it is to be expected that different 
forms and levels of intrinsic and extrinsic losses will 
occur.
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Figure 5.2. HDPE Cls region curve fitted using
Tryfit programme and relevant fitting parameters.
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Figure 5.4. XPS wide spectrum of Poly Methyl 
MethAcrylate (PMMA) using Mg Key radiation.
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Figure 5.5. PMMA Cls region curve fitted using
Tryfit programme and relevant fitting parameters.
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6. ANALYSIS OF ONE-ELEMENT HOMOGENEOUS SOLIDS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The examination of carbon and chromium spectra has 
shown the necessity of using different intensities of 
tails in order to achieve a good fit. Chromium required 
a high background rise across the peak and this is a 
feature very commonly observed for transition elements 
when analysed with methods based on Shirley algorithm. 
However the studies by Tougaard and the development of 
his Universal function was undertaken expressly for the 
transition elements. This showed that the intensity 
contribution made by extrinsic losses should be very 
small in the region of the peak (see Figure 2.4b) i.e. 
within one or two peak widths.
Tougaard is working to introduce new energy loss 
functions for polymers and elements outside the 
transition series (16m) . Theoretically, however, these 
new classes of energy loss are expected to give quite 
small background contributions in the 0-5 eV energy 
loss region (14a,16a). Thus, there is an important 
discrepancy between the finding of Tougaard and the 
interpretation of the background in the Shirley 
tradition.
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Tail 2 in TRYFIT programme accounts for extrinsic 
losses based on the Shirley assumption and may have 
substantial value in the region of the peak.
The discrepancy between Tail2 of TRYFIT and the 
Tougaard amounts to a need to establish whether the 
unascribed intensity is attributed to extrinsic losses, 
related to the Inelastic Mean Free Path (IMFP, X) or to 
intrinsic peak structure. In the former case the 
extrinsic loss should be a function of Lamda and in the 
latter case it might be expected to depend on the 
number of final state options available to the element.
Previous work (24) has already pointed to a systematic 
variation in the simple Shirley background for the 
different elements. The work was based on fitting G, 
Al, Ti and Cr with GAMET program and was sufficient to 
show a steady increase in background height along this 
series. It was impractical to examine the spectra of 
all solid elements to verify a dependency but it is 
practicable to examine possible members of a series 
drawn from different parts of the periodic table.
Thus, to explore the nature of Tail 2 in TRYFIT, the 
investigation of energy loss features initiated with 
Chromium and Carbon, was continued by acquiring XP- 
spectra of elements distributed across the periodic 
table. These elements were chosen to allow the effect
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of atomic number, valence state and position in the 
transition series to be investigated. Samples were 
prepared in a clean state for this part of the 
programme which was undertaken using three different 
spectrometers (see Experimental).
As derived theoretically, the scattering properties of 
electrons in solids are dependent on density and 
electronic structure of element. The Tougaard 
background formulation seems to be the most physically 
correct but the energy loss functions required in his 
algorithm are generally not known and can only be 
available from theoretical and/or experimental REELS 
results.
A purely pragmatic approach was therefore sought, using 
TRYFIT as an alternative method, which would enable the 
loss feature peculiar of each element to be separately 
treated and quoted with respect the photoelectron peak 
intensity in order to achieve supplementary information 
on XPS data.
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6.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
6.2.1 Methodical approach
The elements chosen for examination are highlighted on 
the periodic table shown in Figure 6.1. Care was taken 
in acquiring the high resolution spectra of various 
elements in order to account for:
1. Electronic configuration. To investigate the
possible correlation between atomic number and Tail 2 
parameters, elements with progressively higher Z were 
chosen whose strong XPS line included, in turn, the Is, 
2p, 3d and 4f orbitals. In addition elements were 
chosen to represent a variation in atomic number for a 
similar energy of the most prominent peak and for a 
variation of binding energy in a single row of the 
table.
2. Influence of chemical and alloy state. If the
intensity represented by Tail 2 is truly intrinsic and 
depends on the final state option available then it 
would be expected to depend on chemical state and on 
whether the element is alloyed with another element. To 
assess this influence, copper was examined in the form 
of its oxides. Copper was chosen for this test primarly 
because it is easily oxidised in situ from the clean 
metal surface through the two forms of oxide. The two
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forms of oxide also have clear differences in Auger 
parameters and different satellite structures both of 
which point to significant final state interactions 
with neighbouring atoms.
Reorganization of charge within the valence orbitals 
when a metal is alloyed was also expected to be 
reflected in the intrinsic part of the tail structure. 
Thus Ni (80) Cr (20) alloy has been chosen to see the Ni 
influence on Cr tail parameters and to compare curve- 
fitted parameters of both elements in alloy state with 
those of pure elements alone.
3. Influence of chemical structure. The results
obtained on carbon using TRYFIT show that very little 
or no background rise across the peak is found for an 
insulator sample as polyethylene. As electron
scattering involves electrons in the valence band a 
different total probability of intrinsic and extrinsic 
energy loss is expected for chemically non-equivalent 
samples. Thus other carbon compounds such as
polystyrene, diamond and graphite were chosen to 
eventually relate tail parameters with the electron 
density of states near the Fermi surface.
4. Influence of Spectrometers. As reported in the 
Introduction (eq. 1.3), the XPS intensity of a given 
line is dependent on Transmission Function, T (Ex) i.e.
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the overall sensitivity variation of a spectrometer 
with energy. T(EX) is obtained by combination of the 
sensitivity of the analyser and retarding components. 
When operating in Constant Analyser Energy, a constant 
potential is applied across the analyser plates so that 
the pass energy, E0, is fixed and the overall 
transmission function is dependent on the retarding 
components. Most modern XPS spectrometers adopt a 
hemispherical analyser with a lens system to transfer 
electrons from the vicinity of the sample to a 
convenient mounting position for the hemisphere with 
the practical advantage of reducing noise arising from 
the impact of high-energy electrons from the sample to 
the entrance slit and of giving an improved working 
distance. The retardation may be at the midpoint of the 
lens (Leybold) , at the focus of the lens (VG Escalab) 
or by the lens itself (Kratos ES 200 and ES 300) . In 
the absence of a lens, the retarding field is applied 
across meshes which are used before the entrance slits 
(VG ESCA3).
Thus different instrument characteristics give 
different relative peak intensities and relative 
sensitivity factors obtained for a given instrument 
have to be corrected if applied to quantify data 
acquired with other instruments with different 
geometry. The situation has been well discussed by Seah 
(2 1c) who has developed a procedure for calibration of
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XPS instrument intensity scale against a metrology 
spectrometer.
The influence of instrumental factors on Tail 2, has 
been investigated in this thesis and some elements were 
acquired (see Table 4) with different spectrometers 
under the experimental conditions reported below.
Learning from the experience of fitting chromium, on 
the basis of the GAMET results, each individual peak of 
interest was acquired in a wide energy range to fully 
account for its eventual satellite and energy loss 
features. This wide window includes the whole range of 
the 'Tougaard' background.
6.2.2 X-rav Photoelectron Spectroscopy measurements
XP-spectra from the ESCA 3 spectrometer (VG Scientific 
Ltd, UK) were acquired using AlKa excitation (1486.6 
eV) operated at 11 kV and 20 mA. The base vacuum during 
acquisition was always better than 10"9 Torr. The 
analyser was operated at a constant pass energy of 50 
eV at a slit width of 4 mm giving a resolution of 1.1 
eV on the silver 3d5/2 line. A take-off angle of 45° was 
used throughout this work.
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XP-Spectra from a VG Scientific ESCALAB MK II system 
were acquired with unmonochromatized MgKa (1253.6 eV) 
and/or AlKa radiations operating at 10 kV and 20 mA. 
Survey and high resolution spectra were acquired in 
constant analyser energy (CAE) mode at a pass energy of 
100 eV and 50 or 20 eV respectively.
XP-spectra from the Leybold LH XI spectrometer were 
acquired using unmonochromatized Al and Mg sources both 
operating at 13 kV and 20 mA. The energy scale of the 
spectrometer was calibrated using Cu 2p3/2 (932.7 eV) and 
Au 4f7/2 signals. The vacuum in the analysis chamber was 
always better than 5*10"9 mbar. Survey and high 
resolution spectra were collected using the CAE mode of 
operation with a pass energy of 50 eV and a channel 
width of 1.0 and 0.1 eV, respectively.
Spectra were acquired using different datasystem 
attached to the spectrometers and were then transferred 
to an IBM compatible PC computer where Tryfit programme 
was run.
Sub-routines were available to correct for the overall 
sensitivity variation of a spectrometer with energy, 
the transmission function, according to Seah (21c) and 
to convert data files from different spectrometers to 
a standard format as required by TRYFIT programme.
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6.2.3 Specimen preparation; Pure Elements
Specimens were furnished in wire (0=0.25 mm) or foil 
(0.05mm thick) form by Goodfellow Metals-Cambridge 
(99.99% purity). All clean homogeneous metal samples 
reported in the Figures and the Table (see below) were 
analysed as evaporated films and/or as Ar-sputtered 
cleaned metal foils.
To produce evaporated films the metal wires wound on 
tungsten filaments (0 =0 .5mm) were evaporated onto a 
stainless steel sample holder substrate in the VG ESCA3 
preparation chamber. Before evaporation, the substrate 
sample holder, metal wire and Tungsten filament were 
ultrasonic cleaned in methanol. The sample-holder was 
further cleaned by argon etching in conjunction with 
heating before starting deposition. Outgassing of 
tungsten filament and metal wire was also performed 
before positioning the substrate opposite to the 
evaporator.
As a first attempt, in order to rationalize the right 
deposition time, the evaporation was done step by step 
for each element. Being interested in homogeneous 
samples, it was highly important to ensure that no 
signal from stainless steel substrate could affect the 
spectrum profile. The deposited film thickness could be 
considered as a homogeneous semi-infinite medium when
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the spectrum profile did not change with subsequent 
evaporations.
Titanium evaporation was performed under the same 
conditions reported above the only difference being 
that the tungsten crucible was not required to hold the 
filament. A current of 40 mA was passed directly 
through the titanium wire (0.1 cm diameter) for a 
variable period at each evaporation stage.
Some survey and high resolution spectra the 
investigated elements are reported in Figures 6.2 and 
6.3. An overview of the acquired spectra immediately 
shows that the background increase, associated with the 
peaks, differs from element to element.
*4 Specimen preparation: Oxide and Allov
Copper metal evaporation was performed under the same 
conditions as the other metals. The metal was then 
oxidized in dried air using a liquid nitrogen trap. 
Oxidation time, temperatures and air pressures were 
chosen as appropriate to the metal for each oxidation 
stage (36) . Cuprous oxide was obtained by vacuum 
annealing partly oxidized copper so that any cupric 
was reduced by back reaction with copper. Wide 
and detailed spectra were acquired for each
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intermediate oxidation state until the Cu(II) oxide 
formed was sufficiently thick to show its 
characteristic features and to obscure the underlying 
metal.
The sequence of spectra in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 clearly 
shows the appearance of a well defined peak-position 
shift and shake-up satellites according to the 
oxidation state.
Ni(80)Cr(20) alloy was furnished by Goodfellow Metals 
in the form of annealed thin wire (4> = 0.05 mm) . The 
alloy was found to evaporate rapidly, at lower 
temperatures than Cr and Ni pure elements. Thus the 
outgassing of the Tungsten and alloy filaments was only 
possible by flashing them for a few seconds at high 
temperature with contemporary cooling of the evaporator 
walls with liquid N2. The same procedure was adopted for 
relatively volatile metals i.e. those of low melting 
point (Mpt).
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6 .3 RESULTS
The spectrum for the chosen peaks of each element, 
obtained as described in 6 .2 , has been fitted using the 
Tryfit programme. Some curve-fitted regions are 
reported in Figures 6.6-9 which are numbered following 
the increase in atomic number, Z, and the chosen
fitting parameters, as optimized by the programme, are 
enclosed in the Figures (see Figures caption).
As can be seen, the inelastic tails associated with 
each peak component in the spectrum may be required to 
rise or fall at some distance from the main peak.
To better represent the tail shape and thus matching 
the spectrum profile the choice of adding a peak-like 
loss feature to a constant tail (as defined by Tail 2) 
has been adopted in the first place. When necessary, to 
optimize the fit, the tail shape was varied by chosing 
suitable B-coefficients (Bl=l) • of the modifying
polynomial available in TRYFIT (see Discussion). These 
coefficients are not programme optimized and the
fitting results only yield the values of the unmodified 
constant tail (Tail 2), (see fitting parameters).
The results concerning Tail 2 parameters are here
discussed by referring to Table 4, Table 5 and Figures 
6-.11-14.
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6.4 DISCUSSION
As discussed in chapter 2 (GAMET and TRYFIT section), 
Tail 2 in TRYFIT replaces the 'constant tail', ELTH, in 
the original Garnet, and can be modified by a factor of 
the form:
P = B1 + B2*DW + B3* (DW)2 + B4* (DW)3 
with DW = ABS (D/W) 
where :
W = Full Width Half Maximum, FWHM, in points 
D = X-X0
(X= X value in points and X0 = Peak Centre in points)
In the terms used by Tougaard this polynomial could be
expressed in term of energy loss, T, in the form :
B1 + B2* (TW) + B3* (TW)2 + B4* (TW)3'
When B1 = 1 and B2, B3 and B4 are set to zero, the
Tail2 parameter value represents the height of the 
background (unmodified by its poly modifier) divided by 
peak height, as it was the ELTH in Garnet (see Figure 
3.2). According to Shirley, on the basis of the formula 
1.4 and 2.1, this background height is proportional to 
the peak area.
When the polynomial is taken into account, by giving 
suitably chosen B parameter values, different
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background shapes should be determined. For example, 
the effect of varying B2 on tail, keeping higher 
members of the series at zero, is to give a constant 
negative or positive slope, as was shown in Figure 2.1. 
The background height at X=X0 (T=0) then becomes the 
origin of the set of possible tails created by the 
polynomial. The background height at any point 
different from X0 varies according to the slope 
function, as expressed by B-coefficients, beyond the 
peak (see Figure 2.1 and 6.10).
The results, obtained throught this thesis, show that 
the background height across the peak, derived by 
multiplying the Tail 2 by the peak height (TRYFIT 
results), gives a factor proportional to the peak 
area which is found to differ from element to element. 
In analogy with Shirley, this factor here is called the 
'scattering factor', K.
6.4.1 Kappa in relation to various variables
The nature of the scattering factor, K., derived from
Tail 2, has been investigated in relation to the 
various effects reported in 6 .2 .1 .
Although the error associated with K could only be 
estimated when at least three replicates of the same
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spectrum, at a given condition, were available, the 
following results, as summarized in Table 4, seem to 
give evidence of the 'intrinsic' properties expressed 
by kappa.
kappa is found to be independent of:
Kinetic Energy and Energy Levels for the same element
As a consequence of the large number of elements 
examined and choices made with regard to the exciting 
radiation and the core levels to be measured, a large 
body of data is available for K. to be tested against 
kinetic energy. From equation 2.3 it can be seen that 
if K is a factor which behaves like the Tougaard
extrinsic loss function, K(E,T) then K, would be 
expected to vary inversely with X. According to the 
work of Seah and Dench (3c) this would give a 
dependence on Energy. This is tested in Figure 6.11 
where K. and X are shown as a function of Kinetic Energy 
for the elements analysed in this work. It can be seen 
that there is no regular dependence of K on X at all.
This is also confirmed by the results of curve fitting, 
as shown in Table 4, where the same value of kappa is 
obtained for core levels of a given element using 
different X-ray sources. Moreover, different core 
levels of the same element give differences in their K-
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values which are well below the uncertainty associated 
with K.. Thus it is concluded that the background rise
across the peak is not a result of extrinsic losses by 
the electrons travelling through the matrix. This is 
consistent with the views of Wertheim (14) on the 
singularity index, a, which describes the asymmetry of 
the line-shape of photoelectron peaks as a function of 
states near the Fermi edge of solids. As with the o? 
values, the K-values seem to provide evidence that
negligible 'extrinsic7 contributions are to be found 
over the narrow energy range across the peak. This 
confirms the basis of the Tougaard background. It is 
important because Tougaard's conclusion was reached 
from examination of the behaviour of extrinsic losses 
while this conclusion is reached from examination of 
the behaviour of intrinsic losses and is therefore 
reached by a totally independent route.
- Spectrometer type and spectrum resolution (Eo)
TRYFIT allows the XP-spectrum to be corrected for the 
transmission function of the spectrometer. This 
correction, clearly necessary when analysing spectra in 
a wide energy range, has no-influence over the stated 
narrow energy range (see T.F. corr. examples in Table 
4). The broadening effect due to the response function 
of the spectrometer is included in the function that is 
to be fitted to the data (Gaussian contribution) . While
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this led to considerable complications when trying to 
derive the singularity index, a. , from the asymmetry of 
the peak, only a negligible influence is found in the 
obtained K-values (See Escalab spectra in Tab.4). This
could be explained considering that K is derived by an
'indirect' measurement being expressed by the ratio of 
the intensity rise across the peak to the peak area 
which are both influenced by the broadening effect.
- Morphology
Moreover, Table 4 shows that core level of the same 
element from evaporated film and metal foil are 
characterized by the same K value. Thus surface
morphological effects are not evidently related to the 
intrinsic losses as expressed by kappa.
kappa is found to be dependent on:
- Chemical Structure (see Polyethylene and Graphite)
In Carbon spectra, as shown by Swingle (37), the 
intrinsic and extrinsic losses are very small. Thus 
background subtraction methods may easily fail in
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discerning between these two contributions. As 
previously said, contamination from adventitious carbon 
can often be found on XP-Spectra and it would be 
helpful to discern a characteristic peak shape in order 
to help define different carbon species.
Comparison of the carbon Is spectra for graphite and 
polyethylene is shown in Figures 6 .6 : the peak shape 
for graphite is skewed towards lower kinetic energy and 
shows a plasmon loss at around 7 eV from the main peak. 
It differs from the Cls shape for polyethylene in 
having a tail at the lower energy side of the peak. 
Intuitively it is expected that the calculated K-value
should be larger for graphite than for polythylene, 
since graphite is a conductor and has more electron 
density near the Fermi surface (37) . The K-values 
reported on the last row of Table 4 are in agreement 
with this expectation. In particular, K-value for
polyethylene is found to approach zero there being no 
intensity increase across the peak (T2-*0) (see fitting 
parameters in Figure 5.2). This no-losses energy 
interval before the background rise occurs • is 
characteristic of an insulating sample and is 
proportional to the band-gap.
Other Carbon spectra such as polystyrene, diamond and 
PMMA have shown only a little increase in their K -
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values compared to Polyethylene (of the order of 10'4 ) . 
Clearly, in order to discriminate among such low values 
and to make the comparison meaningful, Tryfit should be 
better re-defined to include energy loss functions 
which consider the minimal interaction energy gap as 
proposed by Bishop (13) and Ritcher (38) for the 
Shirley and Tougaard methods respectively.
- Chemical State (see Cu-Cu(I)-Cu(II) series)
Looking at Cu, Cu20 and CuO samples in Table 4 it 
appears that kappa differs for Copper 2p level in 
dependence on its chemical state. For cuprous and 
cupric oxide, the kappa value was also calculated for 
the oxygen counterpart, from the 0 1 s region.
Just from a qualitative point of view, considering what 
has been reported (39) on the chemical structure of the 
above compounds, the same value of kappa for copper (I) 
and oxygen confirms that in monovalent Copper the d- 
levels are not core-like and are in the same energy 
region as the anion valence levels. Different kappa 
values are expected for Cu(II) and Oxygen in cupric 
oxide being that the d-orbitals are reported to retain 
their atomic identity: In fact, the Cu(0) and Cu(II)
kappa values are found to be nearly identical (see 
Table) . This behaviour is consistent with the fact that
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the Auger parameters of Cu(0) and Cu(II) are closer 
together than the Auger parameters of Cu(0) and Cu (I) 
(see Figure 6.5).
- Alloying state (see Ni. Cr and Ni/Cr allov)
By comparing, in Table 4, pure nickel, pure chromium 
and their alloy (Ni (80) Cr (20) , the /C-value seems to
lower, to different extent, for both Cr and Ni in alloy 
state compared to the respective pure metals. The 
fitting results show that the actual composition of the 
evaporated alloy is Ni(73)Cr(27) . This is not 
surprising as the vapour composition was expected to 
differ from that of the solid alloy. Moreover, the 
curve-fitting results show the position of the maximum 
intensity of extrinsic losses, Tmax, in the Ni 2p 
background region, to be shifted in position when in 
alloy state. While additional experiments are needed 
before attempting any general explanation, a similarity 
is found between the lowering in kappa and the lowering 
in melting points (as tabulated in Chem-Phys. 
Handbooks) for the same alloy with respect to pure 
elements alone .
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6.4.2 Comparison of kappa with other physical
properties of one-element homogeneous solids
Figure 6.12 shows the obtained K values for the element
analysed throughout this work, as a function of atomic 
number, Z.
The plot shows a general trend very clearly indeed. For 
what concerns the transition metals of the three 
series, their K,-values behaviour closely resembles that
of the corresponding sublimation energies (AH 
(eV/atom)) as in Figure 6.13a and derived by Cox (39) . 
The maximum bonding for d-electrons is expected to be 
found near the middle of the series, when the d-band is 
half-full. In case of Figure 6.13a, however, the 3d- 
elements around iron seem to have a lower bonding 
energy than would be expected. The answer to this is 
reported to be connected with the magnetic properties 
of those elements as reported by Cox (39).
The filling of the band can be also observed 
experimentally by the combination of photoelectron and 
inverse photoelectron spectra as reported in Figure 
6.13b (derived by Cox (39) ) for transition elements 
going from iron to copper. Again a remarkable agreement 
is found between the K-behaviour (Figure 6.12) and the 
3d band overlap of those elements which becomes less
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strong going across the series due to the increase of 
effective nuclear charge.
In fact, K. seems to respond to final state effects as
a function of the degree of charge transfer into the 
unfilled levels of the photoionised atom.
Table 5 compares kappa with other physical properties 
related to the investigated elements. As already shown 
in Figure 6.11, no evident relationship is found 
between kappa and Lambda (Inelastic mean free path) or 
1/Lamda while kappa and Melting Point (Mpt) as a 
function of atomic number are reported in Figure 6.14. 
Again better correlation is found with those properties 
of metals that markedly depend on the number of valence 
electrons per atom. Thus, the intensity increase 
'across' the peak, derived by the Shirley algorithm, 
could only be ascribed to 'intrinsic' energy losses.
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6.5 CONCLUSION : The importance of the scattering
factor, k , in XPS curve-fitting.
Clearly, the above results indicate that the accuracy 
by which the H-values are obtained is different from
element to element in relation to the complexity of the 
spectrum shape. Good estimation of the energy loss and 
satellite structures beyond the peak is not always 
straightforward.
Contamination effects have also to be carefully 
considered. In our case, Ti, V and Cr specimens always 
showed presence of oxygen in their relevant wide scans. 
The Taill (Tl) parameter which account for peak 
asymmetry in metals was left free to be optimized by 
the programme in all fits considered throughout this 
work but, in the case of oxide contribution was not 
properly taken into account. Its value could be 
slightly altered without influencing the quality of the 
fit, thus affecting the peak area. For these elements 
the K-value should be re-considered by acquiring
spectra in better defined, clean, vacuum conditions or 
under different experimental conditions.
To extract the zK ' scattering factor from the examined 
spectra, careful curve-fitting was necessary which
required all the background features and the possible 
satellite peaks to be considered. While for the 
satellite peaks the inelastic tail and other parameters 
were automatically included as dependent on the parent 
peak parameters (as they suffer the same scattering 
mechanism)z additional peaks (such as for extrinsic 
plasmon loss features) needed to be included to account 
for background profile thus increasing the calculation 
time for the fit to reach the convergence. This is not 
an easy task and sometimes the algorithm produces 
unacceptable results.
For transition and noble metals, the energy loss 
features are ,normally, well accounted by the universal 
function proposed by Tougaard (16) which requires the 
differential inelastic electron scattering cross 
section, K(T) , to approach zero in the proximity of the 
peak, then rising to a broad maximum and exponentially 
decreasing for larger energy loss.
Since TRYFIT was not intended for such structured 
energy losses, some broad peaks (with no-Tail) were 
added to the inelastic tails just to match the 
background spectrum profile. This purely mathematical 
artifact should not, however, strongly affect the near­
peak region (0-5 eV) , under investigation, where, as 
reported (14,16), no-extrinsic losses are expected by 
theoretical predictions.
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Thus the obtained parameter, K , can reliably set out to
identify the part of the Shirley background which stems 
from the intrinsic processes. In this sense it is 
better described as a 'shape factor' rather than 
'scattering factor' which it has been called bv 
referring it to 'inelastic scattering'.
In order to evaluate the range of applicability of the 
curve-fitting procedure, different energy ranges were 
also acquired for each characteristic region of 
different elements. When accurately defined, the true 
background profile is expected not to change if the 
energy range investigated is varied. As reported in 
Table 4, for Ag 3d and Au 4f regions, the same value of 
% is obtained independently of the number of points 
considered by the programme (see short E.R. in Table4).
From a practical point of view, consistency in data 
processing procedures is the most important aspect in 
quantification. The algorithm adopted for spectral 
evaluation in commercial data systems should be robust 
in giving the same result in the hands of different 
operators in routine analysis.
The intrinsic nature of K. makes it suitable as a
fitting parameter assisting the assignment of the 
correct proportion of background rise to each component 
in the envelope of overlapping peaks.
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In the next chapter the Garnet spectra of Chromium will 
be reconsidered using Tryfit, in order to derive the 
scattering factor, K. In-depth distribution studies, 
will then be attempted on experimentally produced 
inhomogeneous Chromium samples using K as adjustable 
parameters in order to verify if the intrinsic 
intensity, as expressed by K , can be truly assigned to
each peak independently of path travelled by the 
electrons.
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,^^-9^-ire 6.1 Periodic Table showing the elemnüs 
chosen for examination in this thesis;
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Fiçruz'G 6.2 s Survey spectra of some of the elements
reported in 6.1.
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Figure 6.2b Survey spectra of some of the elements
reported in 6.1.
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Figure 6.3 High resolution spectra of some of the
elements reported in 6.1.
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Figure 6.4 Cu2p spectra sequences of Copper metal
'in situ' oxidized using dry air: a) Copper metal 'as 
deposited; b) air > 1 Torr 25°C/ 40 min.; c) air> 1 
Torr, 300°C ->200 C, 30 min.; d) as c) plus 30 
min.450°C/ vacuum e) air > 1 Torr, 400oC, 20 min.
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Figure 6.5 Copper Auger Spectra in the same
sequence as Figure 6.4.
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FIGURES 6.6 Curve fitted Cls region for graphite 
(a) to be compared with polyethylene (b) of Figure
* 2 - See enclosed fitting parameters
FITTING PARAMETERS OF FIGURE 6.6a
GROUP PARAMETER
1 CENTRE 
HEIGHT 
AREA 
TAIL-1 
TAIL-2
2 CENTRE 
HEIGHT 
AREA 
TAIL-1 
TAIL-2
LINEAR BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
VOIGT (GL MIX%)
INTEGRATION LIMITS
FINAL ERROR STATUS
VALUE St.Dev.
284.685
49102.0
157463
.333004
.542713E-02 
.158834E-01
.178631E-01
.603468E-01 .229472E-02
CONVERGED
CONVERGED
FLOAT 
FLOAT
291.483 
1763.71 
8834.23 
.10000E-09 
.10000E-09
122831"
564511E-01
CONVERGED
CONVERGED
FIXED
FIXED
591.477 .406174E-01 CONVERGED
.000000 FIXED
51.3470 FLOAT
10 +/- FWHM
FITTING PARAMETERS OF fIGURE 6b : See Figure 5.2
Ti 2p
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Cr 2p Fe 2p
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Binding Energy Binding Energy Binding Energy
Figure 6.7 Curve fitted 2p regions for some
elements of the first transition series. See enclosed
fitting parameters.
FITTING PARAMETER OF FIGURES 6.7
Ti_2p_
CENTRE
HEIGHT
AREA
FWHM
TAIL-1
TAIL-2
2p3/2
453.942
80542.9
418893
2.070
.258125
.266760
2pl/2
459.742
38542.0
219708
2.269
DEPEND.
DEPEND.
Energy Loss
473.688
18500.0
643361
13.841
DEPEND.
.10000E-09 FIXED
LINEAR BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
VOIGT (GL MIX%)
14698.2
.00000
46.2124
(.224881E-02)
FIXED
(1.01960)
CONVERGED
FLOAT
Cr 2p
2p3/2 2pl/2 Energy Losses
CENTRE 573.867 583.063 598.900 635.000
HEIGHT 168567 80345.0 20000 5466.97
AREA 609492 290506 685780 187455
FWHM 1.95409 DEPEND. 18.500 DEPEND.
TAIL-1 .169666 DEPEND. DEPEND. DEPEND.
TAIL-2 .260899 DEPEND. .10000E-09 FIXED
LINEAR BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
VOIGT (GL MIX%)
18780.0 (.346996E-02) CONVERGED
.00000 FIXED 
59.1927 (3.21816) FLOAT
Fe_2p
CENTRE
HEIGHT
AREA
FWHM
TAIL-1
TAIL-2
2p3/2
706.137
165498
780846
2.000
.172204
.451250
2pl/2
719.128
66753.0
326997
2.0765
DEPEND.
DEPEND.
Energy Loss
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
* * * * * * *
LINEAR BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT 20140.3 (.258775E-05) CONVERGED
SLOPE .00000 FIXED
VOIGT(GL MIX%) 68.1620 (1.24665) FLOAT
flu 3d Pd 3d
420 400 380 360420 400 380 360 340 320360 340 320 300 280 260
Binding Energy Binding Energy Binding Energy
Figure 6.8 Curve fitted 3d regions for some
elements of the second transition series. See 
enclosed fitting parameters.
FITTING PARAMETER OF FIGURES 6.8
Ru 3d
3d5/2
279.47 
374256 
1061920 
1.8717 
.133493 
.137479 
LINEAR BACKGROUND
CENTRE
HEIGHT
AREA
FWHM
TAIL-1
TAIL-2
3d3/2
283.63 
261979 
743342 
DEPEND. 
DEPEND. 
DEPEND.
Energy Losses
289.18
23456
311574
11.500
310.79
26234
515137
18.574
340.64
7500
141396
16.321
DEPENDENT 
.10000E-09 FIXED
INTERCEPT 
SLOPE 
VOIGT(GL MIX%)
28175.1
.00000
36.0000
( .236380E-02) 
FIXED
CONVERGED
FIXED
Pd 3d
CENTRE
HEIGHT
AREA
3d5/2 /Sat.1 3d3/2/Sat.2
334.822
341.986
340.025
346.587
414793/52998 290355/35508
1684480/ 1179140/
356408 238793
FWHM 
TAIL-1 
TAIL-2 
LINEAR BACKGROUND
1.811/DEP. DEPEND./DEP. 
.146595 DEPENDENT
.106267 DEPEND.
Energy Losses 
365.953 402.339
27499
814152
9499.62
281247
INTERCEPT 
SLOPE 
VOIGT(GL MIX%)
33668.2 ( .363450)
.00000 FIXED
37.5001 (1.50200)
23.610 DEPEND. 
DEPENDENT
.10000E-09 FIXED
CONVERGED
FLOAT
Aq 3d
3d5/2
CENTRE
HEIGHT
AREA
FWHM
TAIL-1
TAIL-2
368.247
275689
677918
2.000
.457070E-05
.101806
LINEAR BACKGROUND
3d3/2 Energy Loss
374.245 394.256
195002 9000.04
479509 212158
DEPEND. 19.173
DEPEND. DEPEND.
DEPEND. .10000E-09 FIXED
INTERCEPT 22780.2 ( .678695E-07) CONVERGED
SLOPE .00000 FIXED
VOIGT(GL MIX%) 33.4507 (.339425) FLOAT
Pt 4f Au 4f
406060100120140
Binding Energy
250 200 150 100
Binding Energy
Figure 6.9 Curve fitted 4f regions for some
elements of the third transition series. See enclosed 
fitting parameters.
FITTING PARAMETER OF FIGURES 6.9
Pt 4f
4fV/2 4f5/2 Energy Losses/5s *
CENTRE 70.4437 73.8288 78.9425 103.345
HEIGHT 251008 188256 20567 18796
AREA 917729 688297 218203 463031
FWHM 2.1035 DEPEND. 8.2653 19.1916
TAIL-1 .113273 DEPENDENT DEPENDENT
TAIL-2 .126479 DEPEND. .10000E-09 FIXED
LINEAR BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
VOIGT(GL MIX%)
21606.8 ( .768864e-03)
.00000 FIXED
42.2521 (1.78738)
CONVERGED
FLOAT
*
The 5s line is overlapping with the energy loss peak 
while the 5p line is overlapping with the X-ray 
satellites : see spectrum.
Au 4f
CENTRE
HEIGHT
AREA
FWHM
TAIL-1
TAIL-2
4f 7/2
83.8391 
176432 
465555 
1.76010 
.837318E-01 
.513065E-01
4f5/2 Energy Losses/5s *
87.5316 92.4977 110.410
135853 7000.73 8500.60
358477 131675 352147
DEPEND. 10.6311 23.4147
DEPEND. DEPENDENT
DEPEND. .10000E-09 FIXED
LINEAR BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
VOIGT(GL MIX%)
27228.9 (.680572E-01) CONVERGED
.00000 FIXED
21.5809 (.794177) FLOAT
*
The 5s line is overlapping with the energy loss peak 
while the 5pl/2 line is overlapping with the X-ray 
satellites : see spectrum.
BINDING ENERGY
KINETIC ENERGY
Figure 6.10 Modelling of XPS spectral background 
(From Ref. 12) . a) Constant Background, points 1-7 b) 
effect of contaminant overlayer on points 1-7 c) 
computer simulation of Figure 2.2.
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Figure 6.11 IMFP and kappa as a function of
Kinetic Energy for the elements highlighted in Figure 
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Figure 6.12 Kappa as a function of atomic number, 
Z, for the elements highlighted in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.13:
a) Sublimation energies for transition metals of the 
three series (From Ref.39).
b) Photoelectron (— ) and inverse photoelectron (. . ) 
spectra of the transition metals Fe, Co, Ni and Cu. 
(From Ref.39).
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Figure 6.14 Melting Point and kappa (From Table 5) 
s function of atomic number, Z, for the elements 
highlighted in Figure 6.1.
TABLE 4
Si 2p 0.026
0.020
EscaLab/20
/50
Al Ka Silicon-
Wafer
Fe 2p 0.104
0.095
0.100±11.2
0.096
Escalab/20
/50
VGEsca3/50
T.F.\corr.
Al Ka Metal foil
Evaporated
film
Ag 3d 0 . 03 95+8 . 7% 
0.041
VgEsca3/50 
Short E.R.
Al Ka Evaporated
film
Ag 3p
0.041
0.039
0.036
EscaLab/20
Leybold/50
Metal foil
Ni 2p 0 . 04 85+5 . 6%
0.049
0.046s
VGEsca3/50
Leybold/50
Al Ka Evaporated
film
Metal foil
Mb 3d 0.028
0.024
Escalab/20
/50
Al Ka Metal foil
Pd 3d 
Pd 3p
0.026
0.032
VGEsca3/50 Al Ka Evaporated
film
Au 4f O.O23+2Î.5 
0.020 
0.0194
VGEsca3/50 
Short E.R. 
T.F.\corr.
Al Ka Evaporated
film
0.025 Leybold/50 Mg Ka Metal foil
Pt 4f 
Pt 4d
0.035
0.038
VGEsca3/50 Al Ka Metal foil
Cr 2p 0.073+11.0 VGEsca3/50 Al Ka Evaporated
film
Cu 2p 0.039+3.7% VgEsca3/50 Al Ka Cu film
0.038 Leybold/50 Mg Ka Metal foil
Cu 2p 
0 Is
0.050
0.050
VgEsca3/50 Al ka Cu20
Cu 2p 
0 Is
0.040
0.030
VgEsca3/50 Al Ka CuO
Cr 2p 
Ni 2p
0.053
0.043
VgEsca3/50 Al Ka Ni80Cr20
evaporated
alloy
C Is 0.021+24.1
0.000
Escalab/50 Al Ka 
Mg Ka
Graphite 
Polyethyl.
1*1 The k-value associated with relative^ error are
expressed as a mean of ,at least, three replicates.
TABLE 5
Element Orbital BE Radn KE density atomic wt. a(nm) i m f p :(nm) Kappa
C 1s 285 1487 1202 1.9 12 0.22 1.50 0.021
Mg 1s 1305 x 1487 182 1.74 24.3 0.29 0.87 0.014
Al 2p 74 1487 1413 2.7 26.98 0.26 2.05 0.03
Si 2p(3/2) 100 1487 1387 2.33 28.09 0.28 2.23 0.026
Ti 2p(3/2) 464 1487 1023 4.54 47.9 0.27 1.79 0.05
V 2p(3/2) 515 1487 972 6.11 50.94 0.25 1.55 0.047
Cr 2p(3/2) 577 1487 910 7.18 51.996 0.23 1.40 0.073
Fe 2p(3/2) 710 1487 777 7.86 55.85 0.23 1.28 0.104
Co 2p(3/2) 781 1487 706 8.9 58.93 0.23 1.18 0.072
Ni 2p(3/2) 855 1487 632 8.9 58.71 0.23 1.12 0.048
Cu 2p(3/2) 932 1487 555 8.96 63.55 0.23 1.08 0.039
Cu 2p(3/2) 932 1253 321 8.96 63.55 0.23 0.82 0.038
Zn 2p(3/2) 1022 1487 465 7.133 .65.38 0.25 1.13 0.032
Ge 2p(3/2) 1117 1487 370 5.323 72.59 0.29 1.23 0.026
Mo 3d 227 1487 1260 10.22 95.94 0.26 1.88 0.025
Ru 3d 282 1487 1205 12.41 101.07 0.24 1.71 0.044
Pd 3d 337 1487 1150 12.02 106.4 0.25 1.74 0.026
Pd 3p 534 1487 953 12.02 106.4 0.25 1.59 0.032
Ag 3d 366 1487 1121 10.5 107.86 0.26 1.85 0.039
Ag 3p 571 1487 916 10.5 107.86 0.26 1.68 0.036
Pt 4f 73 1487 1414 21.45 195.09 0.25 1.96 0.035
Pt 4d 316 1487 1171 21.45 195.09 0.25 1.78 0.038
Au 4f 84 1487 1403 19.32 196.96 0.26 2.07 0.023
Au 4f 84 1253 1169 19.32 196.96 0.26 1.89 0.025
7 ANALYSIS OF CHROMIUM LAYERED SPECIMENS
In order to assess the quantitative use of the shape 
factor, K, on complex photoelectron peaks, and to
complete the investigation of Chromium 2p spectra 
(see GAMET section), some additional experiments were 
required.
Figures 7. la shows the Cr 2p region of an ' as 
received' Chromium metal foil carrying a thin oxide 
layer pn the surface. Figures 7.1b and 7.1c show the 
same region after two increasing thickness of 
Titanium over layer have been evaporated onto chromium 
surface. Titanium evaporation has been performed 
under the same conditions reported in the previous 
section. A current of 40 mA was passed directly 
through the titanium wire (0.1 cm diameter) for a 
variable period for each evaporating stage.
Looking at the spectrum profile in Figures 7.1 it is 
clearly evident that the increase in the energy loss 
background with respect to the zero loss intensity 
for both metal and oxide components is due to the 
presence of surface layers of increasing thickness.
As reported (24), the curve-fitting procedure which 
includes a background component in the fit can only 
give a unique solution when the peak envelope only
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contains one component. When composite features are 
present in the spectra, however, the extra degree of 
freedom that comes from the ability to adjust the 
relative background between the component peaks may 
enable many equivalent 'fits' to be obtained. When 
the background component becomes important as in 
Figures 7.1, there is much more scope for variation 
in the manner in which it is divided between the 
contribution from the oxide and the contribution from 
the metal features of the spectrum.
Clearly a better understanding of the permissable 
range of loss structures is necessary before the 
method can be used to analyse unknown surface 
structures and a protocol is required to remove 
subjective elements in the fitting procedure.
To this purpose, an analytical approach has been 
adopted in this work which make use of the derived 
shape factor, K , to assign the correct background
increase across each peak of the multicomponent 
spectra of Figure 7.1.
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7.1 NEW METHODICAL APPROACH IN XPS CURVE
FITTING
The shape factor, K , as derived in the previous
section (see Figure 6.12 and Tables 4,5) for one- 
element homogeneous solids, was found related to 
intrinsic processes peculiar to each element and its 
chemical state and structure. It should not depend on 
sample thickness and/or photon energy as it would be 
if related to 'extrinsic7 process.
The K -value obtained for reference homogeneous
samples can therefore be applied for the same element 
whatever its distribution in depth when present in 
complex layered specimens. It is only the intensity 
and shape of the energy loss 7beyond7 the peak width 
(extrinsic background) which contains information on 
the in-depth concentration profile while the 
intensity increase 7 across7 the peak i.e. at its 
maximum, from which K is obtained, should remain 
constant and characteristic of a given element.
In order to verify these findings, before attempting 
any curvefitting of the spectra reported in Figures 
7.1, the K-value of pure Chromium metal and Chromium
oxide (Cr203) were obtained by analysing the relevant 
Cr 2p spectra, using Tryfit.
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Clean Chromium
As reported in the previous section, Chromium metal 
was already analysed along with other elements of the 
periodic table (see Figure 6.12) and the relevant K-
value associated with its relative error is reported 
in Table 4. Ion-etched Chromium metal foil, as 
used in GAMET section, does shew the same 
inconvenience, due to a highly reactive surface, as 
was reported for Chromium evaporated film. Thus a 
certain amount of residual surface oxide is always 
present on the 'cleaned' samples and detected in the 
relevant wide, spectra.
As discussed in the previous section, the 'real' K-
value associated with Chromium metal is expected to 
be higher than that obtained in this work. For the 
time being, however, the actual mean value reported 
in Table 4 has been adopted for the present 
methodological approach in curve fitting.
Chromium oxide, Cr^Oo .
Pure Cr203 spectra reported in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and
4.5 (see GAMET section) were re-analysed using TRYFIT 
in order to extract the shape factor, K , associated 
with Cr (III) in the oxide compound.
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Figure 7.2 reports the curve-fitted region obtained 
using, as entry points, the same peak parameters as 
Figure 4.2. The parameters were then allowed to vary 
to be optimized by the programme. Small differences 
were expected between GAMET and TRYFIT fitting
results as some options present in TRYFIT were not 
available in GAMET. Thus, with TRYFIT, the same ELTH 
could be used for Cr 2p doublets and the background 
height could be adjusted to the spectrum profile by 
eventually varying the sloping B-parameters and /or 
adding a broad loss feature:
The shape factor, K , was derived as a mean value from
three different Cr203 spectra acquired under the same 
experimental conditions. It is reported together with 
the fitting parameters in Figure 7.2.
Comparison of K-values for Chromium metal and
Chromium (III) oxide seems to confirm the Garnet
results being that the intensity increase across the 
body of the main peak are very similar in both cases.
Oxidised Chromium
Once the Kmet and Kox are known, the curvef itting
procedure can be extended to examine the situation of 
Chromium carrying an oxide overlayer. Figure 7.3
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shows the curve fitted Cr 2p region of Figure 7.1a. 
Starting with the parameters obtained from the 
reference spectra, the programme was allowed to 
adjust them with the condition that Kmet and Kox 
should remain in the allowed range of their tabulated 
K -values.
This was done interactively by adjusting the peak and 
tail2 parameters of both metal and oxide components 
as Tryfit is not implemented so as to have K as a
fitting parameter which is automatically held at a 
constant value.
As can be seen from the Figure, a good fit could be 
obtained by using constant tails (as for the 
reference spectra) and by adding a broad peak 
simulating a broad loss feature. This feature 
(extrinsic loss as expressed by Tougaard) is in fact 
also present in pure Chromium metal spectra and in 
pure Chromium oxide spectra, associated with shake-up 
satellites (see Figures and Garnet section). In this 
case, however, it requires to be more intense and 
wider and most likely includes photoelectrons coming 
from the metal underneath which have to cross the 
oxide over layer. The most important thing is that for 
the first time the oxide/metal structure of the peak 
has been fitted using individual shapes for oxide and
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metal without having to make any assumption as to the 
nature of extrinsic losses in the vicinity of the 
peak.
Oxidised Chromium with Titanium overlaver
To give further confirmation that close to the peak 
the influence of extrinsic background is negligible, 
the fit used above was repeated on the spectra from 
this sample when a titanium overlayer had been added.
Figure 7.4 shows the curve-fitted Cr 2p region of 
Figure 7.1(b) . The fit was carried out by restraining 
peak and K parameters to be close to the values 
obtained for Figure 7.3.
It can be seen, by comparing Figures 7.3 and 7.4 and 
the parameters given on them, that the same 
metal/oxide area ratio is maintained. The only change 
is to the intensity of the broader loss feature on 
the low kinetic energy side, confirming that this is 
the 'Tougaard' extrinsic background.
There is also in Figure 7.4, an additional feature at 
the high kinetic energy side due to Ti2s line which 
has been included in the fit using the K factor of 
the value reported in Figure 6.12 for Titanium.
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7.2 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
There are important aspects that need to be 
considered in examining the obtained results.
As a first step in developing the protocol, the 
metal/oxide area ratio has been examined in 
curvefitting the spectra sequence of Figures 7.1. It 
is demonstrated in the Appendix 2 that this ratio 
should not vary as a uniform layer is deposited on 
top of the oxidised chromium. This implies that the 
correct 'mix' of the intensity across the main peaks 
(intrinsic background), as defined by k , can provide 
the constant composition route through the series.
As shown on Figures 7.3 and 7.4, the energy loss 
feature due to inelastically scattered photoelectron 
can vary in intensity and shape with depth without 
affecting the near peak region where the same K value
(in the limit of experimental error) has been 
maintained for both metal and oxide through the 
series.
A confirmation on this comes from the fitting of 
Chromium carrying a thick oxide overlayer. The Cr2p 
region of Figure 4.6 (see GAMET section) has been re­
evaluated, using the same criteria as above, with 
Tryfit, as reported in Figures 7.5. There, the same
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spectrum has been fitted using Constant Tail2 plus 
peak-like energy loss features (7.5a), as normally 
done for chromium spectra (as a first simplest trial) 
and with Sloping Tail2 (7.5b) by chosing suitable B- 
coefficients, thus simulating two different inelastic 
scattering mechanism. Again, looking at the fitting 
parameters, the same Kmet, /Cox and Metal/oxide area
ratio could be maintained independently of background 
shape.
These results suggest that K as intrinsic parameter
can define the background rise across the peak 
maximum beyond which the inelastic tail can assume 
whatever shape is required by the real situation.
At this point, however, the limit of Tryfit is 
reached since the shape of the background is 
difficult to be obtained for two main reasons :
1. The B-coefficients are not fitting parameters and 
can only be guessed and adjusted after each iteration 
cycle thus making the choice of constant tails (plus 
broad peak simulating loss features on the basis of 
Tougaard suggestion) the simplest and most adopted as 
a starting guess as done through this work.
2. Due to the limitations of mono-routine programmes, 
some difficulties are expected when applying Tryfit
to such complex XPS spectra as those reported in this 
section. If different species contribute in the same 
energy range the programme allows for different 
background height (Tail 2 value) which can help in 
defining K, but the B-parameters once assigned force
all peaks, even if differently grouped, to have the 
same background shape.
Thus a proper relationship between loss feature 
intensities and overlayer thickness (as derived from 
Appendix 2) cannot be attempted at this stage.
The TRYFIT programme needs to be further modified to 
include different energy loss tail functions in order 
to make possible the selection of a different 
background for each peak in a quantification routine 
and the inclusion of the shape factor, K , as a
fitting parameter which could better replace the 
peak-asymmetry term, o', to account for final states 
effect. The correlation between Tail 1 (TI) and Tail 
2 (T2) needs to be properly considered, however, to 
better understand the 'eventualz influence of peak 
asymmetry on the value of the shape factor ,K .
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igure 7.1 a) Cr 2p region of an 'as received' 
Chromium metal foil carrying a thin oxide overlayer, 
(b and c) the same region after two increasing
Titanium overlayers have been evaporated onto the 
Chromium surface.
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Figure 7.2 Curve-fitted Cr 2p region of pure Cr203
(as Figure 4.2) using Tryfit programme and the
relevant fitting parameters.
Fitting parameters of Figure 7.2
PARAMETER
FINAL
VALUE
ERROR
R.S.D. STATUS
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 1 577.139 ( .06) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 10698.8 ( .22) CONVERGED
AREA 1 47344.6
FWHM 1 3.22095 ( 1.10) FLOAT
MIX% 1 52.5554 ( .02) CONVERGED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.85652 : Lw= 2.05651
TAIL-1 1 .100000E-14 FIXED
TAIL-2 1 .266355 ( 2.89) FLOAT
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 2 586.512 ( .19) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 4921.45 , DEPENDENT Group 1
AREA 2 21778.5
FWHM 2 3.22095 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 2 52.5554 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 2 Gw= 1.85652 : Lw= 2.05651
TAIL-1 2 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .266355 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 3 588.088 ( .81) FLOAT
HEIGHT 3 1397.94 DEPENDENT Group 1
AREA 3 7101.70
FWHM 3 3.69535 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 3 52.5554 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 3 Gw= 2.13500 : Lw= 2.36499
TAIL-1 3 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 3 .306308 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 3 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 4 597.455 ( 3.54) FLOAT
HEIGHT 4 795.299 DEPENDENT Group 1
AREA 4 4734.46
FWHM 4 4.32825 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 4 52.5554 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 4 Gw= 2.50630 : Lw= 2.77629
TAIL-1 4 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 .995775 ( 8.72)
^BACKGROUND *
INTERCEPT 9168.66
SLOPE .000000
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 
k = 0.063 +/- 10.4%
( 8.92)
10 FWHM
FLOAT
FLOAT
FIXED
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Figure 7.3 Curve-fitted Cr 2p region of Figure
7.1(a) using Tryfit and relevant fitting parameters.
Fitting parameter of Figure 7.3
FINAL ERROR
PARAMETER VALUE R.S.D. % STATUS
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 1 574.444 ( .02) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 72018.6 ( .34) CONVERGED
AREA 1 275385.
FWHM 1 2.00000 FIXED
MIX% 1 48.0000 FIXED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.20963 : Lw= 1.11659
TAIL-1 1 .210000 FIXED
TAIL-2 1 .276000 FIXED
Group 1 Combo (1,2) Peak
CENTRE 2 583.638 ( .06) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 32419.0 ( .61) CONVERGED
AREA 2 132082.
FWHM 2 2.12815 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 2 48.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 2 Gw= 1.29431 : Lw= 1.19475
TAIL-1 2 .210000 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .295320 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 3 577.415 ( .11) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 3 15973.4 ( .57) FLOAT
AREA 3 68310.3
FWHM 3 3.19323 FIXED
MIX% 3 48.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 3 Gw= 1.98546 : Lw= 1.83273
TAIL-1 3 .100000E-14 FIXED
TAIL-2 3 .270000 FIXED
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 4 586.881 ( .39) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 4 7986.72 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 4 34155.1
FWHM 4 3.19323 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 4 48.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 4 Gw= 1.98546 : Lw= 1.83273
TAIL-1 4 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 4 .270000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 5 588.415 DEPENDENT Group 2
HEIGHT 5 2555.75 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 5 10929.6
FWHM 5 3.19323 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 5 48.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 5 Gw= 1.98546 : Lw= 1.83273
TAIL-1 5 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 5 .270000 DEPENDENT Group 2
3roup 3 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 6 598.881 ( 3.28) FLOAT
HEIGHT 6 7605.57 ( .39) FLOAT
AREA 6 144168.
FWHM 6 14.1004 ( 3.55) FLOAT
MIX% 6 48.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 6 Gw= 8.90460 : Lw= 8.21964
TAIL-1 6 .100000E-09 FIXED
TAIL-2 6 2.03175 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 4 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 7 596.684
HEIGHT 7 1336.25
AREA 7 6831.03
FWHM 7 3.81261
MIX% 7 48.0000
VOIGT 7 Gw= 2.38255
TAIL-1 7 .100000E-09
TAIL-2 7 .324000
* BACKGROUND *
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
27016.8
.000000
( 4.96) FLOAT
DEPENDENT Group 2
DEPENDENT Group 2 
DEPENDENT Group 1 
: Lw= 2.19928 
DEPENDENT Group 3 
DEPENDENT Group 2
30.28) CONVERGED
FIXED
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 10 FWHM
is»3t — 0 « 072 
kox — — Q •
Area ratio Metal/Oxide from 2p3/2 lines = 4.031
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Figure 7.4 Curve-fitted Cr 2p region of Figure
7.1 (b) using Tryfit and relevant fitting parameters.
Fitting parameters of Figure 7.4
FINAL ERROR
PARAMETER VALUE R.S.D. % STATUS
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 1 574.933 ( .04) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 26128.8 ( .43) CONVERGED
AREA 1 95864.0
FWHM 1 2.00000 FIXED
MIX% 1 50.0000 FIXED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.16846 : Lw= 1.16846
TAIL-1 1 .181601 ( 3.38) CONVERGED
TAIL-2 1 .272000 FIXED
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 2 584.059 ( . .10) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 12154.5 DEPENDENT Group 1
AREA 2 47932.4
FWHM 2 2.14656 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 2 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 2 Gw= 1.26193 : Lw= 1.26193
TAIL-1 2 .181601 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .293760 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 3 578.027 ( .19) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 3 5500.00 FIXED
AREA 3 23672.4
FWHM 3 3.18000 FIXED
MIX% 3 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 3 Gw= 1.90965 : Lw= 1.90965
TAIL-1 3 .100000E-14 FIXED
TAIL-2 3 .260000 FIXED
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 4 587.195 ( .61) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 4 2750.00 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 4 11836.2
FWHM 4 3.18000 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 4 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 4 Gw= 1.90965 : Lw= 1.90965
TAIL-1 4 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 4 .260000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 5 589.027 DEPENDENT Group 2
HEIGHT 5 825.000 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 5 3550.86
FWHM 5 3.18000 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 5 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 5 Gw= 1.90965 : Lw= 1.90965
TAIL-1 5 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 5 .260000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Grouo 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 6 598.027 DEPENDENT Group 2
HEIGHT 6 550.000 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 6 2367.24
FWHM 6 3.18000 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 6 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 6 Gw= 1.90965 : Lw= 1.90965
TAIL-1 6 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 6 .260000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Group 3 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 7 599.536 ( 5.32) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 7 4572.10 ( .54) CONVERGED
AREA 7 105208.
FWHM 7 16.9355 ( 3.12) CONVERGED
MIX% 7 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 7 Gw= 10.3344 : Lw= 10.3344
TAIL-1 7 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 7 2.40570 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 4 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 8 564.889 ( 1.07) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 8 5063.96 ( 6.14) CONVERGED
AREA 8 31741.8
FWHM 8 4.62126 ( 18.26) FLOAT
MIX% 8 50.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 8 Gw= 2.79948 : Lw= 2.79948
TAIL-1 8 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 8 .340000 FIXED
LIN/POLY BACKGROUND
INTERCEPT 30995.4 ( 41.17) FLOAT
SLOPE .000000 FIXED
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 10 FWHM
—ÎSnet—E—0-074 
—Box  E 0 . 06q
Area ratio Metal/Oxide from 2p3/2 lines = 4.050
Figure 7.5a
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Figure 7.5 Curve fitted Cr 2p region of Figure
4.6 using Tryfit and relevant fitting parameters, (a) 
Constant Tail2 , (b) Sloping Tail2 .
Fitting parameters of Figure 7.5a
PARAMETER 
Group 1
FINAL
VALUE
Combo(1,2) Peak
ERROR
R.S.D. % STATUS
CENTRE 1 574.420 ( .03) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 76188.5 ( .33) CONVERGED
AREA 1 274856.
FWHM 1 1.90000 FIXED
MIX% 1 45.0000 FIXED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.22298 : Lw= 1.00062
TAIL-1 1 .210000 FIXED
TAIL-2 1 .260000 FIXED
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 2 583.563 ( .09) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 35046.7 DEPENDENT Group 1
AREA 2 126434.
FWHM 2 1.90000 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 2 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 2 Gw= 1.22298 : Lw= 1.00062
TAIL-1 2 .210000 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .260000 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 2
HO Peak
CENTRE 3 577.039 ( .06) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 3 61126.4 ( .24) CONVERGED
AREA 3 282501.
FWHM 3 3.50000 FIXED
MIX% 3 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 3 Gw= 2.30159 : Lw= 1.88312
TAIL-1 3 .100000E--14 FIXED
TAIL-2 3 .290000 FIXED
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 4 586.416 ( .18) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 4 28118.2 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 4 129950.
FWHM 4 3.50000 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 4 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 4 Gw= 2.30159 : Lw= 1.88312
TAIL-1 4 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 4 .290000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Group 3 Combo(1,2) Peak
Group 4
CENTRE 5 588.039 DEPENDENT Group 2
HEIGHT 5 8557.70 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 5 39550.1
FWHM 5 3.50000 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 5 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 5 Gw= 2.30159 : Lw= 1.88312
TAIL-1 5 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 5 .290000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 6 598.607 ( 2.35) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 6 10296.1. ( .57) CONVERGED
AREA 6 121347.
FWHM 6 8.90998 ( 5.41) CONVERGED
MIX% 6 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 6 Gw= 5.90229 : Lw= 4.82915
TAIL-1 6 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 6 1.00000 FIXED
***** BACKGROUND *****
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
47415.3
.000000
( 15.18) FLOAT
FIXED
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 
-JSnst—E—P_«0?.2
 frox -r: Q • Q^3
10 FWHM
Area ratio Metal/Oxide from 2p3/2 lines = 0,973
Figure 7.5b
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Fitting parameters of Figure 7.5b
FINAL ERROR
PARAMETER VALUE R.S.D. % STATUS
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 1 574.399 ( .03) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 75810.1 ( .36) CONVERGED
AREA 1 264823.
FWHM 1 1.80817 ( .86) CONVERGED
MIX% 1 45.0000 FIXED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.16016 : Lw= .949219
TAIL-1 1 .220000 FIXED
TAIL-2 1 .253875 ( 4.58) CONVERGED
Group 1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 2 583.587 ( .05) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 35221.1 DEPENDENT Group 1
AREA 2 132411.
FWHM 2 1.94383 DEPENDENT Group 1
MIX% 2 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 2 Gw= 1.25297 : Lw= 1.02516
TAIL-1 2 .220000 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .274185 DEPENDENT Group 1
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 3 577.000 ( .03) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 3 59571.3 ( .27) CONVERGED
AREA 3 275314.
FWHM 3 3.50000 FIXED
MIX% 3 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 3 Gw= 2.30159 : Lw= 1.88312
TAIL-1 3 .100000E-14 FIXED
TAIL-2 3 .300000 FIXED
Group 2 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 4 586.539 ( .09) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 4 28594.2 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 4 132151.
FWHM 4 3.50000 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 4 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 4 Gw= 2.30159 : Lw= 1.88312
TAIL-1 4 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 4 .300000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Group 3 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 5 588.100 DEPENDENT Group ,2
HEIGHT 5 7729.06 DEPENDENT Group 2
AREA 5 38543.9
FWHM 5 3.77549 DEPENDENT Group 2
MIX% 5 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 5 Gw= 2.48572 : Lw= 2.03377
TAIL-1 5 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 5 .324000 DEPENDENT Group 2
Group 4 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 6 597.696 ( 1.16) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 6 15011.4 FIXED
AREA 6 185679.
FWHM 6 9.35074 ( 2.15) CONVERGED
MIX% 6 45.0000 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 6 Gw= 6.19485 : Lw= 5.06852
TAIL-1 6 .100000E-14 DEPENDENT Group 2
TAIL-2 6 1.00000 FIXED
***** LIN/POLY BACKGROUND *****
INTERCEPT 47284.5 ( 24.69) FLOAT
SLOPE .000000 FIXED
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 10 FWHM
ISmet—=—Q « 073 
kpx ...E 0 • O..65
Area ratio Metal/Oxide from 2p3/2 lines = 0,962
8. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The investigations presented, even if 'framed' by the 
programmes performance available so far, confirm the 
proposition made as a basis for this thesis that a 
relationship exists between atomic number and energy 
loss structure in XPS spectra. This relationship 
still holds in the case of inhomogeneous samples, for 
energy losses which are intrinsic in nature as that 
expressed by K , while the extrinsic losses normally
called 'background' are dependent on X and hence 
dependent on matrix factors and in-depth 
distribution.
K seems to relate to final state effect in the same
way as the asymmetry parameter a, (11,14) being 
dependent on chemical state and structure of the 
element but its real nature should be better defined 
on theoretical grounds.
From a practical point of view, the indepedence of K
from kinetic energy, spectrometer type and spectrum 
resolution make its use very helpful when trying to 
assign, by curve-fitting procedures, individual peak 
contributions in a multicomponent XPS spectrum. When 
analysing the overall XPS spectrum, however, an 
accurate interpretation of the background shape is 
also required. The inelastic tails associated with
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the parent peak should reflect the scattering events 
suffered by the photoelectrons in a given enviroment. 
As already explained, this could not properly be done 
with the programmes available. TRYFIT offers 
developments in computational procedures and 
additional options respect to GAMET accounting for a 
variety of peak shape, background profile and depth 
distribution. Its algorithm, however, does not 
provide for different spectrum shapes overlapping 
within the same energy range. Moreover, the 
assumptions underlying the method have been clarified 
by Tougaard in his work on background deconvolution 
of XPS spectra and theoretically, different energy 
loss features are expected when applying methods 
based on more physical ground. This is not easily 
done by guessing the right B-coefficients combination 
of the polynomial associated with Tail 2.
Recently, just when the complete set of Tryfit 
results were achieved, a new TRYFIT version, Googly, 
was supplied by A. Proctor (10) . Two main 
modifications are concerning XPS curve-fitting :
1. The B-coefficients of the modifying polinomial 
background are now fitting parameters thus can be 
programme optimized. Moreover the order of the
polynomial is increased (BO...... B5) respect to
Tryfit (B1....B4).
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2. A new subroutine is available which allows the 
user to subtract the Tougaard background from the 
spectrum after having modified it to account for the 
Transmission Function effect. The background portion 
can be saved as a datafile and re-added as external 
baseline, during curvefitting, to the background- 
subtracted spectrum.
These new options allowed for the first time a 
comparison between the Tougaard background subtracted 
peak shape and the tailed-peak shape as obtained with 
Googly.
Figure 8.1 shows the Ag3d region (AlKce, Escalab 50 
eV) curve fitted using free B-coefficients (Googly 
option 1) (a) and including the Tougaard background 
(Googly option 2) (b). The fitting results as obtained 
from the Googly output files are reported in Appendix 
1 to fully display the Googly options. An 
extraordinary similarity in peak parameters is 
obtained with both fits. Looking at the results, the 
shape factor, K , can be derived and as reported in 
Figures 8.1 is expressed by exactly the same value 
(i.e. K = 0.050). Looking at Table 4, however, this 
value seems to be outside the confidence limit 
associated with K, for silver derived from earlier 
version.
1 2 0
Preliminary results from Chromium and Iron metal show 
the same trend i.e. Googly K-values higher than those 
derived from TRYFIT by around 20% but with an 
excellent match between the two Googly options. The 
important fact is that K as a shape factor is
independent of the intrinsic background in the 
vicinity of the peak.
The results show that the same trend as reported in 
Figure 6.12, is maintained. The TRYFIT K-values are
well consistent within the series but the option of 
using constant tails, as a starting guess, may 
slightly affect the resultant peak shape. The Googly 
K. -value should represent an absolute shape factor
(with negligible error associated with it) as the 
Tougaard background subtracted spectrum is reported 
to give the 'real' peak shape for transition 
elements. All these matters deserve further 
investigation and could represent the basis for 
future work. Thus all the transition elements should 
be analysed using both Googly options.
For those elements which do not require the Universal 
Energy loss function proposed by Tougaard, the peak 
shape comparison can be performed by analysing 
'monolayers' of a given element deposited on a 
suitable substrate. This has been accurately done in
1 2 1
the past years in this Department (40) by ' in-situ' 
molecular beam deposition performed in the 
preparation chamber of VG-ESCA3 spectrometer (see 
Figure 8.2). In this case, however, the influence of 
the substrate on the absorbed monolayer spectrum 
shape should be properly taken into account (see 
Martensson, Fig.1 reference).
Further comparison will be allowed when other Energy 
Loss functions, derived on theoretical basis, as 
anticipated by Tougaard (16m) , will be available.
The resuts obtained with Googly are in the 
encouraging direction in order to account fully for 
the measured line shape. As can be seen in Figure 
8 .1b, when the 'correct7 peak shape is obtained then 
also the inelastic tail correctly describes the 
energy loss features associated with it. Hopefully, 
parameters associated with the inelastic tails can be 
extracted as the Tougaard constants B and C 
considered as fitting parameters, and the overall 
shape of various element-homogeneous solids can be 
given. In-depth distribution can then be attempted by 
comparing tail parameters of inhomogeneous samples, 
as expressed by the polynomial B-coefficients, with 
those of reference spectra.
1 2 2
Clearly to satisfy such a request different 
analytical functions should be included in the 
programme (multiroutine implementation) to allow a 
high degree of flexibility in dependence of the real 
situation under investigation. The principles and 
evaluation scheme of such a multiroutine programme, 
EWA, are reported in reference 22a. The programme 
includes the Shirley-type algorithm (as Googly) and 
the Tougaard-type algorithm which reproposes the 
' tailed peak' as described by Tougaard parameters 
which can now be considered as fittable/adjustable 
parameters in order to represents different 
scattering conditions. The multiroutine approach 
considers some expert system like features (41) which 
allow dynamic implementation of the programme on the 
basis of the steady increasing in understanding of 
the physics of spectrum generation. At present 
however the programme allows so many options that it 
tends to be divergent and unwieldy in use. The 
incorporation of fixed, Z-dependent shape functions 
will assist in reducing the options available.
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Figure 8.1 Curve fitted Ag 3d region (Escalab,50
eV) using Googly option 1 (a) and Googly option 2
(b) . See Chapter 8 (pags. 118-120) and Appendix 1 for 
more details.
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Figure 8.2 Cr 2p spectra of CrCl3 (monolayers) 
deposited onto a Cu-substrate at various substrate 
temperature (From ref. 40)
9. SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS
1. There is a parameter, here called 'kappa', which 
defines the intrinsic shape of a photoelectron peak.
2 . kappa as a 'shape' parameter is found to be 
independent of instrumental effects and intrinsically 
related to atomic number and to a certain extent to 
chemical state and structure.
3. It has been demonstrated in this thesis that its
use can help in quantifying, by curve-fitting
procedure, individual peak contributions in a 
multicomponent XPS spectrum.
4. It would be useful if kappa could be 
implemented, as a fitting parameter, in programmes 
which are based on Shirley algorithm such as Googly 
(10) . In programmes which use different computational 
schemes kappa should be derived anyway considering 
that is related only to the peak shape and completely 
independent from the 'extrinsic' Tougaard background.
5. The programmes available in commercial 
datasystems use different approaches for data 
evaluation in XPS. The different approaches can 
provide different final results even if only 
elemental analysis is performed and the evaluation
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results can be affected by the professional level of 
the user. To avoid algorithms producing unacceptable 
results, the addition of expert elements to the 
datasystem is essential in defining the users 'route' 
for quantification.
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APPENDIX 1
- Extract from Tryfit Manual (ref.10)
- Googly results (Figures 8.1)
ib-TRYFIT-si
Another C jO O C x I-/* Y ^  Product
1
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the incredibly small world of TRYFIT. Everyone knows that nobody ever reads instructions tc 
programs. GOOGLY is the same. However it is important to write some things down if only to allow the humble 
programmer a place to wax cynical. For the most part TRYFIT should be usable without these majestic words particularly 
since there is now on-line help available for the hard bits. For readers familiar with LOGAFTT do not despair you are ii 
the correct classroom. TRYFTT is the MS DOS PC only version of LOGAFTT. &
With such formalities now out of the way it is my duty to inform you that you must be mad or a graduate student. GOOGLY 
still feels that anyone who wishes to play with curve decomposition (not deconvolution berk) has a death wish, a sadistic boss 
or a rather nasty social disease that keeps them in at night Remember that there are more ways to analyze data than b) 
fitting approximate curves to the data. However curve decomposition can be very useful when used in conjunction with some 
of these other methods such as Factor Analysis and most importantly Eyeballs. Yes the game we are playing is some sor 
of pattern recognition and the eyes are the best pattern recognisers about. You can analyze a residual variance value all day 
and it doesn’t tell you a damn thing on its own but just a glance at the fit or residuals will give you tons of information. Sc 
in finishing my sermon I  would emphasize that this program may be useful but it is no foolproof replacement for commor 
sense, a good book or a pint of English beer. And so before embarking on the guts of the notes I will take these feu 
remaining lines to express my gratitude to the following animate and inanimate objects.....
The Right Honourable Margaret Thatcher, ex Prime Minister of Her Majesty's government, for screwing things 
up so badly that GOOGLY and countless others were effectively forced to peddle their trades abroad. Mary 
Ann Evans for George. Ivor for Linn. John Arlott for waxing lyrical. Several Scottish shepherds. Blue Stilton 
and Chateau extremely cheap but drinkable. Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell for being no relation to Alexandei 
Graham. The Magic Roundabout. Grace Kelly for smiling. Chip butties. Geoff Boycott for his cover drive. Mrs. 
Hendrix for her son Jimi. Tom Baker for his Doctor. Guinness. Tubular Socks. Intentional fades. Coo! shades. 
PCM and other acronyms. Enid Blyton for Noddy. Sir George Solti for his Tchaikovsky. Expletives. Tea time. 
Sgt. Pepper and his friends. Free speech and free parking. Oxy Morons and any other useless necessities. 
Dilated pupils. And finally Gene Roddenbury for splitting infinity and infinitives.
Historically
TRYFIT is completely original, except for the things you can read in text books and for some of the ideas stolen 
from the programs which superseded it. GOOGLY’s first introduction to such analysis came when working with P.M. A. 
Sherwood, who clearly has more middle names than most of us, perhaps to make up for the fact that some of us do not have 
a middle name, merely a pseudo-pseudonym. A brief family tree now follows.
> GAMET from Claudette Lederer at Lawrence Berkeley on a CDC-6600 mainframe.
> GAMET from R. Baird at University of Hawaii on an IBM 360/65 mainframe.
> GAMET from P.M.A. Sherwood at University of Newcastle upon Tyne on an IBM 
370/168 mainframe.
> GAMET and LOGAFIT from Andy Proctor at University of Pittsburgh, originally on 
a DEC-10 mainframe, then a VAX mainframe and IBM PC utilizing identical code and 
Tektronix graphics.
> TRYFIT from GOOGLY for use only on IBM or Compatible PC's.
Requirements
For general requirements see the GOOGLY document. In order to run you must have a math coprocessor and foi 
those with a Hercules graphics card you must install the TSR program MSHERC.COM as a prerequisite. Note that the 
graphics use one or more font files, *.fon and help files, *.hlp. These files must all reside in the same directory. The latter 
is prompted for when any program is run for the first time and the file ENVTRON.PRM is not found to be present.
2
T R Y F I T  M A I N  M E N U
ESC - Quit : INS - SPAWN to DOS (Pause) : H - Help 
CURVE FITTING
FI - Linear Least Squares (Y = A.fl(X) + B.f2(X) + ) 
(Straight Line, Simple Curves, Polynomials)
F2 - Linear Least Squares (Y = A.S1 +B.S2 .... +N.Sn) 
(Multiple External Functions / Spectra Sn)
F3 - Non-Linear Least Squares (Y = Z f(X;p1,p2....pN))
(Multiple Gaussian/Lorentzian Curves)
MISCELLANEOUS
F4 - ESCA / XPS Specific Options
F5 - F Test (Compare Variances)
F6 - Plot Single DataSet / Positions / Areas / HPGL
LINEAR LEAST SQUARES : M AIN OPTIONS FI AND F2
Main options F I and F2 are straight forward Linear Least Squares (LLS) regression applications. F I is primaril 
designed to fit straight lines, some simple curves and polynomials to a given target vector. F2 is designed to fit seven 
spectra to a given target spectral envelope. The latter is for use when only the relative intensities of several spectra ai 
unknown; then the problem is linear and there is a simple non-iterative answer. Both options are mathematically identica 
they differ only in that the curves are internally generated in one case and read in from data files in the other case. In genen 
we wish to fit the following equation,
Z(x) = C,.F,W + Ct F2(x)  + ...... C ^ x )
where the C, (i—l,N) are unknown coefficients and the F/x) are any functions or spectra. Thus for a straight line, we woul 
set N=2, FI(x)—l  and F2(x) —X  ; this makes Ct=  Y Intercept and C2= Slope. Least squares requires the minimization < 
the E (over all x, NU points) of the square residuals, SSR, which are defined as,
SSR =  E W(x) (Y(x) - Z(x))2
where W(x) are the weights associated with each target datum Y(x). Minimizing the derivatives of SSR with respect to tl 
coefficients Ct gives the general condition,
d(SSR)/dCl =  -2 E W(x) (Y(x) - Z(x)) Ft(x) =  0
(Note there are N equations of above type). Rearranging slightly gives,
E W(x) Z(x) F/x) =  E W(x) Y(x) Ft(x)
and fully expanding Z(x) we find a set of linear equations in the unknown coefficients Ct( i= l tN).
Expressing this in matrix form gives
A . C =  B
where C is the unknown vector of coefficients C,, (i= l,N ), yl is a square matrix (iJ= l,N ) whose f* row and/* colmr 
element is (E W(x) Ft(x) F/x)) and B is a vector whose f* element is bloody obvious. C is obtained by matrix inversion.
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C = A 1 B
For two terms the matrix inversion is handled quite easily resulting in the following,
C, =  (E W.F? E W.Y.Fj - E W .F jF2 E W.Y.FJ /D
C2 =  (Z W.Fj2 E W.Y.F2 - E W.F,F2 E W .Y .F j)  / D
where D  =  (L W.F? E W.F22 - /E ;
Option FI uses this solution directly. Option F2 uses a matrix inversion routine to determine A'1 in order to allow more than 
2 terms to be included.
The Residual Variance VAR — SSRJ(N-# free coefficients), for N data points. In general the standard error for coefficient 
Ct is s^ÇVAR . A'iv) m. For the two term case. A*7,, =  (E W(x) FB2)/D .
CORRELATION
If  the mean value of the data Y is YM and that of the fitted fimction Z  is ZM  then the correlation coefficient, r, is
r =  E [(Y-YM) (Z-ZM)J /[L(Y-YM)2 Z(Z-ZM)2] m 
=  [ L Z . Y -  (YZ)(LY)/NJ / [{ZZ? - (ZZ)2/N} {ZY2 - (ZY)2/N}J
r is a measure of how much the fitted curve resembles the data. It has values ranging from 1.0 (identical match) to -1.0 
(identical mirror image). Although often only associated with straight line fits it is a universal measure of the similarity of 
two functions.
M AIN OPTION F I : Straight Line. Simple Curves and Polynomials
Straight Line Fit Quadratic Polynomial Fit
- 2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 - 2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
x  X
Left Right
Figures Left and Right are examples of fitting a straight line and a quadratic to the same set of data. The quadratic fit 
(r=0.999554) is better than the straight line fit (r=0.972092). This is hardly unexpected since GOOGLY intended it that 
way! However you can see it is so, simply by looking at the residuals, which are well scattered about their zero line for the 
quadratic fit and asymmetrically skewed about zero for the linear fit.
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Main Potion FI Sub-Menu 1
Maximum # Points = 2048
Linear : Y = A + B X
FI Find A and B
F2 Find B, Fix A
F3 Find A, Fix B
Genera! !  : Y =  A ffiX ) + B f2(X)
F4 Find A and B
F5 Find A, Fix B
Genera! U
F6 Polynomial : Y = C0 + C,X + C2 X2 +
The straight line options (F 1 ,F 2 ,F 3 ) allow  fo r the most common choice (i.e . find  A  and B ) as w ell as the less common 
choices where either the slope o r intercept can be fixed. Thus the best line through the orig in  can be found by choosing 
option F 2 .
General I  options also a llo w  one o f the variables to be fixed. In  addition the form  o f the functions^ and /à are variable (sort 
of) being o f the form  Ffp.X1]. FfJ has the follow ing choices ; Nothing, Exponential, Logn, Sin, Cos, Tan, Sin2, Cos2, Tan2, 
Sin'1, Cos'1, Tan1, Sink, Cosh and Tank (and much bloody use these w ill be).
General I I  options are currently singular. The only option is for the polynom ial where the P oly order N  is required.
L e ft and R ig h t w ere obtained using options F I and F 6 . N .B . There are 2 interesting things to note in  figure R ig h t. F irs t, 
the solid curve through the data points is not jagged because the user can choose how many points are to be included in  the 
determination o f the fitted  line and ; Second, error bars can be included. Standard X ,Y  files (A S C II o r B inary) are used as 
input norm ally , however i f  errors, E, are known they can be input by using a m odified A S C II input form at. Thus instead 
o f the standard Y o r X,Y  values the alternate form at w ill have Y,E o r X,Y,E values. The erro r bars are plotted ±E. In  
addition the user has a choice o f w eighting the data by the errors o r Y values i f  so desired.
NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES : M AIN OPTION F3
There is nothing black magical about N on-Linear Least Squares Curve F itting  (N L L S C F ), it  s till involves solving a set of 
linear equations by m atrix inversion. These equations are linear in  DELTA, which is the difference between an in itial 
parameter guess and the new estimate. The messy nature o f things arises prim arily because o f I/O . Please, please, please 
read these notes and gain some understanding o f what can and cannot be accomplished. I t  can do no harm  to become 
devoutly religious and a member o f a ll political parties at the same tim e. And remember, T R Y F IT  is underwritten by that 
great 19lh century hym n "7 Hope My Calculation Convergeth", by G O O G L Y ’s favorite author I .M .A . L O S E R .
One more thing. T h is  is N O T  Deconvolution P al! Deconvolution is the removal o f broadening effects from  a spectrum. 
It  is the inverse o f Convolution, w hich is itse lf just Correlation w ith a p rior rotation, and Correlation is ju s t another word 
fo r smoothing o r d ifferentiation. One day there w ill be a deconvolution program by G O O G L Y  when a ll the theory makes 
sense to him . So be patient.
The last question to be asked is often "How much credence should we put on the curve fitting results?". This is a valid  
question and can be p artly  answered by considering the follow ing. The process o f curve fittin g  (here) involves taking a 
number o f component peaks o f chosen shape and by varying their positions, intensities, widths and ta il characteristics obtain 
the best overall match to the observed data. Thus we must assume that a particular peak p ro file  (Gaussian/Lorentzian) is 
uniquely characterized once its F W H M  has been determined i.e. it cannot itse lf be described by a sum o f one o r more peaks 
o f the same shape. Perram  (J.Chem. Phys. 49, (1968), 4245) showed that a single Gaussian p ro file  Y=exp(-X?/2.05) could 
be represented by the sum o f tw o separate Gaussian profiles. This suggested that the num erical decomposition o f a 
structureless contour was not unique (oops!). How ever Baruya and Maddams (Appl. Spec. 32, (1978), 563) showed that 
this result was atypical since it related to two component peaks o f equal intensity and F W H M  sym m etrically separated by
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± 1 0 %  o f their h a lf widths on either side o f the original fim ction. They concluded that, in  most practical situations, Gaussiai 
and Lorentzian profiles are unique and that curve fittin g  is legitim ate (phew !). How ever is this true fo r m ixed G /L  functions' 
Thus unless there is good spectroscopic reason to have tw o peaks in  close proxim ity (you define close) be w ary when such 
things occur. T ry  and use the fit which has the least num ber o f components, given that adding more components does no 
produce a statistically significant improvement (see F  test).
N on L in e a r Regression
A  mathematical model o f 1 independent variable X  and several adjustable parameters A] (j= l,p ).
F or a parametized fim ction ZPQAlrA2rAs, . . . .  AJ and experim ental data Y w e require that the SSR, defined above, tx 
m inim ized. The truncated Taylo r series expansion o f any fim c tio n /fx ) is
f(x) =f(Xo) + (4f/dx)0. (x-Xg)
I f  Z  is approximated by this truncated Taylo r series and the in itia l unknown parameter guesses are A f ( j= l ,p )  then
Z  =  Z0+ (dZ/dA,)0 (Ar A°) +  (dZ/dAJo (Af A?)
Z  =  Z „ +  (dZ/dAJg A d , +  (dZ/dAJg A d ,
where Z0 and (dZ/dAj)0 are evaluated using Aj=Aj°\ the unknowns are A d ,. The method essentially continues exactly as it  doe; 
fo r L L S . The only difference being that w e need to calculate partial derivatives w ith  respect to each unknown parameter and 
the solution does not give a definitive answer to the value o f d , but to A d , from  w hich a better estimate fo r d , can tx 
obtained. Thus in  general.
G iven the in itia l param eter guesses A /  evaluate the values o f Zg and (dZ/dAj)0 ( j= l ,p ) .
Solve the lin ear equations in  AAy by m a trix  inversion.
*r  I f  AA/Ay* <  Convergence level (fo r a ll j )  then term in ate  the calcu lation . O therw ise . . .
M o d ify  the param eter guesses such th a t A j(m +1) — Af(m) +  A A /m ) (w here m  is the ite ra tio n  count).
If ,  after a ll this messing about it s till refuses to w ork, then blam e the com piler, the operating system o r m y mother. 
Dam ped N L L S C F
(See Hughes d . E. and Sexton B. A. , J. Electron Spec. 46,(1988),31-42). W hat this a ll boils down to is m odification o f thi 
in itia l m atrix d  by adding in  another m atrix Q w ith  values on the diagonal and zero elsewhere. The diagonal elements Q  
are d2 (E  (dZ/dAjJ15 where d  is a damping factor. A fte r each iteration d is reduced such that d  — >  d.(TOP/BOT) when 
TOP and BOT are integers w ith  0 <  TOP <  BOT and BOT >  1. I f  the fit does not converge then d  is m odified such tha 
d=d.BOT {vide infra).
T h e N itty  G ritty  * * * * * * * * * *  NLLSCF MENU  * * * * * * * * * *
M axim um  #  Points in  In p u t D a ta  =  1024 M ax im u m #  Points in  Com bined Com ponent Peaks =  10241
M axim um  #  Peaks (T o ta l) =  100 M ax im u m  #  Groups — 20
M axim um  #  F loating  Param eters =  50
Sub-O ption
F I  C reate P aram eter F iles  
F2 R un M a in  Program
F3 P lo t /  D isp lay /  D a ta  I/O  (F itte d )
F4 G /L  A rtific ia l D ata
F5 A dd Noise to  D a ta
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Everyth ing  B U T  S ub-O ption  F 2  (R un M a in  Program )
The heart o f T R Y F IT  is sub-option F 2. The other options are a ll fa irly  obvious. A  few  words o f description w ill not gc 
amiss, however.
F I  creates a parameter file  which is binary and so unreadable d irectly . I t  contains a ll the inform ation fo r fittin g . E  
manipulates this parameter inform ation. In  effect you only need to create a parameter file  once since once produced it  car 
be edited to perm it any f it  at a later date. F I  asks fo r simple inform ation fo r the most part. The most im portant questioi 
concerns the type o f X -radiation  used to acquire an ESC A  spectrum. Currently the options are lim ited to M g , A l and Si a  
either monochromatic (no satellites, none ESCA type data) o r non-monchromatic (a ,,a 2 considered as one peak [standan 
choice, broadish peaks] o r considered as two separate peaks). F or other x-ray sources use F 2  to change values. I t  is alway: 
wise to check the satellite in fo  anyway as w ill be described later. N .B . N o  peak height inform ation is included in  the origina 
parameter file . Beware o f this particularly when using F 4 .
F3 allows fittin g  inform ation stored earlier in  F2 to be displayed and plotted. Save a ll good fits this w ay so that later yoi 
can quickly look at it  and perhaps change the type o f p lo t. This avoids a repetitive fit.
F 4  allows you to produce an artific ia l spectrum. It  requires a parameter file  which must contain inform ation about peal 
heights (see F I  above). A ll dependencies are included. The rem aining input required from  the user concerns the start am 
end X  values and the X  increment. Voilai Instant data, particularly in  conjunction w ith  F 5.
F5 allows you to add noise to any data file  in  order to facilitate more useful simulations. The data are assumed to have z 
mean value Y and a standard deviation a =  (Y)as. Assuming the noise is distributed norm ally then,
YNoby=  Y + C . R N D .  (Y)a5 
RND =  E, K, -  6 , 1= 7 ,7 2
RND is a random norm al deviate, 7? is a uniform  random deviate in  the range 0 -1 . F o r C— 1 this allows a maTimnm noia 
excursion o f ±6a. C allow s more or less noise to be added than w ould be expected from  counting statistics alone. Note tha 
a given spectral noise content (at constant Ç) depends on the absolute magnitude o f the Y values. Thus increasing thi 
background height w hile  retaining a constant peak height increases the noise content.
F2 : The Important Bit : Peak Parameters and Running NLLSCF
There are 7 Screens referred to as Pages o f parameters which are used by the main routine.
Page 1 : General Options and Files
From  each Page there are several G E N E R A L  O P T IO N S  available. These are displayed at the top o f each Page. A l
available options, including Page specific options (are lig h t green and) blink.
E S C  Quits this option and returns to the Non-Linear M ain  M enu.
A lt F I  Begins the iterative calculation, TAPI
T A B  Displays successive Pages wrapping around to #1 from  #7.
1-7 H itting  any num ber from  1 to 7 w ill display that particular Page.
[Sometimes Page scrolling is useful (T A B ), sometimes not (1 -7 ).]
IN S  A llow s a spawn to DO S. i.e . leave the program and go to DO S fo r a b it, then return to where you le ft o ff. W hen
invoked you get one DOS command. F or a ll but the command C O M M A N D , control reverts to the program aftei 
this single input. By issuing C O M M A N D  you are in  DO S fu ll tim e u ntil you enter the command E X IT  w hicl 
brings you back into the program. Remember w hile  out spawning, T R Y F IT  is s till in  memory and so your usabh 
DOS real memory is depleted by quite a significant chunk. O f course this option is meant fo r triv ia l stu ff liki 
looking at directories and files.
H  O n-Line H elp (T R Y F IT . H L P ).
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FILES
3 files are required to run the program , v iz. a P A R A M E T E R  file , a D A T A  file  and a R E S U L T S  file . The firs  
two must exist and the latter may o r may not exist in itia lly .
The R E S U L T S  file  w ill contain the final fitted  results and possibly the iterative inform ation (see Page 7 ). This file  is alwayi 
overwritten w ith  each execution. F 6  allows the filename to be changed p rior to a fit.
The D A T A  file  is the X Y  data to  be analyzed. This is the G O O G L Y  standard and can be Binary o r A S C II. See thi 
G O O G L Y  document fo r a description o f the fo rm at I f  you have a different data form at then w rite  a program  to conver 
it into the A S C II form at allow ed ( it  is extrem ely sim ple). The G O O G S TE R  does not intend to ever a llow  m ultip le dab 
formats as input, so there! F 5  allow s a new data file  to be used.
The P A R A M E T E R  file  contains a ll o f the inform ation in  Pages 2 -7 . This is a binary file  and can only be read through thi: 
interactive interface. This is to overcome the problem o f inputting incorrect data as w ell as to increase the speed o f paramete 
m odification and program execution. There are 4  P A R A M E TE R  file  options.
Upon execution o f the program  (A lt -F l)  the iterative calculation proceeds. Once finished the f it  is exam ined graphically 
When this is terminated, control reverts to Page 1. The in itia l parameter file  is always overw ritten by the Best Fit value 
at the end o f the iterative procedure. The in itia l values are also retained and can be retrieved later i f  so desired.
* * *  P aram eter F ile  O ptions * * *
F I Read in  inform ation from  a P A R A M E TE R  file  w hich already exists.
F2 W rite  current values to a file  whose name is given as the P A R A M E TE R  file  on Page 1.
F3 Rename the current P A R A M E T E R  filenam e. This does not w rite  info to this file  unless follow ed by F 2 .
F4 Im port the last set o f parameter values used in  a f it . There is no w rite  to the current P A R A M E T E R  file  whose nam
is also unchanged.
A ll 3 types o f filename are w ritten  into a storage file  and are autom atically invoked i f  T R Y F IT  is run again from  the sam< 
directory.
The bottom o f Page 1 gives a directory o f the available Pages.
Pages 2.3 and 4 : SYMMETRIC G/L PEAKSHAPE
Pages 2 ,3  and 4 are related in  as much as the parameter layout is identical. The Centre, Height and Width o r FWHM  (Ful 
W idth at H a lf M axim um ) define the symmetric G /L  peak. To appreciate the setup one must understand the use o f Group, 
o f peaks and their associated Dependency.
Any given peak belongs to a specific group; in this group it has a rank or peak #; it has a value (Centre, Height or FWHM) 
it has Status, a Restraint value or an External Filename; it has a relational value (Separation, Area or Width Ratio); am 
it has a dependency on a given group. These parameters can be m odified by moving the highlight bar around using the arrov 
keys. O nly m odifiable parameters can be changed e.g . a parameter dependent on another parameter cannot be changes 
directly.
G R O U PS: "D " and "A "
D ifferent groups generally represent peaks which are related (e.g . spin-orbit ESCA couples). I t  is not necessary to  grouj 
peaks but by doing so it  becomes easier to reduce the number o f free parameters (i.e . parameters calculated by the program ) 
Peaks in  a group are ordered. Peak 1 is a reference peak. A ll dependencies on a particular group use Peak 1 o f that grouj 
fo r reference values. H ighlighting a particular group #  o r peak #  allows its deletion, D , or a new one can be added following 
the current position, A .
E D IT IN G  V A L U E S
Centre, Height or F W H M  values are edited at their highlighted position by pressing E N T E R  (also known as R E T U R N ) an< 
then inputting the value. This is also true for the Dependency and the related dependent variables Separation, A rea Rati< 
and W idth Ratio. The Status/Restraint values are (mostly) m odified by toggling; F  toggles between either F ixed  o r F loatin  
(i.e . Free) and $ toggles between using internally generated peaks or external data (see below ). I f  a param eter is dependen
the Status becomes Dependent autom atically. A  Floating parameter can be made to be Restrained by E N T E R in g  a Restrain 
value instead o f Toggling. The restraint imposed is + / -  value.
D E P E N D E N C Y
The Dependency determines upon which group a given group is dependent. I t  is often the case that a group is dependent upoi 
itse lf and so the Dependency number is the same as the group num ber. Otherwise a group can only be dependent on ai 
earlier group (i.e  group 3 can be dependent o f group 1 but not the reverse). I f  the dependency =  0  then A L L  dependencie 
are canceled.
S E P A R A T IO N , A R E A  R A T IO  and W ID T H  R A T IO  : E X P L IC IT  D E P E N D E N C Y  
Dependency is explicitly invoked by making the Separation, A rea R atio  o r W idth  R atio  NOT =  ZERO.
ZERO means NO DEPENDENCY. The dependent parameter value is determined w ith  respect to the reference peak. T h  
reference peak is the firs t peak o f the group indicated by the Dependency parameter. Thus a spin-orbit ESC A  pair w ith  ! 
peaks in  group M  w ould have a Dependency o f M ; either peak can be the #1 peak (and therefore the reference peak) 
Reference peaks, by definition, can have no dependency. The second peak w ill probably have a Separation value from  thi 
first value (positive o r negative), a given area ratio and possibly a w id th  ratio  not equal to unity. Note two things: (1) Peal 
intensity is tw iddled using heights, but the Ratio refers to peak A R E A  ; (2 ) W idth  ratios should be kept =  1.0  to main tail 
the same F W H M ’s fo r peaks in  a given group; a value o f 0 .0  w ill le t the F W H M  float; sometimes spin-orbit pairs hav< 
different w idths.
Rem em ber a ll param eters are  treated independently.
A  param eter can be F IX E D , F L O A T IN G , R E S T R A IN E D  o r E X T E R N A L .
E X T E R N A L  PE A K S
Generally peak inform ation w ill be generated internally using some G /L  peak shape. Sometimes it  is useful to use ai 
experim entally determined peak shape or function not covered by the program . In  this case an External data set can be used 
I t  is considered as a single peak. There is only 1 variable parameter and this is the H eight. A ll dependencies apply. A t th 
highlighted Status/Restraint parameter $ w ill prompt fo r a file  name. T he file  must contain the required data using an absciss 
range which at least covers the required fit range. There is no restraint on the combination o f internal and external data. The 
can be m ixed or used alone. N .B . Use o f external data w ithout internal data o r w ith  fixed internal data is a L IN EA 1  
problem . Non-Linear methods need not be applied. T ry  T R Y F IT  M a in  O ption F 2 .
Page 5 :  PEAK TAILING
Adding and deleting groups o r peaks is not allowed here.
There are 2  types o f peak tailing . T a il 1 ( T l)  accounts fo r Conduction Band Interaction in  ESC A  and is the skewing o f 
peak on one side. T a il 2  (T 2 ) accounts fo r inelastic background E S C A  contributions on a peak by peak basis using an integra 
approx. See overall Integral Background subtraction on Page 6 . T he Status and Dependency are as described fo r Pages 2 , 
and 4 .
T a il 1
Values o f T l  are between 0 .0  and 1.0 . F or symmetric peaks make A L L  Dependencies =  1 and F IX  the value o f T l  fo r pea 
# 1 o f Group #  1 =  0 .0 . This makes a ll peaks dependent on one reference peak w hich is fixed to have no ta il. T o  use som 
tailing  on m etallic or semi-conductor peaks use a separate group and p lay w ith  a single value o f T l  in  that group. The sid 
o f the tailing  and other associated parameters are given on Page 6 . The shape used is an exponentially m odified functio 
sim ilar to but not exactly that suggested by Doniach, Sunjic and M ahan. See Peter Sherwood and the bottom  o f the ne? 
screen. (Yes I  have seen Evans’ paper, but I  didn’t understand the algorithm .)
T a il 2
Values o f T 2  are between 0 .0  and 1.0 . Treat as T l  i f  no background is required. G O O G L Y  likes to use T 2  rather than th 
overall inelastic background subtraction. In  this case sim ply allow  T l  fo r Peak 1, Group 1 to float o r have a fixed valu  
> 0 .0 . In  this case (w ith  a ll Dependencies— 1) the T 2  value (o r height) is proportional to the peak area. By rem oving sue 
global dependency one can shift the load o f inelastic background contribution, i.e . surface signal w ill not contribute t 
background as much as a signal which arises below the surface (e .g . oxide over m etal). The side o f the ta il and othe 
skewing parameters are found in Page 6 . The shape used fo r T 2  is actually an integrated Gaussian. The equation for thi
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is an approximation (Handbook of Mathematical Functions, Abramowitz and Stegun, Dover, ISBN486-61272-4, p.932). Y o t 
try integrating a G /L  peak on an em pty stomach.
O K so it  isn’t Tougaard like  state o f the art. W e ll you can always remove a more complex background prior to the fit 
Remember however, N LLS C F is but an approxim ation anyway. C h ill out and do some Factor Analysis.
Patte 6 : SUNDRY PARAMETERS 1 (The Oritnnali
wr L IN E A R  B A C K G R O U N D  and IN T E R C E P T  are the 2  extra parameters which can be calculated and so can tx
F ixed , Floating or Restrained. W hen using T a il 2  o r the overall inelastic background F ix  the slope at 0 .0  and allov  
the intercept to F loat.
# r fT T  L IM IT S  (L e ft and R ight) o f 0 .0  use a ll points in  the data. The range o f data analyzed can be constrained b]
entering one or both lim it values.
Kr M A X IM U M  #  IT E R A T IO N S  =  0  means that there is no iterative calculation. In  effect the input guesses can tx
examined in  their R A W  state. Values greater than 0  set the lim it fo r the #  iterations carried out before executior 
is terminated. G O O G L Y  suggests that a sm allish num ber be used so that the progress can be graphically monitorec 
en route. Since the best (probably last) iteration parameters are preserved continuing the calculation is simply z 
matter o f A lt -F l, after the graphics.
IN T E R P O L A T IO N  =  I  =  Integer > =  0
W hen 1 =  0 ,  N O  Interpolation is carried out. D ata is analyzed as is. W hen I  >  0 the data are m odified to hav< 
I  points w ith  equal X  increm ent This is useful in  the early stages to increase calculation speed. Less points means 
more speed at the expense o f resolution.
G A U S S IA N  L O R E N T Z IA N  (G /L ) F U N C T IO N  (Internal Peak Shape)
The toggle options are :
(a) Voigt Function (True G /L  Convolution) * * *  R E C O M M E N D E D  * * *
(b) Sum Function (Sim ple Sum o f G + L )
(c) Product Function (Sherwood, a Com plicated G /L  Combo)
(d) Fraser Suzuki (Another G /L  Combo)
**■ L O R E N T Z  M IX  % may be the true Lorentzian character o f the pure G /L  peak shape and then again it  may not. 
For a detailed discussion on the Peak Shapea and Lorentzian Character, see below.
C O N V E R G E N C E  Value =  Fraction (0 .0  means program  chosen).
The low er the value the more stringent the convergence test. A  converged parameter Aj is one fo r w hich the 
calculated adjustment AAj is small w ith  respect to the parameter itse lf (vide supra).
**■ R E L A X A T IO N  Value =  Fraction (0 .0  means program  chosen).
Reduces the step size taken during calculation. A lso m odifies convergence value — >  Converge *  Relaxation. Use 
when hard to converge.
**■ D IV E R G E N C E  Value >  0  (0 .0  means program chosen)
Equals the M axim um  #  Iterations allowed fo r a diverging parameter before the calculation is prem aturely terminated,
« - D A M P IN G , T O P  and B O T
Damping =  0 .0  =  Standard N on-Linear Least Squares N LLS C F  
Damping >  0 .0  =  Damped » « - « D N LL S C F
The value o f Damping is the in itia l damping factor used in  D N LL S C F . See above fo r more inform ation.
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IN T E G R A L  B A C K G R O U N D  (O verall, alternative to T a il 2 )
Toggle YES o r N O .
I f  Y E S , A V E R A G E  is the number o f points used to calculate the mean data values at the m arker points 
( + / -  A V E R A G E ).
L E F T  and R IG H T  Markers — 0 .0  means use a ll data. O ther values constrain data range. This is examined i 
conjunction w ith  the F IT  Range. L E F T  and R IG H T  Values =  0 .0  mean use the Average values found at m arker 
Values <  >  0 .0  mean use the inputted value instead o f average.
W E IG H T IN G  toggles between U N IT Y  and 1 /Y
R E S T R A IN E D  P A R A M E T E R S
Toggle either to Retain o r Remove from  F L O A T  lis t. The form er regards the restrained parameter as free and keep 
optim izing the parameter value; the latter fixes the restrained parameter at that value, no further optim ization  
carried out on this parameter.
T A IL  1 Param eters  
T a il on L E F T  o r R IG H T .
Tl =  E F . exp(-Abs(X.Xinc)) . (1-TAIL I f  /  (TAIL I f
E l and E2 are constants to make T A IL  1 values give reasonable tailing slopes. EF  =  0  ensures N O  tai 
M axim um  =  1 .0 . The final skewed peak is sim ply the sum o f a symmetric G /L  and a one sided peak w hich is create 
from  T l .
T A IL  2  P aram eters :  Individual Inelastic Background 
T a il /  Background on L E F T  o r R IG H T .
72 =  TAIL 2 *  Q(Z) *  P(DW)
Q(Z) is the integral o f a Norm al /  Gaussian distribution.
DW  =  Abs(X/FWHM), P(DW) =B1 +B2.DW+B3.DW2+B4.DW}
B1...B4 is a m odifying polynom ial (B 1 —1.0 , B 2 ,B 3 ,B 4 = 0 .0  fo r no m odification) to allow  a sloping to the standar 
integral background curvature.
Page 7 : SUNDRY PARAMETERS 2 (The Seauel)
»  S A T E L L IT E  S T R U C T U R E
F o r M onochrom atic ESCA , Num ber Fundamental Peaks (N F P ) =  1 
Area R atio, F W H M  Ratio =  1 .0 , Separation =  0 .0
1 <  N F P  <  =  8 allow  satellite peaks to be used. Parameters are referenced to Component 1. The program  give 
a lim ited choice fo r some x-ray sources. These can be m odified for any x-ray source i f  you have the in fo . I f  yo 
choose say A l then a ll satellite values are listed even fo r monochromatic radiation. V arying N F P  w ill determ ine ho\ 
many satellite peaks are included. Remember the greater the #  o f satellite peaks the slow er the calculation. Thu 
fo r non-monochromatic radiation consider only including the strongest lines e .g . N F P  =  3 . N ote that in  the in itii 
parameter file  creation you have the option to either treat the Alpha 1 ,2  doublet as a single lin e (as norm ally done 
o r separately. Bear this in  m ind when choosing N F P  or m odifying values at a later date.
Hr The satellite structure above can be overridden in  favour o f a single component fo r a  man'mnm 0 f  5  peaks, (e.
Auger lines in  E S C A ). The index required to choose a specific peak is the cum ulative peak num ber, (ie . count peak 
from  group 1 on down in  a cumulative fashion).
* *  The Interactive process w ritten to the screen can be either w ritten to the output file  o r not. T h is  is a  toggle.
In teg ra tio n  L im its  fo r peak areas. Integration occurs j:  this number o f F W H M ’s either side o f the peak maximun
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Alt FI : Running the Pro2mm : RESULTS
You have set things up perfectly (m uffled chuckle) and are now ready to run. Alt F I gets the program churning. I f  you ai 
lucky  ^ . then there w ill be no Floating Point Divide by Zero messages. Ultim ate]
there w ill be one o f the fo llow ing  R E S U L T S .
C O N V E R G E D
This is good (a ll free parameters have converged) but does it  mean anything?
R E S T R A IN E D  C O N V E R G E N C E
N ot too bad. One o r more parameters have been restrained to internal program lim its o r user set restraints. Th 
results file  w ill lis t the parameters in  question.
M A X IM U M  #  IT E R A T IO N S
The calculation wants to continue but you forced it  to term inate. Go around once again. Better this w ay than waitin 
fo r a m illion  iterations to finish.
D IV E R G IN G  C A L C U L A T IO N
One o r more param eter’s convergence test produces a value which is higher than the previous value (several times 
There is something wrong w ith  the guess. Check it  out.
S IN G U L A R  M A T R IX
This is a real w obbler. Before com m itting suicide o r beginning Law  school gather up your spleen and see i f  yo 
have sim ply cocked up your guesses. W e’re talking big time bonehead here. But remember, as it  says in  th 
Encyclopaedia Galactica "D O N 'T  P A N IC " just p ick up your towel and hitch a ride to the next fit.
N O  F R E E  P A R A M E T E R S  o r M A X T T  =  0  N O  O P T M IZ A T IO N
There is no calculation either because you set # Iterations =  0  o r you fixed a ll parameters.
During the calculation, stuff is w ritten to the screen so you can fo llo w  things in  real tim e. (This can also be w ritten to th 
results file  (Page 7) fo r perusal la ter.) Thus it  is possible to fo llow  the status o f individual free parameters to see i f  they ai 
converging. U ltim ately when one o f the above results has been reached the final results (a ll parameters) are w ritten  to th 
output file . In  addition there are some indications o f the goodness o f fit. The Sum o f Square Residuals (SSR, Equation 2 
Residual Variance (R V ), Standard E rror o f the Estimate (S E E ) and Correlation Coefficient (r) have been defined above. Fc 
a given data set the SSR, R V  and SEE should decrease as the f it  improves. Conversely r  should increase towards unit] 
There are also a few  more numbers given w hich have something to do w ith  F  tests, but w e’ll get to those in  a b it.
Goodness o f F it
For several d ifferent data sets it  is essentially meaningless to compare fitting  accuracy. R V  values are strongly depender 
on the Y  values and so provide no useful comparison. The m ain problem  w e have is considering several fits o f the same dal 
set. Thus, fo r a  given d ata  set tw o questions arise.
(1) W hen is one f i t  a  s ignificant im provem ent over another fit?
(2) W hen is a  g iven f i t  a  good enough description o f the data?
The best tool w e have fo r determ ining these answers is the eye. How ever w e must make some attem pt to address the problei 
in a more objective manner. A  f it  improves i f  its R V  decreases. The determination o f significant decrease in  R V  has ofte 
been purely subjective (a  look at some o f G O O G L Y ’s papers w ill confirm  this). How ever use o f the F  test may help avoi 
painful errors fo r both points 1 and 2 . I t  is used succès fu lly  in  Factor analysis where there are some nice equations give 
so that you don’t get it  w rong. T o  account fo r point 1 it  w ould seem that the ratio o f tw o variances (R V 1 >  R V 2 ) define 
an F  statistic =  (R V 1 /R V 2 ) fo r D F1 and D F 2  degrees o f freedom . From  this knowledge it  is possible to extract an a  1 
which is <  T e s ta  % if R V l  d iffers significantly from  R V 2  (e.g. R V 1 = 2 0 , R V 2 = 1 0 , D F1 = D F 2 =  100, F = 2 .0 , a = 0 .0 3 î 
which is much less than a test a  =  5%  or 95%  confidence. For R V 2 = 1 9 , F =  1.053, a = 3 9 .9 %  i.e. no signifies  
difference). This test can be carried out in M ain  Option F 5 . H ow ever G O O G L Y  does w o rry  th a t it  is not so sim ple an  
there m ay be a g igantic e rro r, so bew are. A t least it  is some attem p t a t solving the problem .
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Assuming we have carried out several fits  and found the best one which satisfies point 1, then we are le ft w ith  answerir 
point 2; Is this fit good enough? G O O G L Y  has pondered this, had a beer and pondered it again. Beware criteria  w hich ui 
residuals or square residuals alone since they w ill always have inform ation about the magnitude o f the data values. This  
why the F  test crops up again, since the F  statistic is formed by ratioing variances. W ith  two separate fits this is very clea 
W ith  one f it  there is only one variance, right? W ell not necessarily.
By considering the residuals (Y-Z) as a population o f values it  is possible to use an F  test to see whether the mean valui 
o f samples taken from  this population are equal w ith in  the bounds o f given error level. For M  samples, each containing 
points, 2  sums o f square deviates are calculated : viz.
(a) The sum o f squares Between samples (SSB) w ith  M-J degrees o f freedom.
SSB =  N E , (Fm, -  Fm)2 : /= 7 ,M
(b) The sum o f squares W ith in  samples (SSW) w ith  M(N-1) degrees o f freedom.
SSW =  E, Ej (Fg -  Fm j2 : i= l,M  : j —l,N
In  the same terms (and ju s t fo r comparison) the total sum o f square residuals SSR is 
SSR =  E, Ej (Fy -  Fm)2 : i= l,M  : j= l ,N  (N.M-1) Degrees o f Freedom
W here Fm is the overall mean intensity value (o f the residuals in  this case), Fm, is the mean value o f the A f* sample and /  
is th e /*  point in  the f *  sample.
The mean square value between samples MSB= SSB/(M-1 )  is an estimate o f (Within sample variance 4- N.[Between samp] 
variance]). The mean square value within samples MSW=  SSW/[M(N-l)]  is an estimate o f the Within sample va rian t 
Assuming that the variance between samples is zero then both MSB and MSW provide an estimate o f the variance with 
samples. I f  the null hypothesis that the mean values o f each sample are equal is correct then F =MSB/MSW  w ill be 1 .0  < 
very close to 1.0 . Thus the F  value calculated has (M-l)> M(N-1) degrees o f freedom and has an associated a  % . I f  a  ! 
is greater than the test or % (5% , 95%  confidence) then the n u ll hypothesis is correct and everything is hunky dory. B 
choosing the samples as successive segments o f the residuals it  is then possible to see i f  local excursions (poor fittin g ) ai 
significant o r not. The program gives such numbers fo r a ll fits using 3 different sample sizes which are proportionally relate 
to the number o f points used in  the fit. Use these results as a guide only. A gain  G O O G L Y  is not ce rta in  i t  is total! 
leg itim ate b u t i t  w orks w ell (m ostly).
The only problem arises when the data are noiseless (o r nearly so) where round-off errors and other approxim ations lea\ 
the residuals oscillating lik e  the Tacoma Bridge in  a Hurricane. The tests often fa il m iserably. A t this tim e you must conside 
the Residual Excursion % , REX — 100. [Residual(Max-Min)/Data(Max-Min)J and/or the correlation coefficient r . W hat do< 
a funny looking residual m atter i f  REX=0.0A% o r r = 0.9999999 ? Com m on sense should ru le  O K !
The remaining RESULTS are obvious.
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G R A P H IC S  R E S U L T S
The graphics screen consists o f a p lot o f the fit and a menu. The menu is as fo llow s.
F I  Expand Expand plot interactively o r v ia  keyboard (K )
F 2  Reset Reset p lot to fu ll X  range
F3 H P G L  O u tp u t Create output H P G L  p lo t file
F 4  X Y  O utp u t Output X Y  data files (see below )
F 5  Y /X  R a tio Change p lo t X  and Y  axis aspect ratio
F 6  A nnotation M o dify  axis labels and num bering and title
F 7  D a ta  T ex tu re M o dify  data symbol type and size
F8 Toggle 0 .0  Axes Toggle appearance o f lines at X = 0 .0  o r Y = 0 .0
F 9 F IT  In /O u tp u t Output fit file  (F u ll F it)
Plot Toggle Options 
1 F it +  Residuals or F it Include residuals (N O T  to Scale) at top o f plot? (Recommended)
2  D a ta YES or NO Include data points ?
3  O verall YES or NO Include overall f it  lin e  (Cheat)?
4  Peaks YES or NO Include individual component peaks?
5  L in e a r B . YES or NO Add linear background to data?
6  In te g ra l B . YES, YES/NO, NO A dd/D isplay overall integral background to /w ith  data?
7 Com ponent GROUP or PEAK Use individual peaks o r combine into groups?
8 L a y e r, L YES or NO Layer (h ide overlapping lines)?
9  L  Q u a lity PART(ial) or FULL I f  L ayer—Yes, com pletely blank (F u ll) o r use dots?
0 L  O rd er MIN/MAX or USER I f  layer= Yes, Choose peak/group order (User or Program)?
R V  =  * * * * * * * * * Residual Variance o f the F it
R E X  =  * * * * * * * * * Residual Excursion %
M ost o f the options are self-explanatory. Play w ith  them to see w hat happens. N o t a ll o f the 1 ...0  options w ill be available 
e.g. i f  there is no layering (8 = N O ) then options 9  and 0 do not appear. Some o f the options are a b it pointless
How ever it  is im portant to understand the difference between options F 4  and F 9 . The latter stores a f it  i.e. a ll data, 
backgrounds, overall fit and fit parameters. This can be re-read in  by the Sub-menu option F3 which brings you to this same 
display mode. The form er w ill give another menu like this:
* * * * * * * * * *  D a ta  O utput * * * * * * * * * *  (X  Range D efined  by C u rre n t D isp lay)
Com plete D a ta : X , Y (E x p ., O vera ll, B ackgd., Peaks 1 to  N )
F I  C olum n F orm at
F2 R ow  F o rm at (5 Values /  Row)
Single Curves in  S tandard X ,Y  Form at 
F3 E xperim ental 
F 4  O verall F it  
F 5  Background
F 6  Com ponents (1 to N , w ith  respect to  p lo t o rder)
F 7  Residuals
F 8 D ifference Spectra (D ata  o r O verall F it -  Com ponents)
Thus you can output the results in  a multitude o f forms fo r post-processing any w ay you lik e .
{Remember you can get ASCII output by adding , A  to the output filename. See the GOOGLY document.).
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Bv*«v y nsl»fi&
540.0 535.0 530.0 525.0 540.0 535.0 530.0 525.0
Some Graphical Output 
Options 
Variations on a Theme
540.0 535.0 530.0 525.0
f~ v V v H A /
540.0 535.0 530.0 525.0 540.0 535.0 530.0 525.0
Pretty Pictures
The pretty pictures above show a few  options fo r a single fit. The data (x ) were created using sub-options F 4  and F 5 . The 
fits used the known peak parameters and so are pretty good (cheating fo r art’s sake). The peaks are a ll fu lly  layered. A  
shows the use o f T a il 2  fo r the inelastic ESCA background. B ,C  and D  use the overall integral background (which is 
subtracted prior to the fit and then re-added later). B  (YES) adds the integral background to both the data and individual 
peaks. C  {YES/NO) adds the integral background to the data but not to the peaks. D  (NO) does not re-add the integral 
background at a ll. A  sw ift look at the residuals indicate that they are all but identical. The data w ere created by adding the 
integral background v ia  T a il 2 . The subtraction using the overall background proves that these tw o methods are identical ir  
this case (w hich is phoney to begin w ith ). G O O G L Y  prefers A .
E  shows a p lot where there is no overall fitted  line. In  this case it  is a legitim ate plot since we also show the residuals. Ir  
effect it produces a slightly less cluttered appearance. By not showing the residuals and the overall fitted  lin e (often seen ir  
the literature) it  is possible to CHEAT. G O O G L Y  is (fa irly ) honest and hopes that no-one takes advantage o f this outrageous 
possibility. Shock, H orror! B e honest. Show the Residuals.
Other p lot possibilities are illustrated on page 1. ‘ ...
-  " . - —  ,. . The f it  i
' shows the use o f : Tail 2 fo r the inelastic background ; Peaks combined into groups (spin orbit doublets in thh 
case); Partial layering ;  Theoretical and Experimental curves. The latter is the more ragged component w ith  the lowest 
intensity. Note that when using an external experimental peak the constant/linear background should be removed first as there 
w ill generally be a linear background generated in  the fit.
From  the graphics screen E S C  w ill return you to Page 1 . . . .  and that’s nearly all there is, except fo r —  some more >  >  >
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A D IS C U S S IO N  C O N C E R N IN G  P E A K  S H A P E  A N D  L O R E N T Z IA N  C H A R A C T E R
The figures below right give some idea o f the range o f peaks shapes w hich can be obtained in  T R Y F IT .
The le ft hand side shows several P S Q - k  S l lc ip G S
different G /L  peaks (identical 
heights and widths) obtained 
using the V o ig t function. Note 
the enormous difference between 
pure Gaussian (L = 0 % ) and pure 
Lorentzian (L =  100 % ). A  mixed 
G /L  pro file  is preferred because 
a measured (ES C A ) spectrum is 
a convolution o f several 
d iffe re n t p eak  p ro file s .
Electronic transitions tend to be 
Lorentzian in  nature and the 
spectrometer imparts a Gaussian 
nature to the final peak. Indeed 
th e  G a u s s ia n  c h a ra c te r  
dominates ESCA spectra (e.g.
L = 2 0  % V o ig t works pretty w e ll). The Voigtfunction is the true mathematical description of a convolved G/L peak. I t  is very 
complex (see below) and to make life  simpler other peak shapes have been introduced and used extensively. How ever w ith  
the inclusion o f the (approximated) Voigt into T R Y F IT  it  is now possible to compare the true function w ith  the pretenders
Lorentzian 
Mix %
0 to 100 % 
Step * 2 0  %
Voigt
Lorentzian
T a il 1 
0 ,0 .1 ,0 .2 ,0 .3
E F=1.0 E F -0 .5
The right hand side o f the pretty picture above shows several peak tails obtained using T a il 1. Note that in  practice you can 
only get a ta il on the le ft o r right side o f a peak and not on both sides at once. G O O G L Y  has immense sk ill and can 
overcome this apparent weakness w ith an arrogant toss o f the head and a clean pair o f socks. See above fo r a  description 
o f the variable tail parameters. The value o f parameters not overtly given are those provided as default when creating a 
parameter file .
REFERENCES (fo r interested parties)
Sum and Product A. Proctor and D.M.Hercules Applied Spec. 38,(1984),505.
Fraser-Suzuki R.D.B. Fraser and Eifdchi Suzuki Analytical Chem. 41,(1969),37.
V o ig t function J.H. Pierluissi and P.C. VandenvoodJ. Quant. Spectrosc. Radiat. Trans. 18,(1977),555.
The VOIGT Function or How to Have Fun Without Knowing It
Physicists love the V o ig t function as they (defenders o f the Universe) are keen to determine the Lorentzian character in 
Doppler-Lorentz line shapes. The Voigt lineshape is sim ply the convolution o f a Gaussian and a Lorentzian and is defined,
f  - ^ 1  a , x,yt.O
Tl * '- *e v 2 + f r —f t2r - K x - t y
where x=(In 2)as(v-Vo)/yG, y —(In 2)a5yL/yG, v is the abscissa variab le, v0 is the peak centre and y L and yG are the Lorentzian 
and Gaussian h a lf widths (/. e. F W H M /2 ). In  this form  the convolution equation is almost useless. How ever it  turns out thaï 
V(x,y) is the real part o f the error function for complex arguments w(z),
w(z) =  exp(-7?) erfc(-iz)
where z=x+iy  and eifc(-iz)=(1 -erf(-iz)).
The approximations fo r V(x,y) split the quadrant x,y^.O into 3 parts.
I  0 <  x <  3 ,0  y <1.8
n 3 X <  5, 1.8 £  y <  5
m  x  ;> 5 , r  2> 5
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In  region I erf(-iz)=(2M  E„ [ ( - I f  (-iz t+ 'M n l (2n+l)J  , /i= 0 ,/V
N=15 i f x=0  o r N=6.842x+8  w ith  the condition that N  ^  29.
So there you have it, combine equations 14 and 15, remembering they are complex, and then you have a b it o f it  done.
In  region II w(z)=iz{ A j / ( z 2- B j ) + +  A j/tf-B j) }
In  region HI u(z)= iz {C /tf-D j) +  
where Ax .... D2 are known constants.
7c and yL have been defined above. The other critical w idth  is the final V o ig t w idth y y In  Noll and Fires (Applied Spec, 
34,(1980),351) there is a key expression relating yL to yv and yG. N ow  in  our circumstances w e know  y v and cc=yc/yL 
where a  is related to the Lorentzian m ix (i.e. L% = (100.yt)/(yL+ y^  therefore cc—L%/(100-L%) ) . B y rearranging th 
unmentioned expression it  is possible to get a relation as fo llow s,
7c  =  {(ayvVtf-^d)} {ab ±  [d tc+ (b2-c)a2dja5}
where afb,c,d are known constants and the negative solution is the one w e w ant. Knowing yv and a  one can now get yG am 
hence yL which are both required fo r the V o ig t line. There you have it. I t  is a b it messy but w orth it  even though there an 
some w eird  area problems.
A R EA S
The true area o f a Gaussian, AG, o r a Lorentzian, AL, can be determined analytically from  the form ulae,
AG =  1.06446701. Height. FW HM. X  Step and AL =  1.476. AG
When a peak area is actually measured by subtracting a background (o f any type )  and summing the points (w ith  trapezoida 
correction etc.) the measured area w ill never be the true area. This is because any fin ite  summation (integral) must tnmcab 
the process a relatively short distance from  the peak centre. This throws away intensity w hich exists outside the chosen lim its  
This error increases as the peak becomes more Lorentzian. A n additional area is also lost because the background w ill alw ay 
be higher (by a small fraction) than it  should. Thus a measured area w ill invariably be less than the true area. In  reality thi: 
means very little  since noise effects w ill be a much more dominant source o f error.
The areas o f the G /L  peaks used here cannot be easily calculated analytically except fo r the Sum function. Thus it  i 
necessary to integrate the peaks d ig ita lly . Although w e need not subtract an arbitrary background as w e know thi 
background-less peak shape w e must choose integration lim its . Thus whatever happais w e w ill lose some area. In  additioi 
the summation process is also tim e consuming.
However fo r a given fit , w ith  constant Lorentzian M ix , the only requirement is that the relative peak areas are correct 
Absolute values are not necessary. Thus it  is possible to get quick reliable results by ju s t assuming that the area i 
proportional to the H eight and the F W H M . How ever w e sometimes need to get the additional area produced by T a il 1. Th i 
can only be found by summation. Thus to keep both areas on the same scale w e are le ft to find  them both by summation 
O r are we? The summation fo r the symmetric peak can be avoided by carrying out one summation o f a test peak betweei 
the lim its (at given Lorentzian M ix ) and comparing this w ith  a pure Gaussian o f the same H eight and F W H M . Th i 
norm alization factor then provides a sim ple method to find  a ll symm etric peak areas. The summed T a il 1 areas must stil 
be integrated but are generally less common and should not slow things down too much.
The internal integration lim its  (in  terms o f the number o f F W H M ’s either side o f the peak maxim um ) can be changed oi 
Page 7. C learly the larger the number the closer the area w ill be to the true value, but things may slow  down particular!; 
i f  there is any T a il 1. F o r practical purposes 10 F W H M ’s should be O K . Remember it is not valid to compare areas foum 
using different integration limits and/or different Lorentzian Mixes.
Now  let us compare the peak areas (actually the norm alization factors) fo r each G /L  peak over the fu ll range o f Lorentziaj 
% M ixtures.
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This is shown to the rig ht (Integration ±  10 F W H M ’s). I t ’s a b it 
scary. The only function whose area increases linearly w ith  L%  is 
the Sum function (this is to be expected). The Product function and 
the Frazer-Suzuki (FS ) function both show a reduced area compared 
w ith  the Sum function fo r all values o f L % . The V o ig t function 1
shows goodish behaviour at low  L%  and then an increased and 
erratic area over the Sum function at high L % . These patterns are 
identical irrespective o f the integration lim its chosen. £
S
GOOGLY believed fo r a long tim e that the best estimate o f 
Lorentzian character (fo r Sum, Product and F -S ) was determined by 
the peak area and not the L % . This was because L = 5 0 %  fo r the 
Product function was nowhere near a true 50%  Lorentzian character 
(it was more like  10% ). A  look at the figure over yonder allows one 
to gauge a vague Lorentzian character based on this area
assumption. o.o 20.0 40.0 so.o eo.o 100.0
Lorentz-ian X Mix
On one hand it  is o f no great importance to us what the real m ix is fo r most purposes and yet many people use the$ 
functions and take values lik e  L%  at face value. The Sum, Product and F-S  functions are only approximate approxim atior 
to the true G /L  lineshape which is best described by the V o ig t function. So by definition the L%  fo r the V o ig t function i 
the true G /L  m ix % . How ever the V o ig t area does not change in  a nice steady manner as a function o f the G /L  m ix % . S 
perhaps the area idea is not to tally va lid . W hat is more lik e ly  is that the odd area fluctuations are caused by the x,y region  
algorithm  changes discussed above, e.g. y increases as L%  increases and this necessitates a move from  Region I  - I I  - IB 
W hatever the reason it  is much more im portant to see i f  the V o ig t function really works as a valid  description o f a Gf 
convoluted peak.
T he Best Peak Shape fo r Convoluted G aussian/Lorentzian P rofiles
Voigt
Sui
F-S
Product
5 0 %  Convoluted Gaussian/Lorentzian
It  is easy to create a 
true G /L  peak by 
convolution. The test 
spectrum used in  the 
fits to the right is a 
50%  G /L  peak formed 
by convolving G  and 
and L  peaks w ith  
identical heights and 
F W H M ’s.
The fits were carried 
o u t a llo w in g  th e  
p o s i t io n ,  h e ig h t ,  
F W H M  a n d  
background intercept to  
float. D ifferent L % ’s 
were tested separately. 
The best fit was the one 
w ith  the lowest R V .
Voigt
L=49%
RV=2.8E-6
REX=0.6
Sum
L=62%
Voigt
L=50%
RV=3.2E-8
REX=0.04
Product
L=87%
RV=5.2E-4
REX=6.5
Voigt
L=51%
RV=3.0E-6
REX=0.6
F-S RV=1.5E-4 
REX=3.51=77%
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The 50%  V o ig t function wins the fitting  competition hands down. It  has an R V  w hich is better than its nearest riva l (alsc 
a V o ig t) by nearly 2 orders o f magnitude. The residuals show a w ild  excursion in  the wings o f the peak but the R E X  valu< 
o f 0 .0 4  shows that this is not significant. In  addition r =  1.00000. This fit is a case where the F  tests described above fai 
because the residuals clearly do not show a random distribution about zero. As discussed previously this is irrelevant because 
o f the R E X  and r  values. The result is pleasing (warm  glows a ll around) since the sm all errors occurs which do occur an 
manifested w ell away from  the peak centre.
The next best fits to the 50%  V o ig t are the 49%  and 51 % V o ig t fits. H ere the overall fits are s till very good but the erron 
are manifested about the peak centre. C learly the fit fo r this pure peak is very sensitive to the M ix .
The Sum function comes out the w inner o f the other 3 functions and takes the gold medal w ith  the F-S  function taking th< 
silver medal and the Product function taking the bronze medal. (W e must award the V o ig t a P latinum  or Cordomite medal 
to keep pace). Note how the L%  values fo r each o f these functions is higher than the known m ix o f 50% . Thus there is some 
valid ity  in  relating the peak area (set by the Voigt and not the Sum function) to the true m ix % .
Strangely enough we have used the Product function regularly fo r years (L % = 5 0 % , actual m ix about 10% L ). D on’t thaï 
beat a ll! O k, so in  the final evaluation we can see that the V o ig t is the best function (shape w ise). In  reality none o f thi: 
makes any real difference because o f the presence o f noise. W ork w ith  the Product function (w hich is not a bad functioi 
really, ju s t misunderstood) is s till legitim ate. It  is nice to have a better defined peak shape but taken w ith  a ll the othei 
assumptions it  is a pretty m inor effect............................ So ends this serm on.
M IS C E L L A N E O U S  O P T IO N S  
M a in  O ption  F 4  : E S C A  Specific O ptions
F I -  Reverse Abscissa Direction
This sim ply reverses a spectrum to allow  those silly  VG  spectra to conform  to w hat the rest o f us do.
F2 -  Modifying Functions
This allow s the determination o f a m odifying function o f the form  (EfESundmf . I t  w ill allow  determ ination and removal of 
a function which (sort o f) represents the transmission function and/or mean free path (attenuation length).
F3 -  Backgrounds
This allows the removal o f C onstant, L in e a r, In tegral (S im ple S h irley  T yp e) o r Tougaard  inelastic background. In  
addition you can create a simple overall integral background (this can also be done using T a il 2  and a parameter file ). 
Tougaard is the word when it comes to ESCA background. This is m y attem pt to allow  fo r this type o f analysis. A  
background can be removed p rior to fittin g . U ltim ately when things gel it  may be included instead o f the overall integral 
background in  the fitting  part. I  do wonder how important it  is in  actual practice since the simple integral works quite w ell. 
Any errors are taken care o f by the linear background and absorbed to some extent by noise. A fte r a ll i t ’s just another 
approxim ation.
M a in  O ptio n  F5 : F  Test (C om pare Variances)
Vide Supra.
The option prompts fo r two variances and their associated #  o f degrees o f freedom . From  these numbers it  calculates a 
measured F  statistic FMtat =  Varj/Var2. Associated w ith  this is the one tailed % probability, aMaa, that there is a value o f 
F  greater than FMea,. The null hypothesis that Var, =  Var2 is accepted i f  aMeat >  =  ctTa, (5%  fo r 95%  confidence).
M a in  O ption  F6 : P lo t Single D ataS et /  Positions /A reas /  H P G L
This is described more fu lly  in  the documentation for the program F L A Y .E X E . It  is mostly self-explanatory.
AND THAT'S ALL THERE IS FOR NOW !
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********** G O O G L Y ********** The Results
Figure 8.la
Datafile = ag3d50.edt : Parameter File = ag3d50.prl
--------------------- N L L S C F ---------------------
*** RESTRAINED CONVERGENCE -- Best Fit Chosen ***
Function Minimized = F = Sum{ [(Y-Y(fit))/Sigma]**2 } 
Weighting Used in F = Sigma = Sqrt(Y.Norm)
Norm = 1000.0 / (Dwell(ms) * # Scans) = 1.00000
# Degrees of Freedom, DF = # Points - # Free Parameters
288 = 301 - 13
Sum of SquareSSR = . 847922E+10
Residuals, Sigma=l.0 
RV(SSR) = .294418E+08
Chi-Square 
R V (Chi-Square)
26757.3 
92.9073
SSR/DF
Sigma=Sqrt(Y.Norm) 
Chi-Square/DF
N.B. If Poisson statistics prevail then the 
(Sigma=Sqrt(Y.Norm)) weighted sum of square residuals 
represents the Chi-Square statistic.
The probability that Chi-Square could be greater than 
the obtained value is Q%, i.e. The fit is statistically 
meaningful if Q% > some test value (say 5%):
Q(Chi-Square) = .000000 %
Correlation, Ro = 999167
REX = 7.02779 % :(Min. REX (95% Prob.) = .461873 %)
FINAL ERROR
PARAMETER VALUE R.S.D. % STATUS
GrouD 1 Combo(1, 2) Peak
CENTRE 1 367.922 ( .01) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 716219. (.13) CONVERGED
AREA 1 . 165947E+07
FWHM 1 1.77484 (.49) CONVERGED
MIX% 1 45.0076 (.00) CONVERGED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.11203 : Lw= . 910121
TAIL-1 1 .100000E- 09 (100.00) FLOAT
TAIL-2 1 .115620 ( 2.15) CONVERGED
Group 1 Combo(1, 2) Peak
CENTRE 2 373.925 (.02) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 476187. (.20) CONVERGED
AREA 2 .113452E+07
FWHM
MIX%
2
2
1.82362 ( 
45.0076
.84) CONVERGED 
DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT
TAIL-1
2
2
Gw= 1.14 62 8 
.100000E-09
: Lw= .938151 
DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .119181 DEPENDENT Group 1
***** LIN/POLY BACKGROUND *****
INTERCEPT
SLOPE
29684 . 8 
.000000
(1.11) CONVERGED
FIXED
A2 Back .000000 FIXED
A3 Back .000000 FIXED
A4 Back .000000 FIXED
A5 Back .000000 FIXED
A6 Back .000000 FIXED
A7 Back .000000 FIXED
El Back 
E2 Back
.000000 
.000000
FIXED
FIXED
***** TAIL 2 POLYNOMIAL *****
B0 Tail 2 1.00000 FIXED
B1 Tail 2 .523 647E-01 (7.52) CONVERGED
B2 Tail 2 .396106E-02 ( 9.01) FLOAT
B3 Tail 2 .874418E-04 (9.23) FLOAT
B4 Tail 2 .000000 FIXED
B5 Tail 2 .000000 FIXED
VOIGT (GAUSSIAN/LORENTZIAN Convolution)
1 ! N.B. Where appropriate Gw, Lw are Referenced to 
Satellite 1 and NOT Combo(1,2)
! ! ! ! ! AREAs are proportional to (HEIGHT*WIDTH) where 
WIDTH
is in X Units.
***** PEAK AREA RATIOS : N#/N *****
PK 1 2
1# 1.000 1.463
2# .6837 1.000
***** GROUP AREA RATIOS : N#/N *****
GP 1
1# 1.000
***** Levenberg-Marquardt NLLS Fit *****
Start LAMBDA = .100000E-02 , Delta LAMBDA =
10.0000
Interpolation uses an X Step = -.200012
Interpolation uses the REINSCH Spline : 0
Max. # Iter = 100 : Fit Left = .000000 , Fit
Right = .000000
Relaxation = 1.0000 : Convergence = .100000E-02
ALUMIN(I)UM K Alpha X-Ray (A1,A2,A3,A4,A',A5,A6,B): 
eV B.E.
Number Peaks Used (Satellites) = 8
Referenced to COMBO (1,2)
Component Area Ratio FWHM Ratio Separation
1 1.0000 1.0000 .00000
2 .50000 1.0000 .41600
3 .10500 1.0000 -9.6500
4 .52500E-01 1.0000 -11.640
5 .70000E-02 1.0000 -5.6000
6 .60000E-02 1.0000 -19.800
7 .40000E-02 1.0000 -23.400
8 .30000E-01 1.0000 -70.300
Peak Indices Using ONLY Component #1 (Auger) 0 
0 0 0
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 10 FWHM
Residual F Tests
F Tests to compare Residual (B)etween / (W)ithin 
Variance. Acceptable fit 
(i.e. Bunched Means Equal) if Q > Test% (say 5%). 
Bunches used Correspond to Max and Min FWHM.
Bunch = 9Z DF(B) = 32, DF(W) = 264, F = 7.43191,
Q = .278327E-19%
Bunch = 60, DF(B) = 4, DF(W) = 295, F = 13.1294,
Q = .744499E-07%
********** G 0 O G L Y ********** The Results :
Figure 8.1b
Datafile = ag3d50.nll : Parameter File = ag3d50.prl 
External Baseline Used = ag3d50.bgs
--------------------- N L L S C F ---------------------
*** RESTRAINED CONVERGENCE -- Best Fit Chosen ***
. Function Minimized = F = Sum{ [(Y-Y(fit))/Sigma]**2}
Weighting Used in F = Sigma = Sqrt(Y.Norm)
Norm = 1000.0 / (Dwell(ms) * # Scans) = 1.00000
# Degrees of Freedom, DF = # Points - # Free 
Parameters
SSR
Residuals, Sigma=l.0 
RV(SSR)
Chi-Square 
Sigma=Sqrt(Y.Norm)
R V (Chi-Square )
N.B. If Poisson statistics prevail then the 
(Sigma=Sqrt(Y.Norm)) weighted sum of square residuals 
represents the Chi-Square statistic.
The probability that Chi-Square could be greater 
than the obtained value is Q%,i.e. The fit is 
statistically meaningful if Q% > some test value (say 
5%) :
Q(Chi-Square) = .000000 %
Correlation, Ro = . 999281
REX = 6.76263 % :(Min. REX (95% Prob.) = .463252%)
288 = 301
.801966E+10 
. 27846 0E+08 
29830.1 
103.577
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Sum of Square 
SSR/DF
Chi-Square/DF
FINAL ERROR
PARAMETER VALUE R.S.D.% STATUS
Group
Group
1 Combo(1,2) Peak
CENTRE 1 367.901 ( .01) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 1 721172. ( .15) CONVERGED
AREA 1 . 165405E+07
FWHM 1 1.74825 ( .49) FLOAT
MIX% 1 45.0069 ( .00) CONVERGED
VOIGT 1 Gw= 1.11871 : Lw= .915561
TAIL-1 1 . 240570E-07 (***) FLOAT
TAIL-2 1 .115264 1.90) FLOAT
Combo(1 ,2) Peak
CENTRE 2 3 73.903 (.02) CONVERGED
HEIGHT 2 480840. .21) CONVERGED
AREA 2 .113896E+07
FWHM 2 1.80445 .84) FLOAT
MIX% 2 45.0 069 DEPENDENT Group 1
VOIGT 2 Gw= 1.15747 : Lw= .947284
TAIL-1 2 .240570E-07 DEPENDENT Group 1
TAIL-2 2 .119258 DEPENDENT Group 1
LIN/POLY BACKGROUND *****
INTERCEPT -3375.37 (1.03) FLOAT
SLOPE .000000 FIXED
A2 Back .000000 FIXED
A3 Back .000000 FIXED
A4 Back .000000 FIXED
A5 Back .000000 FIXED
A6 Back .000000 FIXED
A 7 Back .000000 FIXED
El Back . 000000 FIXED
E2 Back . 000000 FIXED
***** TAIL 2 POLYNOMIAL *****
B0 Tail 2 1.00000 FIXED
B1 Tail 2 .101677 (2.37) FLOAT
B2 Tail 2 . 458533E-02 (5.82) FLOAT
B3 Tail 2 .766560E-04 (8.15) FLOAT
B4 Tail 2 .000000 FIXED
B5 Tail 2 .000000 FIXED
VOIGT (GAUSSIAN/LORENTZIAN Convolution)
! ! N.B. Where appropriate Gw, Lw are Referenced to 
Satellite 1 and NOT Combo(1,2)
! ! ! ! ! AREAs are proportional to (HEIGHT*WIDTH) where 
WIDTH
is in X Units.
***** PEAK AREA RATIOS : N#/N *****
PK 1 2
1# 1.000 1.452
2# .6886 1.000
***** GROUP AREA RATIOS : N#/N *****
GP 1
1# 1.000
***** Levenberg-Marquardt NLLS Fit *****
Start LAMBDA = .100000E-02 , Delta LAMBDA =
10.0000
Interpolation uses an X Step = -.200012
Interpolation uses the REINSCH Spline : 0
Max. # Iter = 100 : Fit Left = .000000 ,
Fit Right = .000000
Relaxation = 1.0000 : Convergence =
.100000E-02
ALUMIN ( I ) UM K Alpha X-Ray (Al, A2 , A3 , A4 , A ' , A5 , A6 , B)
: eV B.E.
Number Peaks Used (Satellites) = 8
Referenced to COMBO (1,2)
Component Area Ratio FWHM Ratio
Separation
1 1.0000 1.0000 .00000
2 .50000 1.0000 .41600
3 .10500 1.0000 -9 . 6500
4 .52500E-01 1.0000 -11.640
5 .7OOOOE-O2 1.0000 -5 . 6000
6 .6OOOOE-O2 1.0000 -19.800
7 .40000E-02 1.0000 -23.400
8 .30000E-01 1.0000 -70.300
Peak Indices Using ONLY Component #1 (Auger) 0 
0 0 0 0
TAIL 1 Integration Limits +/- 10 FWHM
Residual F Tests
F Tests to compare Residual (B)etween /(W)ithin 
Variance. Acceptable fit 
(i.e. Bunched Means Equal) if Q > Test% (say 5%) . 
Bunches used Correspond to Max and Min FWHM.
Bunch =9, DF(B) = 32, DF(W) = 264, F = 8.65425,
Q = .432735E-23%
Bunch = 3, DF(B) = 99, DF(W) = 200, F = 13.3618,
Q =.000000 %
APPENDIX 2 (From reference 24)
Using the usual mean free path for inelastic scattering, 
X, we can calculate the thickness, dox, of any oxide 
present on the surface from the relationship
d0x = Xsin 6 In { (I CrIII/ I Cr0) + l}............. (1)
where 6 - the take-off angle and I is the intensity of 
the oxide or metal component of the peak, as indicated 
by the subscript. The assumption is made in deriving 
this relationship that the standard intensities of 
chromium in metal and oxide are equal for very thick 
samples.
Similarly the thickness, dTi, of a titanium layer 
attenuating the oxide signsl is given by
dTi = Xsinfl In { I CrIII / I' CrIII }.................(2)
where I' is the reduced signal in the presence of 
titanium. The effect of both oxide and titanium can be 
seen on the metal peak, viz :
+ dTi = XsinO In {1° Cr0 / I' Cr0} (3
where 1° refers to the intensity from a perfectly clean 
chromium surface. In the present case :
1 °cro = Icro exP (dox/Xsin0).......................... (4
Equation (3) can be used to obtain the combined 
thickness of oxide and titanium at any stage of
evaporation and equation (2) can be used independently 
to obtain the total thickness of titanium at any stage. 
Alternatively these equations can be used with each 
individual stage of evaporation to yield the thickness 
added.
The apparent chromium metal/oxide ratio at any thickness 
of titanium overlayer is given by
' CrIII /  1 ' CrO — R ..................................................................... (5)
where, as before, the prime indicates the intensity of 
the chromium signal in the presence of titanium. From
the relationship used above it follows that
R = exp - (dTi/Xsin0) /exp - (dTi+dox) /Xsin0........ (6)
= exp (dox/Xsind) - 1
which is independent of dTi.
